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6th  International Forum 
of Urbanism Conference (IFOU)

25th – 27th January, 2012, Barcelona
TOURbanISM – TOURBANISM

Barcelona will host the 6th Conference of the International Forum on Urbanism “TOURbanISM-toURBANISM” 
from January 25th to 27th, 2012, at the Catalonian Politechnic University (UPC).

International Forum on Urbanism 

n The International Forum on Urbanism (IFoU) was founded in 2005 as a network of Asian and European universities, 
research institutes and knowledge centers to strengthen the Asia-Europe collaboration in the field of Urbanism. The 
Forum aims for the following objectives:
-to initiate and realize international comparative research between Asia and Europe in the fields of urban design, 
planning and management of metropolitan areas and regions;
-to support the development and dissemination of knowledge on international level;
-to facilitate the dialogue between the academic world, professional organizations, corporate entities and politicians 
in the above mentioned fields.

The current participating universities of the IFoU-network include:

•Beijing University of Technology
• Berlage Institute Rotterdam
• Chinese University of Hong Kong
• Delft University of Technology
• National University of Singapore
• Seoul National University
• Taiwan University Taipei
• Tarumanagara University Jakarta
• Tongji University Shanghai
• Tsinghua University Beijing
• Universitá IUAV di Venezia
• University of Tokyo
• Catalonian Politechnic University

IFoU has organized until now various seminaries, workshops and meetings in Europe and Asia, and also four 
international conferences, 

1. Modernization & Regionalism – Reinventing the Urban Identity. Beijing.
2. Permacity. Delft
3. City and Water. Taipei

Prof. Ferran Sagarra; Dr. Malcolm Burns;  Prof. Karin Hofert;  Prof. Ricard Pie;  Prof. Joaquim Sabaté and  Dr. Adolf 
Sotoca integrate the Executive Committee of TOURbanISM.
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4. The New Urban Question. Urbanism beyond Neo-liberalism. Amsterdam and Delft.
5. Global Visions. Risks and Opportunities for the Urban Planet. Singapore.

These conferences are organized by the network of universities and imply the participation of scholars, experts, 
professionals, civil servants and representatives of the administration (majors, deputies, directors of urban planning 
departments of the main cities).

TOURbanISM - TOURBANISM

n Tourism is one of the leading global economic activities. According to the 2009 Edition of the “International 
Tourism Overview”, published by the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), its direct contribution 
to the global economy is estimated at 5%, ranging from 2% in the most developed countries to 10% in those that 
strongly rely on this sector. In 2008 global revenues generated by tourism, including transport of passengers, were 
about 3.000 million dollars, and its contribution to employment is estimated around 7% of the working population.

The amount of tourists has grown continuously since the middle of last century, from 25 million in 1950 to 922 
in 2008. For 2020 the UNWTO foresees that the number of tourists will reach 1.600 million. Despite the changing 
trends that occurred from the second half of 2008 to the date, due to the global economic crisis (financial crisis, rising 
oil and raw materials prices, and sharp fluctuations in exchange rates) the sector growth has not ceased. In 2010 the 
UNWTO estimates a 4% increase in the number of tourists.
Over the last fifty years the global economy experienced several serious crisis and tourism has always proved to be 
a very strong economic sector. The current crisis has not significantly affected tourism. Consequently it has become 
the economic hope of many countries affected by the decline of economies based on raw materials or small profit 
industrial activities

The map of the main tourism destinations has remained quite stable for many years. Europe is the largest and most 
mature destination in the world. 53% of tourists and 50% of revenues concentrate in this continent. The U.S. market 
(15.9% of tourists and 19.9% of revenues in 2008), that remains stable thanks to the domestic market, has been 
overtaken by Asia (20% of arrivals and 21,8% of revenues), that appears as an emerging area. Africa and Middle East 
are the two destinations with highest growth rates, although their absolute weight is relatively small.
Over the years tourism becomes a major engine that has transformed cities and territories, and an economic and 
social development bid for several countries. The aim of the 6th International Forum on Urbanism -IFoU- Conference 
is to reflect on tourism and especially on the changing processes as well as the instruments, plans, projects and 
strategies that arise in relation to it.

Conference aims and themes

n During the conference, scientific results, as well as design concepts and technical solutions will be presented; 
theoretical approaches will be discussed as well as professional experiences and best practices. With this in mind, the 
target group would include a range of different backgrounds: architects and urban planners; policy makers, students 
and researchers from different disciplines; managers and politicians, all of whom are involved in or interested in 
design, planning and the management of touristic developments.
The 2012 Conference will discuss the following themes:

Tourism: Evolution and recent trends
A. From tourism as a social conquest to new types of tourism
B. World tourism trends (categories, destinations...)
Evaluation of “mature” tourist destinations
C. Impacts of tourism development
D. The recycling of the tourist areas

Potential of post-industrial territories
E. The recycling of historical tourism
F. The new holiday tourism. Tourism and economic development

Towards a new paradigm
G. Cultural tourism in “weak institutional contexts”
H. Responsible Tourism
I. Architecture, urbanism and tourism

6th  International Forum of Urbanism Conference (IFOU) 25th – 27th January, 2012, Barcelona TOURbanISM – TOURBANISM

Tourism: Evolution and recent trends

A. From tourism as a social conquest to new types of tourism

The emergence of tourism as we currently know it is the result of social and economic achievements of the working 
classes of the most economically advanced countries in the early twentieth century. They conquered the right to enjoy 
leisure time, which in turn has become another economic activity, a large consumption activity. Therefore tourism 
from its inception balances between interest in idle enjoyment and business generated by leisure consumption. The 
historical phases according to which we study the tourism phenomenon (aristocratic, fordist and post-fordist stage) 
explain an evolution from elitist to mass uniformitarian tourism and to diversification and new markets.
How have the new consumption patterns affected the social uses of tourism?
Which types of tourism are novel approaches to the mass tourism of the twentieth century?

B. World tourism trends (categories, destinations...)

The top three worldwide tourism destinations are the United States, France and Spain, in different order depending 
on the amount of tourists or of revenues. Tourism is primarily domestic in the United States, culture-oriented in 
France, and based on sun & beach in Spain. The next countries in the list are China and Italy regarding the amount 
of tourists, and Italy and China regarding the revenues. The four western countries have experienced negative 
growth over the past two years. By contrast, Asian countries have increased to a greater or lesser degree their share 
of arrivals and receipts. Even the tourism market being very stable, the preferred destinations are moving towards 
the Pacific -regarding the large tourism flows- and to countries with greater economic difficulties but with important 
natural sources -regarding the so-called green and alternative tourism.
May these types of tourism provide differential values, to support a renewed relationship with the territory?

Evaluation of “mature” tourist destinations

C. Impacts of tourism development

In the second half of the twentieth century tourism has produced an important legacy, large urban settlements of 
great regional impact, and quite frequently serious obsolescence. Tourism is an economic invasive activity associat-
ed with a large number of transformations. From the physical point of view, the demand for access to tourist des-
tinations, for accommodation and for improvement of cultural and recreational facilities have drastically changed 
the urban and regional reality of tourist areas. Such transformations have moved from mere tourism effects to 
become the true protagonists. In some territories the economic effects of urbanization have been higher than those 
of the tourism activities, and the strategies of both economies have not always gone hand in hand. From the social 
point of view the tourist transformation of spaces and activities that for residents historically had other mean-
ings, have significantly affected local social uses in exchange for certain economic revenues that not always benefit 
those groups that suffer this invasion.

Can urban and regional projects provide criteria to ensure a positive impact of touristic development on the affected 
social structures?

D. The recycling of the tourist areas

Tourism is one of the economic phenomena with greatest impact on the transformation of territory, maybe the most 
significant. Therefore the question that arises is what to do with mature tourism areas, with the huge appliances built 
for sun & beach or snow tourism, which in its relentless growth have devoured the landscapes that justified them. 
The battle for survival, in the absence of alternatives and increasing international competition, forces these territories 
to a price competition and to accept any market conditions that push the tourist city to its own degradation. Density, 
obsolete accommodation and facilities, destruction of natural attractions, seasonality, difficulties to change the uses, 
are some of the problems -provoked by mass tourism over the last fifty years- that conversion and reuse will have to 
deal with. And they are the main problem for many of the countries involved in tourism.
What specifities show tourist orientated growths in relation to other types of urban growth?
Until what extent an excessive specialization implies great difficulties for renewal strategies in mature tourist 
environments?

What are the disciplinary factors to be considered in the renewal of mature tourist environments (landscape, energy, 
mobility, diversity of uses / times)?

6th  International Forum of Urbanism Conference (IFOU) 25th – 27th January, 2012, Barcelona TOURbanISM – TOURBANISM
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Potential of post-industrial territories

E. The recycling of historical tourism

Urban and cultural tourism was already on the Grand Tour of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries’ aristocracy. 
The history of the cities was the main reason to integrate the journey as an essential part of the education of 
a gentleman. Tourism in several European countries (Italy, France and Germany) begins at the time with those 
practices. Other countries have founded their tourist attraction exploiting the exoticism of their past. Cultural history 
as the only value has sometimes led to serious urban problems, emptied historic cities and transformed urban 
landscapes into great decoration. The post-industrial city has been incorporated into the tourism circuit claiming its 
past as a cultural value, offering a space for new economic activities and tourism in addition to these. Problems in 
these cases are quite similar to those of historic cities, that is to say, the risks of theming and removal of the cities 
own contents.
May we propose a new understanding of cultural heritage that goes beyond the physical legacy?
May it become the economic basis of territories that find in tourism a new productive sector?
May mature touristic zones become the Cities of Tomorrow?

F. The new holiday tourism. Tourism and economic development

Tourism is presented as a solution for underdeveloped territories. At the same time existing tourism zones need 
to reinvent the artefacts of mass tourism, and to understand and articulate the tourism role of the post-industrial 
cities. Many of the large state operations in the middle of last century were based on the same premises (as the 
project “Racine” in Languedoc-Roussillon to develop the South France desert coast or Cancun in Mexican territory 
of Quintana Roo). In the economically weak countries, the unlimited sale of their territories for holiday tourism in 
order to repeat the economic “miracle” of mature touristic countries during the second half of the twentieth century 
appears as an opportunity and at the same time a high risk operation. The debate about environmental sustainability 
seems very weak or just a pure propagandist question.
How can we take advantage of this opportunity and which could be the models, tools and programs to meet the 
so-called green or “sustainable” tourism that takes care of natural resources?
What should be the development criteria able to preserve the environmental, physical and social values, and therefore 
able to ensure models that consider the area’s identity?

Towards a new paradigm

G. Cultural tourism in “weak institutional contexts”

Many territories strive for universal recognition. The inclusion in the World Heritage Site list seems to be the most 
coveted title, as it is supposed to generate considerable prestige and may attract significant investment flows and 
visitors. But we also know about the increasing degradation processes that an excessive amount of visitors generates, 
carrying dangers and disadvantages to many areas. Interventions in cultural landscapes located in weak institutional 
contexts, those characterized by the loss of natural relationship between culture and their geographical and social 
basis, become both an opportunity and a threat to its population and heritage.
Is it possible to translate a broad recognition in a balanced local development?
What might be the necessary safeguards to ensure a proper balance between transformation and local development?

H. Responsible Tourism

After fifty years of mass tourism, a new approach to tourism stresses several issues. At first an understanding of the 
basic reasons to travel and stay in a remote space: personal enjoyment, other’s knowledge, coexistence, and cultural 
exchange, etc. or replacement of the work force, escape from everyday life, relaxation of standards, consumption 
and disregard for others’ values, etc. Mass tourism often has meant selling of oneself –the own culture, landscape 
or territory- for tourist consumption. At a time when tourism is the only financial hope for many countries with 
severe economic difficulties, UNWTO calls for responsible tourism following the Millennium Development Goals of 
poverty eradication and climate change.
What are the characteristics of the new tourism types and what novelties do they bring to mass tourism?
On what criteria should social, economic and environmentally sustainable tourism be based?

6th  International Forum of Urbanism Conference (IFOU) 25th – 27th January, 2012, Barcelona TOURbanISM – TOURBANISM

I. Architecture, urbanism and tourism

We need a theoretical reflection on what has been the contribution of architecture, urbanism and landscape in 
the construction and development of tourism. In the beginning the architecture of resorts and hotels was a simple 
translation of urban architecture. Later on the increased demand for accommodation in the tourist areas implied 
new panoramic hotels, apartment buildings and low density housing, offering the best scenario for the development 
of modern architecture. The folk pastiche, the post-modern architecture, and the architecture of the technology 
gesture or the environmental simulation appeared at last. Regarding planning we moved from government programs 
for depressed areas to regional tourism plans or proposals for the renewal of tourism areas. The bad professional 
conscience and the terrible examples of tourism architecture should not preclude claiming and studying those 
proposals that due to their great professional interest should become future references.

What may be the disciplinary contributions of architecture and urbanism in the renovation of existing tourist areas 
and in the design of new ones?
What are the urban and architectural tourism contributions to the post-industrial city?

All the presented papers will be peer reviewed both by an International  and a Local Review Panel. 

The Conference Executive Committee and the IFOU representatives are looking forward to host a rich and fruitful 
discussion, and gratefully acknowledge the availability of Ara editors and CETT Barcelona, to publish the 6th 
Conference of the International Forum on Urbanism “TOURbanISM-toURBANISM” best papers.

On behalf of the IFOU Scientific Board 
Prof. Dr. Joaquim Sabaté Bel
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The Tourist Project Of The Setap 
Group For The International Bid Of 
Ideas For Maspalomas Costa Canaria

Iván Alvarez León
Barcelona Polytechnic University, Faculty of Architecture, Barcelona, Avd Diagonal, 649 08028 Barcelona, Spain, 
e-mail: ial79arq@yahoo.com

Abstract

n The city of Maspalomas began building in 1961 , year of the celebration of the International Bid of ideas for 
Maspalomas Costa Canaria. This event was sponsored by the owner of the lands Mr. Alejandro de Castillo y Bravo 
de Laguna, the Count of Vega Grande.

The group of French architects and city planners ATEA and SETAP where awarded first place in the bid. The project 
stood out due to its high quality details, the respectful distribution with the landscape and the majesty of its urban 
forms in the different enclaves that comprised the project. 

The analysis of the professional work of ATEA and SETAP, the city models that were developed in the atelier, the 
academic experience of working with the ateliers of the École Nationale des Beaux-Arts in France by some of the 
members of SETAP, and the bid, are some of the ideas developed in this investigation.

Key words: 

Tourist urbanism, Maspalomas Costa Canaria, urbanism in France, ATEA-SETAP, École Nationale Supérieure des 
Beaux-Arts

Introduction

n At the beginning of the seventies, in the south of the Gran Canary Island, the lands commonly known as the 
Maspalomas estate became the place where the new tourist city of Maspalomas Costa Canaria was to be built. This 
city was going to be the object of the greatest number of direct and indirect tourist activities of the island. This would 
transform it and convert it into the main economic engine. 

The Maspalomas estate, with an extension of 2,000 hectares and a length of 17 km of coast, was the property of 
Mr. Alejandro del Castillo y del Castillo. The owner, advised by the architect, Mr. Pedro Massiu, and constantly 
accompanied by the architect from Madrid, Mr. Manuel de la Peña Suárez, was the person who had the intuition of 
creating and giving shape to a new international tourist center  by the name of Maspalomas Costa Canaria.

To that end, it was necessary to elaborate a bid for ideas from architects and city planners of around the world. The 
preparation of the official announcement of the International Bid of ideas for Maspalomas Costa Canaria was done 
under the auspices of the International Union of Architects (UIA) in Paris and the Higher Council of Architects of 
Spain (CSAE) in Madrid.

The result of the bid was announced in January 1962; however, 1961 was the year in which the material presentations, participant inscription and projects 
that were presented to the bid took place. 
(Taped) Interview given to the author of Mr. Alejandro del Castillo (son of the developer) on the January 4, 2008, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria. 
Duration: 132 min.
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The 9th of January of 1962 the international jury announced the eagerly awaited project. The first prize went to the 
French atelier SETAP (Société pour l’Étude Technique d’Aménagements Planifiés) with a plan that exceeded all of the 
prospects of every single member of the jury, who decided, unanimously, that the project was very much superior 
to the ones submitted by the rest of the participants .

The ATEA and SETAP atelier, managed by the architects Guy Lagneau, Michel Weill and Jean Dimitrijevic, until this 
time was in charge of important projects in the field of architecture, such as the Museum of La Havre (1959),  and 
city planning, such as  the study of the outskirts of Paris or the city of Cansado, (1958), in Mauritania.

The SETAP, installed in Paris, is structured in study groups known as ATEA+SETAP or ATEA+AART, where each 
one of the departments can develop activities simultaneously, jointly or independently .

The relationship of some of the integrants of the atelier with teaching in the École National Supérieure des Beaux-
Arts (ENSBA) and the École des Ponts et Chausséss in Paris was essential in distinguishing some of the peculiarities 
of the project presented by the SETAP for the Maspalomas bid.

The ATEA + SETAP in Paris
 
n In 1949, in a building in Paris built around 1920, the first architectural works were developed by the architects 
Daniel Badani, Guy Lagneau, Michell Weill and Jean Dimitrijevic. 

The Atelier, divided into eight spaces, was composed of a reception, offices, model rooms, etc. It was equipped with 
distinguished furniture designed by Marcel Gascoin and Finnish chairs model Alvar Aalto  that could be dismounted. 
This Atelier served to start an activity that later in 1953 resulted in the founding of the society ATEA and SETAP.

Left. Figure 1.  Atelier D. Badani, Guy Lagneau, Michell Weill and Jean Dimitrijevic. View of the mobile partition.
Right. Figure 2.   View of the design work room.

The offices for the development of architecture and planning would take the name of ATEA (Ateliers d’Etudes 
Architecturales) and SETAP (Société Technique d’Aménagements Planifiés). The atelier was managed by Guy Lag-
neau (architect-city planner), Michel Weill (architect-city planner), Jean Dimitrijevic (architect-city planner), Renzo 
Moro (architect), Henri Coulomb (architect-city planner), Paul Cordoliani (architect), Pierre Ropion (office man-
ager), Philippe Gennet (lawyer-city planner) and Ivan Seifert (city planner). They created a structured and multidis-
ciplinary atelier for projects that went from an architectonic scale to a wider territorial distribution.

Structure of the Atelier ATEA+SETAP

The studies and assignments elaborated by the ATEA+SETAP group had to follow an internal methodology of 
work adapted to the atelier’s model and to the type of jobs that they received. In this manner,  ATEA+SETAP 
depending on the type of project began with a “Conseil d’administration” for jobs relating to: technical services; 
regional, urban, operational or decentralization developments; and administration; or from the “Architectes Con-
seillers Techniques de la SETAP” for jobs relating to: architecture; tourist development; habitat; community equip-
ment; industrial architecture; investigation and bids.

Depending on the type of job, the “Conseil de coordination equipe ATEA + SETAP” would be the first to prepare 
the prospecting guidelines for the development of the project. Once the guidelines were established and after 
deciding which of the four big areas of work would follow: Architecture, technical services; development; and ad-

In 1961, a similar bid had been announced in Malaga in which four of the jury members coincided. In this occasion, the first prize did not mean that the second prized was not 
awarded as in the case of Maspalomas due to the quality of the first prize winner.
Anonymous s.a., AS; ATEA+SETAP, Brochure c.v atea+setap; pp 5-18, edn, s.ed., Archives (IFA) Dossier ATEA-SETAP.133 Ifa 12/1.
"Un Atelier d’architecture a Paris", May, 1950, L'architecture d'aujourd'hui, num. 29, page 11
Ibidem.
Ibidem.

The Tourist Project Of The Setap Group For The International Bid Of Ideas For Maspalomas Costa Canaria

ministration; they continued with the project process until the elaboration of the final documentation, before the 
“Exterior Experts Council”, where it was reviewed by external engineers.

Figure 1.   Structure of the work stages depending on the type of project. 

Organization of the Atelier ATEA+SETAP

ATEA and SETAP had complementary activities; they had a common organization and a permanent team whose 
activities belonged to the following areas:

1.-Analysis, coordination, synthesis, study proposals in the areas of geography, demography, economy, finance, 
city planning, regional and rural development, planning and industrial decentralization.

2.-Conception, coordination and executive management of the architecture works.
3.-Conception, coordination and executive management of the technical studies related to architecture and engi-

neering.

Both departments of the Atelier ATEA and SETAP could intervene together, simultaneously or separately, each 
having their own permanent personnel available . 

ATEA and SETAP complete this organization with the common and permanent cooperation of different engineers 
and consultants, as occurred on several occasions with the cooperation of Jean Prouve, among others.

The main references of the atelier ATEA and SETAP are grouped in the following areas of expertise:
A.-Development........Regional development, city planning studies and operational city planning.
B.-Economy.............. Programming and industrial decentralization.
C.-Tourism................Tourism developments.
D.-Habitat..................Community and individual habitats.
E.- Equipment…….....Administration, commercial, schools and universities, hospitals, socio-cultural, hotels 
and restaurants, technical-industrial and infrastructures.
F.-Agreed operations
G.-Bids and acknowledgments

AS; ATEA+SETAP  op. cit., page 3
The number and division of permanent personnel is: URBANISM 12 Sections-6 ETAM; ARCHITECTURE 12 Sections-21 ETAM; TECHNICAL STUDIES 12 Sections-4 
ETAM; MANAGEMENT SERVICES 3 Sections-8 ETAM; COMMON SERVICES 1 Section-7 ETAM. (The meaning of the acronym ETAM is unknown). AS; 
ATEA+SETAP  op. cit., page 4
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Tourist developments: 1961-1972 

Of the 17 tourist plans elaborated by the atelier between 1961 and 1972, the Maspalomas project in 1961 became 
the first tourist development done by SETAP. The plan estimated a capacity of 40,000 beds and a population den-
sity of 60 habitants per hectare. In the same manner, in 1972 the city of Maspalomas became the last tourist proj-
ect designed by the atelier. In this occasion, it was a consultation by the Maspalomas Costa Canaria company as to 
how to achieve a 200,000 bed capacity.

The participation of the atelier in numerous tourist planning projects meant working in countries like Spain, Portu-
gal and France. Among the tourist projects and studies elaborated, it is worth mentioning the ones done for Mas-
palomas (1961), the plan for Mourillon a Tulún in France (1963), the proposal for Vilamoura in Portugal (1965), 
and the residential assembly of the Marinas de Cogilon in Portugal (1965).

The Maspalomas plan in 1961 stands out due to its fantastic geometry of undulating silhouettes and for its high 
landscape value, besides having respected the dune system. The project estimated a total capacity of 40,000 beds 
and an average population density of 60 habitants per hectare in a 2,000 ha extension. The green spaces and the 
urban settlement units were active elements for the organization and structuring of the coast territory.

On the Mediterranean coast, the strategy employed for the development of the coast of Mourillon en Tulún in 
1963 was located at the foot of Mourillon cornice and possessed a 2 km length of coast shore. The project defend-
ed the creation of a series of artificial beaches; the creation of spa and recreation equipment; the implementation 
of luxury residential areas; the building of secondary and tertiary activities that suited the reconversion of the jobs; 
and the enhancement of the links and exchanges with the region . 

In 1965, the tourist project for the town of Vilamoura in Algarve, at the hands of the company LUSOTUR, elabo-
rated a plan with a multidisciplinary team composed of MM. Carver, L. Baker, J. Caetano and Jean Dimitrijevic. 
The plans and studies were elaborated by C. L. Baker, SETAP, GEFEL and Hidrotecnica Portuguesa Lda. The proj-
ect stood out for its organic setup and proposed a collection of residential and tourist units that were interconnect-
ed, interpreted and managed as a single unit . The proposed structure has meant that the dimension of the planned 
program has been divided into eight great development areas, connected and intertwined by the road network and 
green spaces.

The example of Las Marinas de Cogolin will serve as a model of a plan meticulously elaborated and built in the 
same manner. In 1965, the atelier ATEA and SETAP in cooperation with the engineers Vernet and Paul, and the 
technical assistants of the “Financial Society for the tourist industry”, planned a port complex with an area of 40 
ha, of which the recreational port was to take up more than half of the space and with a capacity for 1,500 moor-
ing spots. The rest of the program was defined by 600 houses, and commercial, technical and recreational equip-
ment . As with the other plans elaborated by the atelier, the structure is organized by three  groups of changeable 
settlements, where each one is strategically placed with regard to the port, understood as the real “amusement”   
and from which all intervention gravitated.

Left. Figure 4.   Development plan of the coast of 
Mourillon en Tulún, 1963.
Right. Figure 5.  Model of the tourist project in the 
International Bid of Maspalomas Costa-Canaria, 1961.

"L'aménagement du Litoral du Mourillon, par l'Atelier d'Architecture Lagneau, Weill, Dimitrijevic", 1967, Urbanisme, vol. 100, page 50-51
"L'aménagement touristique de Vilamoura, Algarve-Portugal, par C.L. Baker, J.Caetano et J.Dimitrijevic", 1967, Urbanisme, vol. 101, page 52-53
"Les Marines de Cogolin: Dans le Golfe de St-Stropez; architect Dimitrijevic, Jean", October 1971, Techniques et Architectures., vol. 34, no. 1, page 87-91
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Left. Figure 6.   Model of the tourist project Las Marinas de Cogolin. 1965
Right. Figure 7.   Tourist development plan of Vilamoura. 1965

Training in the École d’architecture of Paris, ENSBA 1956-1959  

The École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts (ENSBA) in Paris was the center of education where the directors 
of the ATEA and SETAP: Guy Lagneau, Michel Weill y Jean Dimitrijevic, received their training, as well as other 
contributors that were part of the atelier. Its directors in the decade of the 50’s became part of the group of profes-
sors at the ENSBA, creating the Lagneau-Laffaille atelier. The training as urban planner of Guy Lagneau and Michel 
Weill continued at the Institut d’Urbanisme of the Université of Paris, and Jean Dimitrijevic, architect and technol-
ogy specialist, went on to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.).

The ENSBA during the year in which the atelier SETAP won the Maspalomas bid (1961) was an active participant 
in the creation of a reform to university education in Paris. 

Some of the most important concepts of the reform proclaimed by the architect and professor Marcel Lods  are 
collected in his first writings, by means of the 1956-1959 education program of the ENSBA, such as:“... l’Ecole ten-
tera de former des esprits ouverts á l’universel...”  and “...chaque élément de la création fait partie d’un tout indis-
sociable.” . 

Some of those ethical objectives helped establish the educational guidelines in the ENSBA and adapted to the de-
mands of the Artistic Education General Management  of France.

The new reform in education, as stated in the texts of architect Marcel Lods, should guarantee a solid artistic 
and technical education for students. With the new teaching system, the ENSBA became a center for art and 
architecture. Marcel Lods described this new spirit of education as: “L’Association pour la création d’une École 
d’Architecture et d’un Centre expérimental d’Architecture et d’Art” .

These words captured the attention of the Secretary of Education in Paris and the Secretary of State of Fine Arts. 
Only in this manner could the new study plan of the ENSBA reflect architectural studies in three cycles: Propae-
deutics (two years); architectural studies (four years); and “stages” (one year).

Students that started the propaedeutics course had to prove their abilities, values for spatial imagination and sensi-
bility to colors and shapes, with activities such as: conferences, practical exercises of application in groups through 
photos ; and seminars on design and construction of models.

The second cycle of education corresponded to the architecture courses with a duration of four years. The work of 
territorial planning and organization were taught the second year with Guy Lagneau as a teacher.

Term used by the architect Jean Dimitrijevic to explain the project. Interview (taped) given to the author to architect Jean Dimitrijevic, October, 2008, Paris. Duration: 56 min.
"L'aménagement du Litoral du Mourillon, par l'Atelier d'Architecture Lagneau, Weill, Dimitrijevic", 1967, Urbanisme, vol. 100, page 50-51
Biaugeaud, J. s.a. Personal document of the author, provided by Pedro José Franco López, photo of the model, Maspalomas Costa Canaria project, S.E.T.A.P. group (3) b/n; 
23x17cm. edn, s.ed, s.l
Personal archive of architect Jean Dimitrijevic. Personal documents of the author, by Jean Dimitrijevic , b/n, 21x29 cm.
"L'aménagement touristique de Vilamoura, Algarve-Portugal, par C.L. Baker, J.Caetano et J.Dimitrijevic", 1967, Urbanisme, vol. 101, page 52
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In addition to the theoretical lessons, practical projects were carried out in the ateliers. The workshops were com-
posed of a maximum of thirty students, teachers and assistants. The objective of the projects was to develop in the 
students a knowledge of culture and in the methods of artistic expression.

Some of the organization charts of the ateliers of that period show the methodology that was applied to student 
education. In the education program of 1952-53, they analyzed how the atelier “Lafaille-Lagneau”, in collaboration 
with Jean Dimitrijevic, realized constant reviews of the students’ projects. The last stage of the project was as-
sessed by the Managing Committee that awarded them the education diploma. 

During the time they had for the elaboration of the project, training was complemented with theoretical classes 
and conferences taught by external teachers of the ENSBA.

Events, projects for the international tender of Maspalomas Costa Canaria

n The southern area of the Grand Canary Island, after several attempts of exploitation at the beginning of the 50’s 
with the exploitation of small tourist interventions, among which we can emphasize the proposal of landscape gar-
dener, Nicolás María Rubió, the proposal for the Maspalomas Hotel by the architect Manuel Martín Fernández de 
la Torre in the Oasis area, and the design of a Parador type by architect Eduardo Laforet  served as first intuitions 
for the development that later transformed the Maspalomas estate in an international center.

After the first International Bid of Ideas in Spain with tourist purposes, nominated  as “Elviria residential area” 
(1960), the second experience corresponded to the International bid of Maspalomas Costa Canaria (1961). Its de-
velopers, Mr. Salvador Guerrero in the case of the “Elviria residential area”, and Mr. Alejandro del Castillo y del 
Castillo  for “Maspalomas Costa Canaria” were motivated at the time by the New Plan for the Development of the 
State by the creation of tourist centers and by the recent creation of the Ministry of Tourism  in Spain.

Some of the architectural magazines of global recognition  announced the “Maspalomas Costa Canaria” bid during 
1961. Accompanied by the national press, they revealed the extraordinary qualities of the place for the implemen-
tation of a tourist center, with headlines such as “Maspalomas, global attraction point”  or “Maspalomas, the best 
beach in Europe” . The wide coverage of international disclosure that the bid manifest produced among architects 
of all over the world brought to the event the construction of a tourist imaginary for the city of Maspalomas that 
was yet to be built. 

The development of the bid follows the guidelines established in the “Project regulations for International archi-
tecture tenders” as reflected in the attachment of “Project regulations for International architecture and urban plan-
ning tenders”  published by the U.I.A. in 1955. The regulations were composed of a total of 53 articles, divided in 
9 chapters, of which emphasis can be placed on some of the mandatory areas, such as: inscription and admission 
of participants; awarding of bonuses, compensation and indemnities; copyright; UIA cooperation, and organization 
and publicity of the bid.

In order to know the steps that were to be followed during each of the phases of the bid, the developer visited 
the organizers of the “Elviria” tender in Malaga. In the elaboration of the document that set forth the basis for the 
tender, people as important in the local and national sphere as Mr. Simón Benítez Padilla in geological studies, Mr. 
Felipe Gracia (meteorologist of the Spanish Air Force in the Canary Islands) for the study of the climate in the area, 
and Grabados Topográficos S.A. in Madrid for the topographical study. The degree of detail that was included in 
the basis was such, that the judges praised the work done by the company Maspalomas Costa Canaria.

During the admission period between the 1st of June and the 1st of August of 1961, the registration enrolled 148 
participants from all over the world . The day of the reception of the projects was the 1st of December and the 
result of the jury was announced the 9th of January, 1962.

Marcel Lods was an architect and urban planner, founder of the Association Beaudouin et Lods and teacher responsible for the atelier Lods-Hernant-Trezzini at the ENSBA.
“… the École tries to develop a spirit open to what is universal…”  École d’architecture de Paris, Archives (IFA) Dossier Lods. 323 AA 14/2. Nouvelle École; Construction-premiers 
documents 1956-1959, page 18.
“… each element of the creation is part of an indivisible all”. Ibidem.
Marcel Lods was an architect and urban planner, founder of the Association Beaudouin et Lods and teacher responsible for the atelier Lods-Hernant-Trezzini at the ENSBA.
“The association for the creation of an Architecture School and an experimental Center of Architecture and Art”. Archives (IFA) Dossier Lods. 323 AA 14/2. Nouvelle École; 
Construction-premiers documents 1956-1959, w/o num. (introduction document). 
This technique was used by the SETAP Group to develop the Maspalomas project. Interview (taped) given to the author to architect Alain Naman (contributing city planner in 
charge of the Maspalomas Costa Canaria project in the SETAP group), the 7th of July, 2009, Paris. Duration: 38 min.
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The jury, as described by the international tender regulations of the UIA, had to be formed by members of differ-
ent nationalities, with the recommendation that one of them be named by the UIA so that the regulations were 
abided. In this case, the jury was composed of Van der Broek (president) Holland; Pierre Vago (UIA member) 
France; Luis Blanco Soler and Antonio Perpiñá Sebriá, Spain, Franco Albini, Italy and Manuel de la Peña Suárez 
(secretary), Spain. 

The jury’s decision unanimously established that the winning project was the atelier SETAP. The deliberation took 
place in the Guanarteme warehouse which housed during the days of 4-9 of January, 1962, the 80 proposals pre-
sented. According to the UIA’s periodical publication in 1962, of the 80 projects received , two were disqualified 
for not fulfilling article 11, regarding the date of delivery and the anonymity of the projects. 

The remaining 78 projects were evaluated according to the criteria established by the jury for the following param-
eters:

1. Respect the dunes, the oasis, the landscape and the beaches, avoiding excessive use of the delta.
2. Creation of a tourist center, not a city.
3. General composition of quality, not quantity.
4. Creation of a tourist center of attraction and entertainment, situated to the west of the oasis and in its sur-

roundings
5. Distribution and classification of the tourist groups with a good disposition of the road network and accesses 

to the beaches.
6. Provision and organization of the systems of open spaces.
7. Development of the stages and their execution possibilities.
8. Analysis of the different services.

After deciding the evaluation parameters for each project, 3 elimination rounds were done. In the first one, 46 proj-
ects were discarded; in the second one, 12; and 8 in the third one. Finally, 12 projects remained, for which only 7 
received an award or some recognition, as follows: 

1st price: Project #969696, SETAP group (France)
2nd price: void
3rd price: Project #458900, group headed by J. van den Bogaerde (Belgium)

Ex-aequo: Project #981782, architect Jacques Karbowsky (France)

1st mention: Project #545875, group of Cruz Lopez Muller and José Luis Picardo, Carlos Picardo and Carlos 
Martinez Caro (Spain)
2nd mention: Project #247412 , group headed by Jacek Preis (Poland); Project #279556, Group headed by Ru-
bens Henriquez Hernandez and Javier Diaz Llanos la Roche (Spain); Project #362624, group headed by Javier 
Barroso Ladron de Guevara, José Martín Crespo Diaz and Angel Orbe Cano (Spain).

The SETAP project that pursued a territorial organization model had, as one of its main objectives, the achieve-
ment of an organized urban structure. To do that, one of the characteristics of the project was the shape and city 
model based on: concentration of services; the grouping of installations and tourist equipment as independent 
units. The units of grouping equipment or housing units were joined and interconnected by a network of roads 
and green spaces.

The peculiarity of working by units characterized the plan in a zoning system. The theory, developed by the pro-
fessor André Gutton at the ENSBA, defined the functions that man needs in a city and that must be part of the 
urban landscape, grouped in 4 concepts (habitat, work, leisure and movement). The city model  of A. Gutton for 
50,000 habitants has some similarities with the Maspalomas project. A model built by: variable units, separation 
of functions; the tracing of the road network; the concentration of use; the plasticity used in the designs; and the 
prevalence of green as a natural element of the city, define the city proposed by A. Gutton and projected by SETAP 
at Maspalomas.

The journalist Francisco García Torres, in the newspaper La Falange, on the 1st of October, 1961, announced after the closing of the enrollment, the participation of 148 
competitors (8 Japanese, 3 Israeli, 3 Turkish, 2 Yugoslavian, 1 Algerian, 1 Uruguayan, and others from countries like: Portugal, France, Italy, Monaco, Switzerland, Poland, 
Denmark, Belgium, Germany, Sweden, Holland, United States, UK, Mexico, Argentina, Finland, Canada, etc.). The main nationalities that participated were French, Polish and 
Dutch. However, the geographer Ignacio Nadal Perdomo in 1983 described the participation of 141 competitors of 24 countries with representation of 30 Spaniards, 25 French, 20 
Polish, 8 Dutch, 8 German and 7 Japanese. In Nadal Perdomo, I. & Guitián Ayneto, C., 1983, El Sur de Gran Canaria: entre el turismo y la marginación, C.I.E.S., Lanzarote, 
page 80.
The UIA’s periodical magazine in 1962 published the participation in the Maspalomas Costa Canaria tender of 80 competitors. Nevertheless, Ignacio Nadal Perdomo in his book 
El Sur de Gran Canaria: entre el turismo y la marginación, after conversations with the Maspalomas Costa-Canaria company, describes that 81 projects were handed in and that 
in the end half of them were discarded because they worked on the dune areas.
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In the SETAP project, with an extension of 2.000 hectares, only half of which could be used for building, with 
a global population density of 60 habitants per hectare and a total population of 60,000 inhabitants. This urban 
model characterized the intervention with a high value and respect for the landscape. The population was distrib-
uted in seven units or sectors as follows: San Pedro (7,700 pop.); Pasito Blanco (6,300 pop.); City of Maspalomas 
(12,300 pop.); Los Ingleses (9,800 pop.); San Agustín (12,200 pop.); Campo Internacional (4,400 pop.); and San Fer-
nando (7,000 pop). Each of the sectors was equipped with tourist service infrastructures, roads and green spaces.

The distribution of each of the urban groups had as an objective the organization of the housing units. The large 
variety of tourist accommodations presented in the project was the following: luxury hotel, lower category hotels, 
motels, luxury villas, bungalows, apartments, leisure areas. It was a differentiating aspect in regards to the other 
proposals presented. Among the leisure equipment were piers for leisure boats, vehicle stations, restaurants and a 
racecourse.

Nevertheless, in this occasion, I have only outlined some of the general aspects of the report that describes the SE-
TAP project. Of the existing publications, the ones by the French magazine Urbanisme   and of the author Ignacio 
Nadal Perdomo  in the book El Sur de Gran Canaria: entre el turismo y la marginación are the most accurate in the 
detailed description of the project. 

 

Figure 8. (provided by Pedro José Franco ) Plan presented to the tender in January 1962 by the S.E.T.A.P group             

Of the SETAP plan, only the first intervention in San Agustín (1962) was respected, with the building of the restau-
rant “La Rotonda” and the Apartments “Los Caracoles” by the architect Manuel de la Peña Suárez. The rest of the 
interventions were planned by a General Organization Plan by Manuel de la Peña and some partial plans that had 
little to do with the initial project of the atelier SETAP. The other urban planning operations during the 60’s and 
70’s responded to the expectations of the first massive tourism waves that had chosen the city of Maspalomas for 
vacation.
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Abstract

n Since the start of tourism as rewarding and massive activity in the mid-nineteenth century, new tourist 
destinations have appeared to satisfy mass tourism. Among the different urban developments that have 
taken place so far, the objective of this paper is to reflect on a model of tourist development that is spreading 
internationally, the New holiday towns. These urban settlements can reach large dimensions in size and 
population, so producing  appreciable economic, political and environmental impacts in their environment. But, 
what about the social impact that these NHTs involve? 
Tthrough the analysis of a specific case, Marina d’Or, social aspects were investigated  with the help of a  
quantitative method, the Survey: prototype users; frequency by residents in town; relations with its neighbors; 
intensity of use that they make of public space and their satisfaction and valuation of urban space. And finally with 
a qualitative methodology, the Participant Observation, the diversity of its urban space and the ways of inhabiting 
it were analyzed. 

Key words: 
new towns, non-places, social impact of tourism, Marina d'Or

Introduction 

n Since the start of tourism as rewarding and massive activity in the mid-nineteenth century, new tourist 
destinations have appeared to satisfy a growing tipology of tourist: mass tourism. Among the different urban 
developments that have taken place so far, this paper analyzes the New Holiday Towns. 
The paper is divided into three parts: First of all the concept of New holiday town (from now on “NHT”) is 
explained, since it’s important to distinguish them from other urban settlements such as tourist resorts, residential 
areas for holidays or even traditional tourist towns. Secondly a few cases of NHT are shown chronologically, 
noting the difference between the first and the current ones. And finally an urban and sociological study was 
carried out in a specific case of NHT: Marina d'Or, in Oropesa, Spain. 

New holiday towns

n Before explainning the concept of New holiday town, it’s essential to define first the New towns, INTI  (2010): 
“A New Town is planned and built, based on a large scale, integral master plan, on a site where no town was 
before. This is what set a New town apart from `normal`, gradually developed towns. The foundation of the New 
town is grounded in a clear (political) decree. Connected to this is the characteristic that the new settlement will 
grow into a town in a short time span. The New town will have a certain degree of political, governmental and/
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or economic autonomy. This is what discriminates New towns from (large scale) town expansions that are not 
autonomous in any way, but have been attached to an existing town.” INTI explains that they are characterized 
by: Design, Size and rapid growth, Life cycle and Starting situation and concept. ”The problem of the new town 
lies in the starting situation of the town: the way how a New Town has been destined from the star, both by 
political goals and by the history of its creation.” These factors individually are not specific only from the New 
towns, however, together they are critical to understand the logic and problems of this urban model. The NHTs 
are then New towns built with a single goal: to satisfy the demand of mass tourism. They are built thanks to 
strong business investment and the support and commitment from local government and, although all have the 
same objective, their starting situation and concept can be very different depending on the historical, political 
and economic context in which they are built. Question that affects their subsequent evolution, as we well see 
onwards. 

Cases of New holiday towns

The first NHT were born in the early twentieth century when holiday leave became a legal right for the working 
class, building the environment of a modern way of life based on leisure time, a healthy life based on sun and 
beach, far away from the city, the pollution, and work routine. Two examples of these NHT built with social 
purposes are “La Ciutat del Repós i les Vacances” in Spain and Prora, in Germany. 

 “La Ciutat del repós i les Vacances ” (1933), in Castelldefells, Cataluña, was one of the first NHT planned in Spain. 
It was a project in which architects and politicians sought solutions to enable cheap holidays for the working-
class.“It was a place to predominate the cultural work time, rest and intellectual education. Where there should 
be "rebuild and strengthen the forces of the workers through trips, exercise, and agricultural work.” (ROVIRA, 
2003). The Project belongs to GATEPAC  and what characterizes it, is the function and rationality of the space, 
the definition of different areas with use of well defined activities (SAMBRICIO, 1987) as we cann see at Figure 1.   
The project is specially thought for the holiday weekends of the citizens of Barcelona, so it is close to the city and 
easily accessible. The site would occupy 200ha approx and the works began, but unfortunately the Spanish civil 
war stopped the project. 

Soon after, in Germany another NHT was emerging between 1936 and 1939,  Prora. The Strength through Joy 
organization , constructed the mostly finished several kilometer long complex of buildings. (Figure 2) Its main 
objective was the extensive organization of leisure time for the Germans, especially the layout of holidays for 
20,000 people. As an article of the BBC News (2008) says, “the Nazis planned mass murder and they also planned 
mass tourism, as part of their attempt to indoctrinate the entire German population.” They constructed a 4.5 
km long building strip, consisting of 5 blocks each with a length of 500m, the called “KdF Sea Bath Rügen. But 
“it is not only interesting from the architecture perspective, -implementation of modern architecture in National 
Socialism-, it was also an element of the National Socialists’ labour and social policy, serving its aggressive military 
and racial policies.” Documentation Center of Prora (2010). The Second World war stopped the project and 
authorities have tried to market Prora in a commercial manner, however Prora is nowadays in ruins, waiting for 
private investors who wish to install hotels, holiday homes, wellness centers and sport facilities in the new town 
to reactivate it.

Figure 1. Programm of “Ciutat del repós i les vacances”.
Figure 2. Kdf-Seaside Prora

Source: PPG-AU FAUFBA and Catalan enciclopedia        Source: Documentation Zentrum Prora
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International New Town Institute, Almere, Netherlands 
Rest and Vacation Town
Group of Spanish Architects and Technicians for the Progress of Contemporary Architecture, that constituted one of the best legacies of the twentieth century avant-garde in Spain.
It was composed provided five areas: (A) bathing area; (B) area weekend (with removable houses for rent, figure3); (C) area of residence (with hotels, houses and school colonies 
minimum); (D) zone for rest cures in sanatoriums; and (E) agricultural crop area with vegetable gardens for rent, figure2. 
Catalan encyclopedia 
“Strength through Joy” was a sub organization of the “German Labor Front” Dokumentation Zentrum Prora

Meanwhile, another NHT that had nothing to do with the previous was emerging in EEUU, Las Vegas (1930). It 
started as a stopover on the pioneer trails to the west, and nowadays it is called “The Entertainment Capital of the 
World” with an estimated population of 583,756 inhabit  and an area of 340km2  . With Las Vegas the vacation 
concept related to leisure time, understood as a state of passivity and inactivity, not associated with work... 
changes moving towards entertainment. MUXI (2004) “The business of Las Vegas consist in the alterateration of 
cronological time, in the generation of identical and systematized sequences of time, so the tourist lose the sense 
os chronological time and begin to spend wildly” IRIBAS (2005) 

Figure 3. Map of Las Vegas. Strip showing every written word seen from the road
Figure 4. All inclusive resorts in Cancun

“Las Vegas is to the Strip what Rome is to the Piazza”      Source: ALDAPE, La configuración del espacio 
turístico de Cancun, 2010. p 63         Source:VENTURI (1978) 

Cancun was born in the early 70's, when the Mexican government visualized the opportunity to reactivate the 
development of the peninsula of Yucatan thanks to the tourist activity. They planned a NHT that nowadays is the 
main source of income from tourism in Mexico. In just 40 years, it grew to 628,306 hab . The success of Cancun 
lies in the combination of the ingredients of the first NHTs, sun and beach, with the new paradigm born with Las 
Vegas, construction of time, embodied in their offer of “all inclusive resort” (Figure 4). As IRIBAS (2003) says, "the 
tourism success is produced by the accumulation of alternative time offers which satisfies and covers the needs and 
aspirations of tourists. We will have to fill the time of tourist with activities and offers all day, every time there will 
be more diversification, probably because, ever going to have more number of holidays, shorter in duration but 
more numerous throughout the year , and each time the products will be more defined and outlined to the market. 
Moreover, the new architecture that is required for tourism is not architecture about form. What is claimed now, is 
a new conception in which space is a tool, not an end. The real purpose of the construction is the construction of 
time.“ 

“The Mediterranean basin loses strength as a world tourist destination" due to competition from new emerging 
tourism receptors and so the traditional destinations of the Mediterranean coastline began to show "stagnation" 
simtoms at the end of the twentieth century. MANERA and GARAU (2005). The offer based on sun and beach is 
not enough competitive in the international market, so the tourist system of the spanish coastline begins to show 
signs of a slow “process of change”. Ex-novo settlements away from conventional tourist destinations are born 
with a high supply of entertainment (such as golf resorts, themathic parks...) VERA (2005). In line with this process 
of change, emerges a NHT on the mediterranean coastline, Marina d’Or, in the municipalities of Oropesa del Mar 
and Cabanes, Spain. The tourist development in Oropesa begins in the 60's when the first buildings and tourist 
complexes are built, transforming it into the traditional tourist destination for the residents of Castellón, capital 
of the region located 22km far away. Thus, tourism and real estate market become the main source of income for 
the municipality, which encourages the  private company Marina d'Or Group  in the late 80's to build the largest 
NHT in Spain: Marina d'Or. Marina d’Or spreads parallel to the coastline occupying 2,5km2 with a density of 
11.000liv/km2 approx. It is also composed of approx. 1.170 hotel rooms and entertainment offerings such as spa, 
amusement and water parks, restaurants, shops… Its natural boundaries (the sea, the river and the nature reserve 
of Cabanes) together with the railway parallel to the coastline, prevent its continuous growth. Reason why Marina 
d’Or will continue its expansion 2km away with Marina d’Or Golf. A proyect that will occupy 18km2 approx., so 
exceeding the current size of the town of Oropesa and even reaching the size of Castellon. (Figure 5) The goal of 
this new project is to provide more differentiated entertainment in the market for deseasonalizing the tourism in 
Marina d'Or, currently based on sun and beach. As ve can see at Figure 6, Marina d'Or has a rigid urban structure 

U.S. Census Bureau, 20010
Las Vegas Nevada.gov, 2010
ITER, 2010
The Group has developed its own fully integrated business model, where full control of the business cycle allows them to keep costs to a minimum: Land Purchase, Land Plots 
Management, Construction, Trading and Selling and After-Sales service. The important increase that has been achieved in real state sales is due to: commercial strategy; a highly 
specialized product with added value; strong customer relationships; accost rationalization strategy and international expansion. (Marina d’Or Group, 2010)
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with a functional organization. The tertiary services such as hotels, spa, restaurants, shopping, commercial 
centre... are concentrated in the town center, while the residential, grenn and recreational areas are located on  
horizontal strips parallel to the sea. Its main avenue, Barcelona Av., is the entrance to Marina d'Or and showcase 
of the entertainment supplied by the NHT, simulating the Strip from Las Vegas.  There is a marked difference 
between the first sector built, the town centre, with a great diversity of architecture and public spaces and the 
remaining sectors, which are composed almost only of two building tipologies. It’s composed of massive and serial 
architecture which leaves public space as a monotonous scenario. 

Figure 5. Oropesa and Cabanes
Figure 6. Marina d’Or

Source: Own elaboration from plans of Oropesa and Cabanes city council (2009) 

Objective

n The NHT explained here are just a few examples of an urban phenomenon that gradually is expanding 
internationally. As we have seen, some of them were only theoretical projects, others failed and try to survive 
nowadays thanks to private investors, while others have become the “Capital of entertainment” and the highest 
source of income from tourism in its country. Marina d'Or is still young, but it has ambitions to turn into the 
“largest holiday town of europe for all the family", Marina d’Or Group (2010). So they are not only tourist 
destinations, but urban developments that can reach larger dimensions in size and population than the own 
capital of the regions they occupy, so producing  appreciable economic, political and environmental impacts in 
their environment. But, what about the social impact that these NHTs involve? Are these new towns  qualified 
to support such a big load of population for only some months per year? Are they able to survive active the rest 
of the year? Are they urban systems in which contacts, regulations, interchanges and communication take place 
among its neighbors for the necessary coexistence? RUEDA (1996) Is their public space designed for collective life? 
An finally, are these NHTs a place  for their inhabitants? The objective of this paper is to study the social impact 
that these urban developments involved through the analysis of  the following variables:

• User profile. The purpose of this variable is to know the kind of users who inhabit these towns. Are they 
tourist and vacationers or also residents? Is it a nacional or internacional tourism? Is it a family, elderly or 
young tourism? How many years ago do they live the NHT?

• Frequency of use of the NHT by neighbors. How many days and months per year do the inhabitants frequent 
the town? Do they spend short or long periods of holidays there? Is there a part of the population who live in 
the town all the year? What average of frecuency of use has the NHT?

• Relatinoships between neighbors. The purpose of this variable is to know which kind of contacts, relations... 
the neighbors establish in the town.

• Diversity of public space. How is the public space of a town for holidays built just for one actor? Is it a public 
space designed for collective life? 

• Intensity of use and Ways of inhabiting urban space in day life by neighbors. Is it a space of representation 
where the community is visible? BORJA (2001) Is it a place for its neighborhood?

• Valoration and satisfaction of urban space by users. ROCA, BURNS and GARCÍA (2003) To know the reasons 
of the users to choose Marina d'Or as tourist destination.

The Group has developed its own fully integrated business model, where full control of the business cycle allows them to keep costs to a minimum: Land Purchase, Land Plots 
Management, Construction, Trading and Selling and After-Sales service. The important increase that has been achieved in real state sales is due to: commercial strategy; a highly 
specialized product with added value; strong customer relationships; accost rationalization strategy and international expansion. (Marina d’Or Group, 2010)
“The ‘place’ is ... the ‘living space’ in depth by personal subjectivity of each, a space in which one notes that is part (sort of) of his own being  (ie, with which you feel identified), 
a space that you have a long relationship (ie, part of his own biography or personal history), an area abounding with relationships or personal items (relationship with the 
environment).” (SILVESTRO, J.M. y ROCA, J., 2007)
In these weeks the municipality of Oropesa del Mar reaches the highest occupancy.Tourist Info Oropesa del Mar, 2009
INFOTUR Oropesa del Mar, 2009
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Methodology

n It was choosed a specific case of NHT, Marina d'or, and the previous variables were analyzed through the 
following methods:
The survey. 150 surveys were made to users of Marina d'Or between  the 1st and the 15th of  August, 2010.  
Participant Observation. It was coosed one of the days with more occupation of the year, Saturday August 14, 
2010 . The same route was repeated in three different time slots doing a photo tour: from 11:30 to 14h, from 
17.30h to 20h and from 21h to 23h. PEREZ (2009) The objective of this methodology was also to provide a more 
global view of Marina d'Or from this sequence of photos enumerated and continuous in terms of location.

Results 

n User Profile
The tourism of Marina d’Or is mostly national, so 93% of those polled were spanish tourists who came mainly 
from the interior and north of Spain. Although Oropesa is the tradicional tourist destination for the castellonenses, 
a small percentage of tourists come from Comunidad Valenciana (14%). The distances between the principal 
residence of those surveyed and MD are min. 22km (Castellón) and max. 500km (Córdoba), so the average 
distance is  310km. This is one of the reasons why the frequency of use of the NHT is so low and seasonalized, as 
we will see onwards. MD has mainly a family tourism composed by inhabitants between 30 and 50 years old with 
children. Despite one of the initiatives of the PGOU 2009 of Oropesa , is to attract the Elderly, a low percentage of 
them (22%) frequent MD. 

Figure 7. Where do you sleep  and in which kind of  accommodation?
Figure 8. How many years ago do you frequent MD?
Figure 9. How many years ago do you come to MD and in which kind of accommodation do you sleep?
Source: own elaboration

84.6% of the users polled stay in MD, while the rest in other nearby tourist destinations such as Oropesa (2km 
away), Cabanes, (10km away) or Castellon (22km away). (These come to MD for shopping, entertaiment or daily 
to work) 45.30% of them had a vacation home, 29% stayed in a rental property, 19% in a hotel and only 6% had 
a principal residence in MD. As we can see in the Figure 7, the principal residence owns to users who live mainly 
in Cabanes, Castellón or Oropesa, while vacation home is the typical accomodation for MD, followed by hotel and 
rental property.  Only 8% of those polled frequente MD since its foundation (between 11 and 20 years ago), as the 
Figure 8 shows, who have a principal residence out of MD. The users who visit MD between 6 and 10 years ago 
(29%) have a vacation home bought during the real-state boom in Spain, and 37% came by first time to the town, 
who spend holidays at hotels and rental housing. We can see in Figure 9, by comparing accommodation and how 
many years ago users visit the town, as the percentage of vacation home decreases to the present and increases the 
percentage of hotels and rental housing. 

Frecuency of use
The average of frequency of use of MD is 0 to 1 day per month, except July and August. In July amounts to one 
day and in August the average is between 8 and 15 days.  (Figure 10). The total average is one day/month, which 
means that MD is used 12 days/year. Noting that the half of them have a vacation home, this low frecuency of use 
is quite surprising. The busiest periods apart from August and July are April (Easter), September, June and October 
from 3 to 7 days. The period of 1 to 2 days a month (weekends) have also a minimum percentage, and 75% of 
users don’t visit MD except in July and August. (Figure 11) Relating the frecuency of use with accommodation, 
we can observe as the seasonality increases from principal residence to vacation home, rental housing and finally 
hotel. (Figure 12).

  General Urban Plan of Oropesa del Mar 2009
  Rebember that the surveys are made in the month of  August (2010)
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Figure 10. How many days per month do you come to Marina d'Or?
Figure 11. How many days per month do you frequent Marina d'Or?

Figure 12. Frecuency of use of Marina d’Or/kind of accommodation
       

Source: own elaboration

Relationships 
It has been asked to users if they recognize on the street their neighbors and employees of MD (66% say yes); if 
they know their names (only 24% say yes); an if they have made friends in MD (just 17% say yes). It has been 
checked by comparing relationships with other variables, as relationships of users are closer as more years ago 
neighbors they frequent the town and the less seasonally is its frequency of use. 

Diversity of public space 
Figure 13. Images of Marina d’Or streets   
Figure 14. Symbology on Barcelona Av., MD Strip
   

To analyze the diversity of the urban space of MD, all the streets, squares, green areas, architecture ... have been 
photographed and compared. The participation of few actors (basically Marina d’Or Group) to build the new 
town is one of the main reasons that have made possible its rapid growth, but is also one of the causes of the 
lack of diversity of its urban space. Looking at the Figure 13, where some streets of  MD are compared, we realise 
that they all look the same. This is only an example of a situation that is repeated equally with the green areas, 
architecture, squares…of MD. But it is also consequence of the policy of the Group, who seeks the economic 
efficiency as one of their most important strategies through mass production of architecture and public scpaces. 
Another important question for the company is to satisfy their “clients”, who are looking for relax and security 
for their holidays. This issue is also reflected on the private enclosures of all the buildings, which leave the streets 
wall-to-wall as residual spaces, just to pass. The lack of complexity of its urban space, turns the urban space of MD 
into a space devoid of identity and so unrecognized by its users, as we will see in the variable Intensity of use. Just 
because the advertising used by the Group on the public space to promote itself, it’s possible to get one’s bearing, 
Figure 14. 
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Intensity of use and Ways of inhabiting urban space in day life by users
Private and public spaces of MD have been listed and users have answered the intensity of use they make of 
them: several times a day, once a day, several times a week, once a week, less than once a month, never, I don’t 
recognize it. ROCA, BURNS and GARCÍA(2003) The Figure 15 shows that except the beach, bars, restaurants... 
and MD Gardens (spaces offering entertainment by MD), the remaining spaces are visited only once a week, less 
than once a month, never or simply they are not recognized by users. Looking at the underlined rates in colour 
red, it’s showed that the two higher rates are always contiguous in the intensity scale, which means that a great 
percentage of users do the same intensity of use in each space. Mapping these intensities of use on the map of MD, 
Figure 16, it’s observed that the highest intensities are located obviously close to the beach and at the town center, 
where are all the activities concentrated. The public space of MD (green areas, squares, streets) have a insignificant 
intensity of use, despite the large surface they occupy. 

Figure 15. Intensity of use
 

Figure 16. Map of intensity of use of Marina d’Or

Source. Own elaborated. Scale 1/8.000

When the method of participant observation was carried out in the morning, afternoon and evening, the intensity 
of use extracted from the surveys was reaffirmed. All green areas and places were almost empty all the day. 
Marina d'Or Gardens, where the company offers activities like a resort (concerts, karaoke, aerobics ...) was the 
only space used by users. This lack of relationships between users of MD do’nt help to use collectively the public 
space. Except for the beach, which was overcrowded, the other living spaces are used individually and the ways 
of inhabiting public space in day life by users are equal at the same times of day, predictable, which is probably 
consecuence of the lack of diversity of user profiles in the new town. As discovered exception through this 
method, the illegal sale by "top-blankets" at night at Amplaries Street. During two hours approx. this street and 
adjacent green areas had a maximum intensity of use. 

New Holiday Towns As Non-Places. The Case Of Marina d’Or
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Valuation and satisfaction of users

n To the question “What level of attractiveness do you think Marina d'Or has?” (scale from 1 to 100), the user’s 
opinions are very dispersed, but the average is 53.40 so the conclusion is that their level of satisfaction with the 
NHT is not very high. Relating this valuation of users with the question “How Many years ago do you visit Marina 
d'Or?” is observed as the level of valuation decreases, as more years users frequent the New Town. 

The users have also evaluated some aspects of Marina d'Or. It’s surprising that despite of the low intensity of use 
of the green areas, however they have a very high appraisal. Unlike the beach for example, with high intensity 
of use and very low valuation. The variables show the users’ ignorance about issues as public transport (48,7% 
of those polled didn’t know about it); public facilities (34%); employment (42%); health and culture equipments 
(37%). A large percentage complained about the bad quality of waste management in MD and the lack of parking 
places (85%  have come by car to MD),   consequences of the excessive population load.Users responded freely 
over positive and negative aspects. Quietness, rest and relax was the top rated positive aspects of MD, followed 
by family vacation, estertainment, fun, green aras, see, climate, sun, and all the aspects involved in comfort: 
hotel facilities and  easy accessibility to the beach. The negative aspects were the beach, with a large percentage 
of dissatisfied users, as well as the lack of shops, facilities, services, culture, cleaning, maintenance and the 
promenade. Only two polled complained about the Marina d’Or Neighborhood Association, which does not work 
since 2 or 3 years ago because the neighbors don’t want on holidays to get into issues related to the organization 
of MD. Moreover, there is a feeling of reproach to Marina d’Or by their neighbors, making the Group responsible 
for all the evils of town, sometimes saying they feel "cheated" because the Group promised them anything else, 
when they bought their flat. As for the slogans: "In Marina d’Or, Holidays all year", 56% of those polled were not 
agree; "Buy an apartment in Marina d’Or is the best inversion you can do", 66% of those polled were not agree; 
and "Marina d'Or is the best city for holidays to enjoy the whole family", 49% of those polled were not agree. 

Conclusion

n It’s obvious that seasonality affects the frecuency of use of any tourism destination based on sun and beach, an 
issue that will inevitably impact on other social variables. However, there is a very significant difference between 
the social impact that involve a New holiday town as Marina d’Or and other tourist destinations.Marina d’Or is 
not comparable to those tourist models developed gradually from an preeexisting old town, with history, with 
another traditional activities developed through years besides tourism, with an significant percentage of population 
apart form tourists who live and work there all the year and with an own identity created by this community. 
Important aspects to keep active the tourist destination all the year and to assure the social cohesion between 
at least a portion of the population. Marina d’Or is a New town, created just for tourism and so composed only 
of tourists. On the other hand, Marina d’Or is also not equivalent to other NHTs such as Cancun or Las Vegas, 
tourist models based on an international tourism who spend short periods of holidays at hotels. The tourism of 
MD is mostly based on vacation homes and is a family and national tourism, a fact that causes a perverse effect so 
the rotation of tourists is very low. All this issues are responsibles of the so low intensity of use of Marina d’Or, 
a question that turns this urban development into an entirely unsustainable model. The lack of social cohesion 
surely in a tourist resort is not a big deal, but when it takes place in a town as Marina d’Or that could reach in a 
future the size and population of the capital of its region, Castellon, this lack of coexistence between neighbors 
could involve significant hampering the progress of the town. The participation of few actors to build a new 
town, is one of the main reasons that have made possible its rapid growth. But it is also one of the causes of the 
lack of diversity of its urban space, of the mass production of a public spaces without identity, dehumanized. A 
public space which consequently most neighbors don’t recognize; with a very low intensity of use in daily life and 
inhabited individually by users, as the methods used have shown.

Maybe when these issues happen independently the impact is not significant, but when all coexist together in a 
single location as Marina d’Or, the repercusions are so strong as to turn it into a non-place.

“If a place can be a place of identity, relational and historical, a place that is neither identificatory or relational, 
or historical, define a" non-place "... a world where the scores of transit and temporary occupations, promised 
a world of solitary individuality, to provisionally ephemeral, to the passage.” AUGÉ (2004) Is it a precedent for 
future stagnation, that tourist destinations become non-places? Is there a panacea for them? Which? On what basis 
should settle the future New holiday towns? 

Lidia Beltran, Josep Roca
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Abstract

n The following paper presents a project of Cultural Routes designed for the Chilean Tierra del Fuego, linked 
to promoting tourism and boosting the economy, through the development of a specific high standard tourism 
offer, linked to its natural and cultural heritage, with the purpose of capturing the potential income generation for 
Chile. The project had as main goal to enhance the competitiveness of the tourism sector of special interests in 
Tierra del Fuego, a key sector of Southern Patagonia, through the dissemination and transfer of technologies and 
knowledge, acquired in over 10 years of research and projects, onto the territory and local agents. These Cultural 
Routes build an innovative offer, capable of structuring the diverse touristic resources and strengthening the basis 
for the development of a new stage of national and international tourism market, located on the southern extreme 
of Chile and America.

Key words: 

Cultural Routes, tourism, Tierra del Fuego

Introduction

n The project of Cultural Routes, developed for the Chilean Tierra del Fuego, collects the interest of the 
government of Chile to promote the tourism sector , to boost the economy by generating new employment 
alternatives  and to “contribute to the development of distinctive, sustainable and high quality offers, addressing 
the challenges of innovation associated with capturing the country’s potential for income generation present in 
its natural and cultural heritage” . The project is also linked with the guidelines of CORFO  for the promotion and 
innovation of special interest tourism industry. This sector of the economy demanded the design of a competitive 
offer for the Tierra del Fuego Island, in order to position this region as a new touristic front for the national and 
international market, with a Chilean offer located in a key sector of the Patagonia, on the southern extreme of 
Chile and America.

The project had, as primary goal, to enhance innovation in the tourism sector of special interests of Tierra del 
Fuego through the diffusion and transfer of technologies and knowledge —acquired in 10 years of research 
and projects— in order to articulate and assess the heritage of the island, with a set of Cultural Routes. The 
technologies and knowledge were transferred both to the productive sector and local agents (six associated 
operators, five partner institutions and fifteen regional entities, including the provincial governorship of 
Tierra del Fuego) with the purpose of incorporating technological improvements to its products, management 
models and marketing, and thus configuring the corporate territorial brand named “Cultural Routes in Tierra 
del Fuego” . Diffusion and technology transfer were an important aspect of the project since it facilitated the 
takeover and handling of the products generated through field activities, meetings, seminars and workshops, 
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so that entrepreneurs and local actors settled upon proper conditions to implement Cultural Routes and offer a 
competitive and innovative product capable of structuring the tourist resources —both tangible and intangible, 
consolidated and latent— in the national and international tourist market.
Tierra del Fuego has been activated by the human being through social, economic and material events, acquiring 
cultural and aesthetic values, which interlace its history, territory and landscape. In this sense, it is possible to 
declare that if the landscapes are the natural resources in Tierra del Fuego, the cultural interpretation provides 
them with added value, in terms of retrieving the memory, strengthening the identity and assessing the heritage.

It is on this hypothesis that the Cultural Routes are drawn onto Tierra del Fuego.

The island of tierra del fuego

n Tierra del Fuego, the largest island in the American continent, is located south of 52° South Latitude. It is 
characterized by a complex set of layers that identifies it:

a. Its status as special and extreme zone is associated with a high level of isolation; an harsh climate conditions 
that affects both accessibility and communication; a scarce and highly dispersed population; low socio-economic 
development; great difficulty of access to public services, education and health; and critical distance from the 
political and administrative centers of power and decision making.

Figure 1       Figure 2

b.Lakes and mountain ranges, glaciers and meadows, forests and stars meet in its geography. The contours of 
its shores are rich in bays, fjords, canals, sinuses and glaciers. Other attractions are: the Lomas Bay wetland —
declared a Ramsar site—; the Tres Arroyos archeological site; Blanco Lake and Lynch Lake; La Paciencia mountain 
range and the Diamante Hill; the geographic fault composed by the Almirantazgo sine, the Azopardo River and 
Lake Fagnano; Yendegaia Bay; the Darwin Range.

c.The collection of narratives and maps composed by navigators, travelers and European scientists, is very rich. 
From Pigafetta to Darwin, from Sarmiento de Gamboa to Gusinde, the explorations succeeded to Tierra del 
Fuego, from the discovery of the Estrecho de Magallanes in 1520, bequeathing a vast legacy of cartographic 
representations, writings and testimonies to posterity.

 

Figure 3       Figure 4

d. The rich Aboriginal culture of the Selknam was settled in Tierra del Fuego for about 110 centuries. The domain 
of its territory was associated with the institution of Haruwen, which destined the exclusive use of certain areas 

The project entitled “Cultural Routes in Tierra del Fuego” is financed by the Chilean Government entity CORFO and developed 
between 2009 and 2011 by architects Eugenio Garcés and Sebastián Seisdedos, geographer Franz Kroeger, economist Nicole Norel 
and designer Ximena Ulibarri, in the Faculty of Architecture, Design and Urban Studies, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile. 
Official message of President Michelle Bachelet, May 21st, 2008.
Cabinet Council of President Michelle Bachelet, March 3rd, 2009. 
Cádiz, T (2008). Program of Innovation in Tourism and Competitions. 2008.
CORFO is a Government Corporation of Development, created by President Pedro Aguirre Cerda in 1939.
For further reference see: www.tierradelfuegochile.com

for each family group. Its limits demanded strict observance, given their violation was a cause of strife between 
lineages. The Selknam enjoyed rituals and traditions such as the Hain, their main ceremony for the initiation of 
young people.

e. The set of human settlements related to economic colonization and its subsequent productive use, dated from 
the late nineteenth century and based on the exploitation of the natural resources of the Island. It started with 
the process of land grants , which led to a territorial planning with the formation of sheep estancias , which were 
imposed on the traditional Selknam structure. The city of Porvenir was founded in 1894 —in the bay of the same 
name— as the capital of the Chilean Tierra del Fuego. In 1958, the National Petrol Company (ENAP)  founded the 
company town of Cerro Sombrero. Other oil enclaves on the Island are: Manantiales (1945), Puerto Percy (1950) 
and Cullen (1962).

Cultural routes

n The Cultural Routes in Tierra del Fuego were developed with the purpose of designing a tourism initiative that 
would offer an attractive vision of the Tierra del Fuego territory, intended for a controlled number of visitors, that 
is the special interests tourists (scientific tourism, rural tourism, eco tourism and adventure tourism, among others). 
The project is the result of a shared process with authorities, regional actors and local operators, ensuring a proper 
balance between transformation and local development. Its settings was based on geographical areas associated 
with events, territorial functions, activities and natural environments, that contain both aesthetic and cultural 
values, so to make a sustainable use of natural resources and the cultural heritage of the Island, encouraging its 
conservation and involving local communities in tourism activities.

The Cultural Routes offer new experiences for special interest visitors, related to local culture, the unexplored 
magic of the territory and its landscapes, its biodiversity, its territorial heritage and cultural wealth. They are based 
on a circuit system linked by key areas, exceeding the linear sequence of courses. Each one of the Routes, even if 
specific, can be combined with another in certain convergent sections thus forming broader routes. This is where 
the highlights of the geography coincide with historical events and social aspects, thus creating areas with higher 
cultural weight and territorial intensity.

The Cultural Routes developed by this CORFO project are:

1. Selknam Route, hunting and fire territories.
2. Estancias Route and the sheep ranch occupation of the territory.
3. Wood Route in the north Almirantazgo.
4. Wetlands Route of birds and waters.
Two cases will be presented for the occasion of this paper: the Selknam Route, hunting and fire territories and the 
Estancias Route and the sheep ranch occupation of the territory.

Selknam route, hunting and fire territories

n The Selknam Route is related to the natives of Tierra del Fuego, the Selknam. The proposed route links 
geography with history and aboriginal mysticism. It considers specific points including the Bahía Inútil area, 
with the Marazzi rock and the fish weirs, the place known as Mount of Ona —Tres Arroyos site—, and the 
archaeological sites in Punta Catalina, Dos María and Florentina and Blanco Lake. 

       Figure 5        Figure 6
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The process of land grants began in 1883 by president Santa María (1881 – 1886) and continued by president Balmaceda (1886 – 1891) in the region of Magallanes —both in 
the continent as in Tierra del Fuego—. It consisted in the delivery of lands for rent to livestock companies for a maximum period of 25 years.
Estancia is the Chilean name for the sheep ranch.
The National Petrol Company (Empresa Nacional del Petróleo – ENAP) is a state company, founded in 1950 by the Corporación de Fomento de la Producción (CORFO), in order 
to commercially, manage and exploit the deposits discovered in Magallanes. CORFO was responsible for prospecting for oil, both in the Estrecho de Magallanes and Tierra del 
Fuego.
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Tierra del Fuego was the homeland of the aboriginal Selknam for about 11,000 years. They were physically gifted 
people, who eventually reached an extraordinary adaptation to the particular geographical and environmental 
characteristics of the territory, with a metabolic adjustment body temperature a degree higher than ours and an 
average height of 1.80 m. All these features provided the nomadic life in search of food, by hunting birds and 
animals and gathering fruits. Among the resources they had, the guanaco turned out to be an essential animal for 
their survival, as was the bison to the Indians of the North American plains, providing meat for food and skins to 
meet the needs for shelter, the cover for huts and other craft uses.

The huts of the Selknam, seen as architectural expression, were based on a structure of light rods that women 
bore during transhumance, as a basis for a construction resistant to high winds. This was complemented by more 
robust rods, if they were at hand, and then lined the outside with skins, bark and branches, leaving a top opening 
for the smoke to escape and another in east direction, opposite of the prevailing wind, to be used as a door. The 
strongest huts were located towards the south of the Island, in the forest area. They were reused and improved as 
required.

Figure 8          Figure 9

Considering that these aboriginal were hunters and gatherers, the weapons used in hunting were of vital 
importance. The Selknam bow, a remarkable piece of craftsmanship, and the arrow, object of refined design and 
construction, are central to its heritage. The feathering of the arrow was provided so that the arrow was propelled 
in rotary turns, better suited to straight flight and for greater efficiency in the hunting . 

The Selknam managed to rule the territory through the institution of the Haruwen, consisting of exclusive 
occupancy of certain well demarcated geographical areas for each family group, related to geographical features 
such as watercourses or accurate spots amongst the plain. These limits were transmitted from generation to 
generation and were to be strictly respected, as a violation of the allotted ancestral territories could cause the 
outbreak of disputes between the lineages. Each of these areas was inhabited by the family that corresponded to 
a group of blood relatives that were linked patrilineal to previous generations. In each Haruwen, ancestors were 
represented in the form of a river, lake, mountain, meadow or forest. Selknam, at death, chose to become part 
of the territory, and thus forming the earth and the cosmos. Martin Gusinde (1886-1969), Austrian priest and 
ethnographer, drew a map  of the Haruwen from his interpretation of orally transmitted data. According to this 
map, towards the mid-nineteenth century there were 38 Haruwen for a population of about 3,800 people, while 
recent investigations by Spanish researcher Clara García Moro suggest a population of 1,500 individuals.

Hain’s ceremony was essential as a rite of passage for young people to enter adulthood. To perform it, men were 
secluded in the ceremonial hut, were they painted their bodies and covered with large masks, playing a set of 
mythical creatures that inspired an ancient and sacred history. Among other tests, candidates had to face a hunt 
that extended for several days, which stimulated courage, endurance, handling the bow and arrow, protection 
from the storms, decoding traces and pursuit of animals.
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The bestowal of land grants was the beginning of the end for the Selknam. The settlers invaded the Selknam 
Haruwen causing a struggle which ended with their extermination by well-armed and paid individuals. Genocide 
joined the confinement of the few surviving indigenous in the Salesian missions of San Rafael and Río Grande, 
where European spread diseases ended up destroying this wonderful race. The last Selknam, Ángela Loij, died in 
1974. 

A very important element of the Selknam Route consists of scientific literature, film and sound recordings related 
to them. The main source of information is the work of Martin Gusinde, published under the title Die Feuerland 
Indianer, in 1931. Gusinde made four expeditions to Tierra del Fuego, from 1918 to 1924, under the patronage 
of the Ministry of Public Instruction of Chile. His work was published in Spanish . A complementary source of 
great interest is the work of Anne Chapman (1922 – 2010) , who studied, interpreted and reconstructed, from the 
female perspective, the social and spiritual structure of the Selknam. For her work it was essential to meet the last 
survivors of the Selknam people: Lola Kiepja and Angela Loij.

There are some very important film records of Alberto M. De Agostini (1883 – 1960), a Salesian priest of Italian 
origin, who explored the mountain ranges of Tierra del Fuego and Patagonia. Agostini made several expeditions 
to the Darwin Cordillera, between 1913 and 1924; and in 1956 he led the climbing of Mount Sarmiento, the 
highest of the Island. He also filmed a documentary , where he portrays its productive activities and the lives of 
the indigenous, between 1915 and 1930. Finally, an additional source is the compilation of 34 Selknam songs, 
performed by Lola Kiepja, entitled “Hain” , recorded by Anne Chapman in 1966.

Estancias route and the sheep ranch occupation of the territory

n The Estancias Route provides an overview related to an important form of economic occupation of Tierra del 
Fuego, which is sheep farming. For this Route, seven so called “first generation” estancias, built between 1885 
and 1915, and four sections of estancias of the time have been selected. All of them contain architectural pieces of 
tremendous interest, located on the grazing plains of Tierra del Fuego.
The Route has points and tour lines of particular interest, covering a large area of the Island, especially in the 
pampas, north of parallel 54° south latitude. 

Figure 11

The sheep estancias —main attraction of this Route— appeared around 1880, when the first companies were 
formed in Punta Arenas to apply to the process of land grants, organized first by President Santa María and next by 
president Balmaceda, in order to promote sovereignty and colonization through sheep farming activities in Tierra 
del Fuego.

The first concessions covered huge tracts of land. Those were granted for the period 1885-1915 to the following 
companies: Wehrhahn, Hobbs y Compañía (120,000 ha), Tierra del Fuego Sheep Farming Co. (180,000 ha), 
Philip Bay Sheep Farming Co. (170,000 ha), Sociedad Explotadora de Tierra del Fuego (1,009,000 ha) y Sociedad 
Industrial y Ganadera de Magallanes (190,000 ha). In the following concession process, the Treasury recovered 
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Gusinde, M. (1982) Los indios de la Tierra del Fuego.  
Gusinde, M. (1982) Los indios de la Tierra del Fuego. 
Chapman, A. (1986) Los Selk’nam. La vida de los Onas.
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part of the broad concessional surface areas, and handed them to smaller owners, ranging to the south of the Río 
Grande and laying the foundations of the current subdivision of the Island.

The Route includes a tour by the “estancia cascos”  of Gente Grande (1885), Springhill (1890), Caleta Josefina 
(1894), San Sebastián (1895), Bahía Felipe (1896), Cameron (1904) and Vicuña (1915). As a complement, it 
incorporates sections of Río Grande (1906), Río Chico (1906), Russfin (1920) and China Creek (1924), all founded 
by the listed companies. On this Route it is possible to see a specific form of land use, cast through a network of 
roads, small piers, fences, corrals and rural settlements, for the breeding and grazing of sheep for wool production, 
meat and its related products.

The estancia cascos constitute multiple, discrete and dispersed architectural landmarks, useful as reference and 
guidance in the vastness of the landscape, while also very attractive for visitors. Its basic components were 
articulated as small settlements, which came to house more than a hundred workers during the sheep shearing. 
Within these quarters, basic forms of civility were created, giving life to small villages made up of buildings of 
different sizes, uses and categories. The buildings, that would meet the production and residential needs, were 
made of wood structures, covered with corrugated metal sheets of galvanized iron . Its dimensions were defined 
by the English imperial system, creating fairing forms to resist the strong winds of the Patagonia.
Among the most striking elements that these estancia cascos present to the traveler, are the shearing sheds, 
large sheds to house the complete task of cutting the wool in the rugged southern climate; and the management 
house, located in strategic locations to visually control and dominate the entire operation of the activities carried 
in the settlement. All residences had good fireplaces —chimneys, stoves or ranges— which are essential in these 
latitudes, all as fulfilling a fundamental role in shaping domestic spaces around the fireplace. In turn, the galleries 
of the houses have played a fundamental role, since they allow capturing the qualities of light and views of the 
landscape from a place between the territory weathering and the well tempered domestic premises, between the 
vastness of the geographical space and the bounded of the residence.

Over the twentieth century, the sustained expansion of sheep farming was shrinking because of severe weather, 
as well as transport and communication difficulties between the estancias and the town of Porvenir, the only city 
in the Island until 1958. Finally, the mono producing condition of the estancias, along with other factors such 
as the deterioration of soils, the reduction of areas in operation and conservative technical management of the 
sheep farms, caused many of the abandonment of the great estancias, not leading to stable and complementary 
population centers.

The Gente Grande estancia was founded in 1885, the year in which the society Wehrhann, Hobbs y Compañía 
received a first grant of 123,000 ha on the south bank of the Estrecho de Magallanes. The lease was formalized in 
1893 and two years later the ranch was in working condition. This Society was the first to be installed in the area, 
with sheep from the Malvinas Islands (Falklands). Here started the marauding of the indigenous on the sheep and 
the subsequent clashes with the settlers. From the original complex still remains the management house, the oldest 
of Tierra del Fuego, built in 1885. The original land grant was renewed several times, while gradually reducing its 
dimensions, to end in 1958 when the last grant awarded to the Company expired. 
 

Figure 12      Figure 13

The Springhill estancia was founded in 1890 by the British company The Tierra del Fuego Sheep Farming Co., 
formed in 80% of British capital with participation of Portuguese-born businessman José Nogueira with the 
remaining 20%. In 1885 the Company agreed a lease of 180,000 ha. The management house is located within the 

De Agostini A. M. (1933). Terre Magellaniche.
Chapman, A. (2002) (grabación). Hain. Taller Experimental Cuerpos Pintados, Santiago.
“Estancia cascos” consist in a set of buildings including the shearing shed, management house, staff quarters, kitchen-dining room and 
other facilities. In cases of larger size they can even be considered as small townships.
The metal sheets of galvanized iron were imported from Wolverhampton, England.
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Espora peninsula, in a place known as Springhill. In 1904 the Company sold its rights to the Sociedad La Riqueza 
de Magallanes and early 1906 were acquired by the Sociedad Explotadora de Tierra del Fuego. The lands that 
made the lease remained in the hands of the Sociedad Explotadora until 1938. The estancia ranch consisted in 29 
buildings, of which currently remain the shearing shed and the management house.

Estancia Caleta Josefina was founded in 1894 by Mauricio Braun, director of the Sociedad Explotadora de Tierra 
del Fuego, an entity established in 1893 to develop the breeding sheep in the fields of the huge concession given 
to José Nogueira in 1890. From the beginning, this was the most important establishment of the Company in the 
Island, due to its size, the magnitude and high quality of its facilities, and its vast supply of sheep, features which 
turned it into the most prominent estancia of Tierra del Fuego. Its huge size required subdivision into sections, 
in a system of smaller estancias to ease its operational management. This estancia lasted until 1958, when the 
last concession granted to the Sociedad expired. Caleta Josefina had numerous buildings: the shearing shed, a 
management house, houses for the second administrator, accountant, foremen and cadets; a worker’s diner, 
houses for laborers, among others. 
  

Figure 14        Figure 15

Estancia San Sebastian was founded in 1895, as a second establishment of the Sociedad Explotadora de Tierra 
del Fuego on the Island, with 210,000 ha leased to the state. The buildings were located close to the border with 
Argentina, at a site near the Atlantic bay of San Sebastián, which takes its name. This estancia was an important 
sheep farm, both for its excellent handling and quality of their livestock, as well as its facilities. It remained 
property of the Sociedad Explotadora de Tierra del Fuego until 1958, when the concession expired. The settlement 
consisted of 36 buildings, a two story shearing shed the most notably among them. 

Estancia Bahía Felipe, also known as Río del Oro, was founded in 1896 by British company The Philip Bay Sheep 
Farming and Co., with a concession of 170,000 ha, a fifth of which was property of Mauricio Braun. In early 1906 
was acquired by the Sociedad Explotadora de Tierra del Fuego. It operated until 1938, which was the last lease 
concession with the Treasury. From the original settlement still remains the management house, which has the 
particularity of having been built in England, transported in parts to Tierra del Fuego to be finally assembled in the 
vicinity of the Río del Oro, around 1896. 

 
Figure 16       Figure 17  

Estancia Cameron was founded in 1904, as a subsection of estancia Caleta Josefina. It became the third production 
establishment of the Sociedad Explotadora de Tierra del Fuego, using grounds of estancia Caleta Josefina and 
estancia San Sebastián, with an independent administration. The raising of sheep was supplemented with Hereford 
cattle. At the same time, sawmills were installed to exploit forest resources, producing construction timber and 
fuel wood for all establishments of the Company. The Agrarian Reform led by the government expropriated the 
estancia in 1971, passing into the hands of a cooperative that remained its owner until 2008, when it was sold to 
a private company. It has a size close to 100,000 ha. The settlement is more complex than most of the estancias, 
since the facilities of the Timaukel Municipality are the next to it. 
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Estancia Vicuña was founded in 1915. It was the last of the first generation great estancias, established in the fiscal 
area of the southern part of the Island, between Blanco Lake and the border with Argentina, located on the top 
land suitable for pastoral use and timber production. It was first granted to Ramón Moisés de la Fuente in 1901. 
Finally, the rights were transferred to the Sociedad Industrial y Ganadera de Magallanes, in 1913. This Company 
operated until 1958, when the Treasury, as owner of the land, ended the concession in order to recover the area 
for further subdivision and re-colonization. This estancia features a large management house with two levels and 
turrets, besides six other buildings, including the shearing shed, which remain as attractive landmarks to visitors. 
 

Figure 18
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Abstract

n The paper discusses the innovation potential of landscape design to mature tourism destinations in the 
Mediterranean, especially in relation to its contribution to generate new imagery as well as to configure 
sustainability criteria in order to improve tourist consolidated environments.  It is structured in two parts: The 
first deals with the intense relationship between Landscape and Tourism. The second focuses on a review of the 
research results developed within the frame of the Master’s in Landscape Architecture, UPC, in the territories 
of Costa Brava, Catalonia, Spain and Languedoc, France. The works presented explore protocols of developing 
a sustainable tourist imagery based on the identity and natural potential of these landscapes in relation to the 
development of a holistic tourist project that involves landscape not as a background but as a tourist product 
in itself. The experiences include approaches that relate the existing coastal developments to its agricultural 
“hinterland”, specifically denominated as “second coast”.

Key words: 

landscape, natural processes, landscape ecology, hidden identities.
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Introduction

n This paper raises some first hypotheses on alternative sustainable approaches to coastal tourism developed 
during the last 6 years in the Master’s program of Landscape Architecture (Department of Urban Design and 
Regional Planning, DUOT, Polytechnic University of Catalonia, UPC). This particular investigation line, which 
unfolds under the theme Research by Design, integrates an interdisciplinary team of professors  and post graduate 
students who deal with the specificity of Mediterranean landscapes and explore new potentials for improving 
conventional existing tourism infrastructure through the strategy of the “second coast”.

The latter is discussed through three different lenses: a. reinforcing of natural reserves that until now function 
as “islands” difficult to manage and sustain, by enhancing connectivity between pieces  b. the reactivation of the 
hinterland through the recycling of river landscapes, plots of agricultural land and other hidden or pre-existing 
landscapes or processes that have a potential of sustainable site-specific contexts for diverse leisure programs and 
new operative scenarios c. the introduction of new readings of this interior landscape. 

These hypotheses have been developed at three different territories: Alt and Baix Empordà, both in the province of 
Girona, Spain and Port Barcarés, in the Languedoc Rousillon coast, in the south of France. The first two are located 
along the Costa Brava coast, Catalonia: this territory is characterized by both its cliffs, coves and islets as by the 
major plains generated by the passage of rivers Fluvià, Ter and Muga. In their alluvial plain is concentrated the 
grand majority of farms, urban and tourist settlements, major port and road infrastructure, as well as most of the 
beaches and wetlands of the province. The case study of Alt Empordà, by including two important natural parks 
(Cap de Creus and els Aiguamolls) addresses the incorporation of natural areas of recognized value in the draft of 
new tourist developments. The case of Baix Empordà, although of similar physiographic characteristics to those of 
its neighbouring region, is differentiated from the previous one due to the lack of conservation strategies applied 
basically due to an uncontrolled urban development .

The Port Barcarés area, in France, is distinguished by the presence of the Salses-Leucate lagoon, elongated parallel 
to the coast about 14km long and 6,5 wide with a depth of 1,1m-3,7m high. The proximity of the lagoon to the 
sea creates a language or Lido where the main tourist settlements are located. On the contrary, the continental 
front of the lagoon has a thorough viticulture vocation. 

Probably the most relevant difference between these three territories is that Port Barcarés belongs to Mission 
Racine , whose operation of transformation belongs to a radical paradigm of exploitation and elimination of 
natural processes, a strategy no longer considered sustainable, not only because of the profound transformation 
of the local identity but also because it generates spaces of extremely high maintenance requirements since their 
design goes against natural conditions.

On tourism and landscape

n Tourism and landscape form part of an interactive binomial of dependence: there is no tourist development 
without a landscape; it also seems that landscapes, especially those called cultural landscapes, need tourism as an 
economic activity to be sustained. Their relation is also that of contradiction. Tourism, as an economic as well as a 
leisure activity, belongs to the abstract space of globalization, where one looses orientation, distances do no exist 
and one’s relation to places is none. On the other hand, landscape is a locality per excellence, conceptually related 
to local identity and culture.

The euphemism “mature tourist destination” who is often used to refer to a dense occupation pattern whose 
programmatic offer is limited to activities related to the sea, affronts a moment of decline .The coast, this informal 
relatively narrow three-dimensional fringe thanks to recent environmental research is worldwide considered one 

Meyer, E. 1997.“The expanded field of Landscape architecture” in , Thomson G.F. and Steiner, F.S. eds., Ecological Design and Planning. New York: John Wiley. The American 
landscape architect, among others, sustains the urge to avoid binary thinking by working in between the boundaries of culture and nature.
The Master Plan of 1983 of the town of Torroella de Montgrí, and more over its revision subsequently carried out by architects, Rosa Barba, R. Pié, J.M. Vilanova (1997-2001, 
National Planning Award) achieved to interrupt the dominating dynamic of the urban occupation along the coastline, as well as, to assure the recovery of natural spaces such as salt 
marshes in process of urbanization. 
From 1963 to 1983, the Inter-ministerial Mission of coastal development in Languedoc Roussillon, called "Mission Racine," created the conditions for development of tourism along 
the 240 km of virgin coastline separating the river Petit Rhône from the Spanish border. The goal was to make this region a direct competitor to the Costa Brava and the Riviera, 
diversifying the regional economy, far too specialized in the eyes of technocrats on viticulture. The servicing operation and development of tourism infrastructure is accompanied by 
mosquito control operations, necessary for the domestication of this marshy landscape and reforestation. The quantitative target of 500,000 tourist beds was focused on the creation 
of several "tourist units" separated by natural spaces. See: Pierre Racine, Mission impossible? L'aménagement touristique du littoral du Languedoc-Roussillon, éditions Midi-Libre, 
collection Témoignages, Montpellier
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of the most interesting environmental frontiers due to its gradual change in time and space; that means a series 
of singular, however non permanent, biotopes resulting into a complex system of enormous dynamism and a 
constantly variable image. Unfortunately, first implementations of tourism in the Mediterranean coast ignored 
existing landscape values, affecting in several degrees the structure and functioning of the pre-existing landscape 
features (freshwater and salt marshes, pinewoods, river ecosystems, and even agricultural land). In other words, 
massive tourism developed as a substitute of landscapes that were considered neither productive nor valuable . 
Not only tourist activity worked with the paradigm of tabula rasa, seeing the coast line as a two dimensional 
space , ignoring its complexity and heterogeneity; it also seems that massive tourism developed in the coast of the 
Mediterranean, especially in Spain, was building-oriented without special emphasis on free and green space, that 
means without design criteria for the outdoors environment of the residential proposal, using most of the time 
imported models  which we could call precarious interpretations of a picturesque  exuberance alien to climate, 
soil and local species’ potentials. Tourism in the Mediterranean needed a fictitious, artificial imagery  for the 
surrounding spaces of architecture since Mediterranean landscape values where either generic or nor recognised as 
such .

Also, the response to the critique of mature tourism has not been sufficient. Conservation policies applied since 
the seventies and onwards, focused basically on the protection on natural reserves, especially mountains and 
marshlands, from a ¨static¨ point of view that did not include the need for securing the interchange of species, 
energy and material between the protected areas. However, no landscape approach or criteria have been applied to 
update the coast. More over, many mature destinations have initiated a process of diversification and specialization 
of their global product, being both the main strategies for survival of the sea and sun model, which is still the 
first attraction in the Mediterranean. However, besides the effort to adapt the various residential units to the new 
consumers’ demands, almost all disciplinary efforts have been placed on renovation through design of waterfronts, 
marinas, or the improvement of public space, most of the times applying conventional urban design arguments, 
with the exception of the widely published recovery of the dune system in selected areas.

Geographers, specializing in tourism, claim of integrated tourism plans, planners claim for an urban planning 
point of view: mature tourism destinations in the future should be mixed sustainable cities equipped to fulfil the 
needs of their citizens, permanent and fluctuating. Even though an important progress has been made in terms 
of environmental protection, at least in Spain after the Law of the Coast (Ley de Costas 1988) there is still no 
built examples of designed tour-scapes that offer a new environment, as a basis for both a renovated tourist 
occupational pattern and an improvement of the ecological/landscape conditions.

The paper sustains that very little has been done in the direction of improving the environmental aspects of the 
tourist location’s surroundings by recovering natural processes that have generated the aforementioned landscapes 
and are still there, ready to be revealed. It also considers that the design of the landscape has unfortunately been 
associated, practically in all cases in the approach of the landscape as a series of juxtaposed gardens, in the best 
case scenario, like a surface that is defined by “ground designs” that deal with programmatic issues: sports, leisure, 
restoration etc. and not as a design of a new hybrid natural oriented structure that would be the dynamic context 
of the new urban patterns.

This paper explores how the landscape paradigm can dignify and restructure the tourist offer in the Mediterranean 
and provide good practice for the future, especially in relation to its contribution to generate new imagery as well 
as to configure sustainability criteria. In a way, how landscape can become an operative “background” or even 

In the Mediterranean socioeconomic processes of the development of the tourist industry have been precarious and certainly non-sustainable. Most of them operations of a low archi-
tectural quality are nowadays confronted to a process of decline, in other words, they present no means of attracting high standard tourists which consequently are migrating to other 
destinations (Croatia, Turkey, Greece, or even, the Pacific, Caribbean, etc.)
Environmental values of marshlands for example, were not socially accepted until very recently. In other words, the dynamics and informal patterns of dunes and marshlands have 
been a non legible context for architecture. See also Goula M. 2007. Los otros paisajes; lecturas de la imagen variable, chapter: “Sobre lo informe”, PHD Thesis, DUOT, UPC.
Nassauer, J.I. 1995. Messy ecosystems. Orderly frames. Landscape Journal 14. pp: 161-170: “One of the key consequences of many contemporary human interventions in ecosys-
tems is simplification in both space and time. Many of the keys to an ecological approach to design lie in the ability of designers to conceive of creative ways to restore complexity at 
both broad and fine scales and to cultivate an appreciation for “messy” ecosystems.”
The landscapes of tourism are many but there has been an imaginary related to the coast which mixes the Mediterranean characteristics that of rocky cliffs with sandy beaches, pine 
trees and compact villages with 19th century colonial imaginary of palm trees with boulevards, miniature french parterres, and “evergreen” grass that northerns prefer to dusty sand.
The picturesque here is not discussed as a style, but as a mechanism of processes that decode and transfer data in order to recreate a reality that belongs to another space or time 
but it fits to the climate and natural conditions and processes of a specific site as suggested in:Goula, M. op. cit, p.203. Also see Meyer, Elizabeth K., 2000. “The Post Earth Day 
Conundrum: Translating Environmental Values into Landscape Design”. in Conan, M., (ed.). Environmentalism and Landscape Architecture, Proceedings of the Dumbarton Oaks 
Colloquium on the History of Landscape Architecture XXII. Washington, D. C.: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, pp. 187-244. and Ábalos I.(2005). Atlas de lo  
pintoresco (vol. 1: El observatorio). Barcelona: Gustavo Gili.
The coast, due to massive tourism, was converted to a hard, artificial, dense space that tends to a stability forced by high maintenance. Finally, free space with no specific programme, 
was in general developed under the vague name of green space following trends of Anglo-Saxon gardening and landscaping in the picturesque manner. 
The issue of value is inherent in the term landscape due to the close relationship of the evolution of the significance of the term with representation (several authors remarked the trans-
fer of values from pictures to the real and/ or constructed landscape). In regard to the issue of value in landscape there is still no tradition going beyond the historic one between culture 
and nature. In general, it seems that if there is no visible process that derives from a human action (according to a Kantian reading) there is still no much appreciation for environ-
ments that are not representations of a landscape but instead they are random fragments of landscape per se….
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a “figure”  for cultural tourism. In a way it sustains that we can redefine picturesque; this will no longer mean a 
formal representation but a site specific recreation, which relieves the hidden operative site specific memory and 
contributes to the general ecology of the site. In this sense, the idea of reconstructing the memory of the site by 
reactivating natural conditions and therefore, integrate them into the design process is the main input for design 
criteria in all scales in order to provide a built environment which does not stand in representation of an ideal, or a 
common tourist imaginary but as one informed by the natural (evolving and changing) circumstances of the site.

The second coast: a brief introduction

n  One of the most promising ideas in relation to the renovation of coastal tourism is the one that regards the 
idea of multiplying the coast line (and everything that is associated to its services, landscapes and program). 
The concept of a second coast has been roughly discussed, nevertheless basically in regard to the infrastructural 
opportunities  that manage to interconnect in a more efficient way the interior regions to the coast. In fact, almost 
all disciplinary efforts have been placed on renovating services, relating the model to its agricultural “hinterland”, 
augmenting basically their cultural offer. 

Nevertheless, very little has been done in the direction of improving the environmental aspects of this interior 
landscape exploring its intrinsic tourist potential for development. 

Hereby there is an attempt to present and classify different developments of the concept of the second coast 
through landscape design concepts and instruments. These can be considered as certain strategies or means of 
diversification of the tourism offer, traditionally concentrated along the coast (See figure 1). Amongst them we 
would like to highlight the following:
The expansion of the dynamic frontier/the configuration of a wider transition 

The coast, the dynamic boundary between the terrestrial and marine systems, highly fragile, is struggling for 
survival in the fringe in between the long conquered by tourism beach and an intense agriculture activity. In 
the opposite way of Alt Empordà , where the second most important wetland in Catalonia is found, in Baix 
Empordà, we encounter with poor evidence of what was once a rich coastal system: discrete sand dunes, patches 
of salt marsh, the river mouth of the Ter river and the Ter Vell water basins. In the case of the latter wetland, the 
physiological balance largely depends on anthropogenic pumping and vegetation techniques in order to prevent 
the eutrophication and / or drying of the basin.

  Meyer, E., 1997, op. cit
  The third coast, mostly explored in Andalusia, is an example of this idea
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Nevertheless, the experiment is proved ready-witted: in the surroundings of this small artificial wetland, at the 
border of Estartit village, a series of observation points of poultry are installed and actually complements the site’s 
tourism offer. The research results supply with some interesting ideas, proposing a quite radical restructuring of 
this landscape (figure 2), towards a twofold objective: the recuperation of the ecological system by the cession of 
strategically chosen agricultural parcels, in order to create not so much a natural continuation (utopian goal given 
the structure of ownership and economic interests that derive from it), but a network of spaces that at least ensure 
the connectivity between its integrating parts, offering a whole new re-naturalized landscape image. The second 
objective, interweaved with the first, is the organization of people’s movement: along the beach, carefully through 
the newly established ecosystem on to the interior landscape and vice versa.  

The re-evaluation of the hinterland through the multiplication of the possible encounters with the water element along the visit in the 
interior landscapes: ¨the multiple coasts¨.

The drainage axes of the river system form an integral part of the coastal system, generating ecosystems 
characterized by freshwater input interrupting the longitudinal continuity of the coast. This water element, as 
a symbol of tourist attraction and excellence seems reminiscent: the recognition of tourism potential related to 
natural elements linked directly or indirectly with the presence of water, existing or to be revealed beyond the first 
coast line, is persistent in all case studies results. 

The seeking for diversification of the tourist offer is orientated towards the recovery of these elements, firstly 
through the cession of the basic necessary condition they need to manifold: unobstructed space. Secondly, the 
design, recognizing the fragility of all the above natural system, introduces the visitor in a discreet background. 

Perhaps the most representative example of this attitude would be the revelation of the hydrological axes as a 
unique opportunity of interconnection between the first coast line and the interior landscape. In all three cases the 
rivers are literally swollen by agriculture, limited to their minimal expression, channelled by concrete boundaries 
or motes, which permit almost no visual contact between the river and its surroundings. The existing river 
vegetation, composed primarily of invasive plants, offers a poor, homogeneous image of abandoned left-overs. The 
grand majority of the research study proposals focused on the recovery of the river natural dynamics mostly linked 
to their flood capacity. The breaking of their built limits and the cession of adjacent parcels results in the recovery 
of autochthonous woods and the improvement of this linear element in terms of its function as an ecological 
corridor. 

However, the recovering of the ¨impulsive¨ character of the river is often incompatible with the tourist uses that 
go beyond a mere contemplation. Therefore, in parallel with the actions related to the recovery of the river and its 
dynamics, quiet spaces such as pools and ponds are suggested, offering an “interior” alternative for the enjoyment 
of certain water activities.
Finally, the linkage of these “areas of still water” with the creation of pools for sewage, converts them to both 
tourist and environmental infrastructures . 

Configured in that manner  rivers are equally enhanced as a potential pole of sports and leisure but also as a 
unique opportunity of variability of the landscape image of the interior landscape, through the empowerment of 
their typical vegetation that creates a clear contrast with agriculture. What is more, the river acquires once again 
its traditional role as an ad-quo constant landmark that crosses the landscape and orientates its visitors, from the 
interior to the beach. 

An exceptional alternative could lie on the premises of an extended concept of heritage. The case studies provide 
us with the following guidelines that go beyond traditional patrimonial poles and the architectural artefacts that 
denote the manner in which man has intended to domesticate these marshlands throughout the history. In all 
three case studies we encounter with a quite different, nevertheless interesting element: the signs of pre-existence 
of important natural elements (lakes dissected, streams and rivers that changed direction) still can be read through 
the aerial photo. The research study results converge in the recognition of the tourism attraction potential of the 
reactivation of the latent presence of these ¨heritage¨ elements: The most representative examples, which have 
been produced in the case of Baix Empordà, share a common strategy: the recovery of the water element through 
controlled periodical floods. 

The design criteria of the “Parc dels estanys” Park in Platja d’Aro, Catalonia, Spain, authors: R. Barba, R. Pié, J.M. Vilanova, is a clear example. 
The authors consider that this proposed strategy, although it is not the most innovative contribution of the research should be included in this article, especially because of its holistic 
approach related to the regeneration of the ecological processes as well as the re-conduction of mobility in the coast.
In the case of Alt Empordà the ecological dynamism and values of this ecosystem is recognized through its protection as a natural park with thousands of visitors that come to enjoy 
this particular fest of singular bird’s observation. Unfortunately this is not the case in the rest of the sites.
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The second line as a landscape of production: the seek for excellence in the configuration of a new paradigm 

The predominant image of the interior landscape beyond the first coast line is occupied in all three case studies by 
an active agricultural activity. Situated on the tamed fertile river floodplain grounds, the agriculture has dominated 
over the pre-existing natural systems that once sculptured the landscape. Nevertheless, the phenomenon of a 
potential decline of agriculture seems every day even more probable, due to the abandonment of the activity by 
younger generations. The signs are already visible: properties are changing, becoming fewer owners with bigger 
estates, enhancing a lesser diversified image of the landscape due to the new implied technology.

In singular cases the agricultural production has been reconverted to a tourist attraction, as an alternative income 
source, as would be the case of the rice cultivation in Baix Empordà, where the visitor´s interest is basically related 
to the traditional architecture premises dedicated on the process of rice elaboration and the consolidation of the 
related gastronomic offer in the area. 

The working hypothesis examined in all three case studies was that the tourism potential of the agricultural plains 
would be reinforced through their restructuring as landscapes of a paradigmatic sustainable economical activity. 
The efforts where centralized on the improvement of the general environmental aspects, affected by the intensive 
agricultural activity in parallel with the high quality product control through a more sustainable agricultural model, 
introducing aspects of water purification and sustainable energy. 

The case studies provide us with some interesting ideas towards this direction. In Barcarés case, the related 
efforts are concentrated along the limit of the lagoon (figure 3): the effort is centralized on the purification of the 
waters ending to the lake. In Baix Empordà, the already active rice cultivation is restructured through also the use 
of natural systems of water sewage in order to control the quality of the water that nowadays is used to flood 
the rice cultivation parcels, leading to a first quality product. In Alt Empordà the theme of energetic awareness 
is introduced through the wind energy in form of small scaled windmills used in traditional farmhouses. In the 
particular cases of recycling of farm houses to small hotels of rural tourism, the windmills function at the same 
time as landmarks. The combination between the introduction of ¨natural¨ landscapes serving the improvement of 
the agricultural quality as well as the ecological conditions of the place, provide a way of multiplying the tourism 
potential attraction through the enrichment of the landscape image and process.

The second line as the experience of the plain 

n  The research results point towards a quite innovating recognition of the aesthetic value of the agricultural 
plains as a succession of open spaces, with a variable image throughout the year (figure 4). These long extended 
platforms of a seemingly uniform and apparently random geometric structure offer unique visions of wide 
panoramas of the plain, punctually disrupted by tree lines introduced in the limits of cultivated plots, used as wind 
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barriers. The research study results recognize this singular experience of open space as valuable by its own means. 
Most projects orientate the attention on those elements that mark a visual difference, or seem to express certain 
legible and coherent meaning that aids to decipher the underlying structures or elements that form its particular 
character: irrigation and draining channels, discrete elevations where vestiges of natural vegetation still lay, 
remains of strips of spontaneous vegetation located in the in betweens of active agricultural parcels that underline 
the existing geometry and therefore the scale of the perceived landscape; a whole wide range of singularities 
ready to be revealed to the visitor, in combination with the ever changing image that marks the crops rotation 
throughout the year and of course, the already recognized heritage values present in the midst of the agricultural 
plain. 

The projects are not bound at the point of the recognition of the intrinsic values of the plain or the detection of its 
constructive elements. The final objective is the organization of these significant variables in a pathways’ network 
of a syntactic and semantic density, a coherent and interesting whole, legible and potentially experienced by the 
visitor (figure 5).

Conclusions

n  Diversity, complexity and the enormous dynamism of the littoral system in conjunction to the pressure that 
receives due to its potential as one of the most appreciated models for leisure, converts the coast to an especially 
stimulating case study within the search for new manners of renovation of existing tourist infrastructure. This 
new approach developed in the Master´s  in fact is the use of the paradigm of landscape ecological design in order 
to achieve compatibility between tourist infrastructure and healthy, strong environmental features through the 
knowledge of the relationships between spatial and temporal patterns of the site and their function. 

The noble ¨gesture of retreat¨, or the benefits of ¨keep off of the fragile¨ remain valid approaches, especially in 
areas like the Mediterranean where the density of land use is high and where very often the limits of the valuable 
ecological spaces fail to be sufficiently broad in order to allow the manifold of the essential processes that 
determine their ecological integrity and the resilience of ecosystems to be spatially expressed within them. The 
occupation of the second coast line, breaking with the idea of “the closer the better” is an alternative approach to 
the development of renovated tourist backgrounds (contexts) or infrastructures (figures), which derives from this 
type of analysis. The potential spaces for the location of the hypothetical second coast line correspond to sites of 
a mainly terrestrial climate control with soft marine influence. These spaces are, in general, much less unique and 
less fragile than the coastal area itself, usually occupied by Mediterranean shrub communities, or agricultural crops 
and / or forestry activities of medium-low efficiency.

Tourism equal to Disturbance or Disturbances as opportunities

On one hand, traditional conservation policies have followed techniques of protection by isolation and avoidance 
of certain invasive uses. However, this is proved not sufficient any longer. This very same attitude can result 
simply conservationist if it is not reinforced and complemented by other approaches that assimilate a systemic 
vision of environment, rehearsed within the paradigm of landscape ecology. Those approaches avoid isolation and 
put emphasis on the relationships between the valuable ¨patches¨ and on their common processes. 

  This line of research carried out in the Master ‘s program pursues the complex merge between techniques of design and analytical methods of ecology, based on theoretical refer-
ences of planners and landscape architects as Rosa Barba, who actually introduced these issues in the design studio during the early nineties, professor Carl Steinitz, among others.
  White, P.S and S.T.A. Picket.1985. “Natural distubances and patch dynamics: an introduction” in S.T.A. Picket and P.S White, editors. The ecology of natural disturbance and 
patrch dynamics. Academic Press, Orlando, Florida, USA, pp: 3-13
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On the other hand, if we apply the disturbance  term as equal to tourist development, this may be considered 
capable to alter structure of ecosystems, communities or populations and more over, change the resources’ 
availability. However, a system’s capacity of self organization and its resilience to a concrete intervention is 
fundamental in order to design the development of any project related to natural dynamics. On the contrary 
of what Ian McHarg proposed, according to whom every ecosystem has an intrinsic fragility independently of 
the agents that interact with it, this new approach sustains that every ecosystem has different behaviours that 
depend on the diverse typologies of disturbance; thus its fragility is relative: “When designs are considered as 
hypotheses, design processes and scientific inquiry can be more strategically aligned.”  and despite the negative 
connotation of the term disturbance, this article sustains that the tourism development designs can also 
compensate and readjust previous impacts. Based on this hypothesis, the effort of inserting designed landscapes 
as new tourist infrastructures in these saturated spaces should initiate from the desire to make improvements in 
their performance, beyond acknowledging the rules of the generative forces of nature in order to avoid irreversible 
damage to ecosystems. 

The rise of the sea level, due to climate change, causing a retreat of the coastline, the regulation of rivers along 
its entire length, reducing the contribution of detritus to the sea, deltas and estuaries and producing a negative 
sediment balance of the coastal system, the obstructing of the transport of material caused by the construction 
of ports, jetties, dams, etc. leading to a loss of depth in current and strongly modifying the current regime and 
deposition of sedimentary material, all these dramatically alter coastal ecosystems considered more valuable, but 
also jeopardize the tourist infrastructure constructed along the coast. The need for an integrated management of 
the landscape that covers large spatial and temporal scales is indisputable today, although trying to ensure the 
formation of dunes on the coast as a proposed new tourism development or improvement by dismantling a prey 
localized in various miles distance is certainly utopian. 

Nevertheless, the landscape approach can explore the potential of site specific thematic parks or recreations of 
nature that diversify the offer and, at the same time, serve to attract attention and dissipate extreme use from 
delicate reserves from the pressure of massive tourism . Or even, enhance groundwater recharge through retention 
and percolation techniques to balance the water flow failure of the rivers. It can also include environmental 
infrastructures such as river water purification basins, improving not only the quality of waters that form part of 
the coast tourism potential, but also creating diverse quality landscapes in the interior. The tourist project may 
definitely influence against the landscape fragmentation by reactivating mechanisms of circulation through the 
creation of connections or corridors between isolated habitats opting for, amongst others, the sponging of the 
consolidated and obsolete urban tissues. 

Finally, the disturbance agent can become a restoring one; a motor able to initiate, accelerate, slow down, interrupt 
etc. processes that act in the site. Only then the imagery of the tourist project will avoid ordinary, expensive to 
maintain representations of some distant ideal and will give back to the picturesque movement its original essence: 
that of artificially created site specific nature, in our case, Mediterranean water landscapes as tour-scapes.
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Abstract

n  During 1970s, the de-industrialization in many western countries caused large unemployment and decay of 
industrial cities. Accordingly, as an urban revitalization strategy, tourism was initiated in many urban historical 
quarters to revitalize the economy and to improve the decaying city image. Many de-industrialized cities 
witnessed the rise of place marketing-led tourism in historical quarters. Many quarters have removed and replaced 
the existing residents and original functions which were thought to convey negative images. Meanwhile, new 
images and attractions, including museums, crafts, arts, cultural heritage, and festivals have been introduced in 
these empty physical fabrics to attract investors and tourists.
More recently, the strategy of tourism development tends to be closely related with other urban planning 
strategies, especially in historical quarters’ revitalization process, which usually link tourism with other 
development strategies such as cultural industry and creative industry (Tiesdell et al., 1996, Cunningham, 2002) 
to transform these quarters into cultural hubs or creative dismissions (Roodhouse, 2010), aiming to attract not 
only tourists but also local people, enhance the quarters’ cultural ambience, and promote local cultural production 
consumption without emptying all the residents and functions. 
In recent decades, many Chinese cities have experienced huge urban changes. With many urban historical 
quarters being demolished to gain development profits and new city image, many old neighbourhoods collapsed 
with their residents relocated to frontier areas. This paper conducts a comparative study on recent creative hub 
initiated by Shanghai government—Tianzi Fang and the Xi’an Muslim Quarter. It analyzes the recycling mode, 
the everyday life , the experience of uniqueness, and social network based on the two case. It also explore the 
tensions, conflicts, and cooperation within the network of disciplines, governmental agencies, institutions, stake 
holders, and local residents. This paper highlights that for urban historical quarters, instead of replacing all the 
community and functions, a long-term tourism should adapt into an integrated and participatory network of urban 
regeneration process, which is largely beyond its physical aspects and would provide a new perspective for urban 
tourism.
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Introduction 

n Tourism has its root in the term travel, which as an activity performed by aristocrats and elites can be traced 
back to thousands of years ago for military as well as leisure interest. It is not until the 20th century, especially 
after World War Two that mass tourism has largely prevailed. Tourism is travel for recreational, leisure or business 
purposes. The World Tourism Organization (1995) defines tourists as people “traveling to and staying in places 
outside their usual environment for not more than one consecutive year for leisure, business and other purposes”. 
Nonetheless, tourism today is very complex in terms of organizations, services, and specialists, reaching into every 
corners of the world. The huge change in travel mobility(Girard and Nijkamp, 2009) and the great improvement 
of leisure time in public sector extensively stimulated the public’s interest in exploring the marvels of nature and 
culture. Nowadays, tourism has become an important industry, especially in developing countries, in terms of 
providing employment opportunities, economic income and urban regeneration. 

Tourism could be divided into two main categories, including natural tourism and culture tourism. Comparing to 
natural tourism, culture tourism attracts more attention in this globalization age. However, culture is a complex 
conception, which includes tangible and intangible aspects. For tourists, comparing to the tangible physical urban 
fabrics, sometimes the intangible aspects, such as, local activities, festivals, even everyday life of local residents 
are more attractive. Because most travellers want to explore the different lifestyles in order to enrich their own 
personal life experience. Obviously, conserving the historical buildings and townscapes is essential for tourism 
oriented planning. However, most importantly, the culture, tradition, and identity of the historical cities should be 
well conserved. 

In the process of tourism development, inevitably, the activities of developers and tourists could result in a certain 
level of destruction of ecological environment and sociological culture. Therefore, recent decades, sustainable 
development as an approach to tourism planning (Gunn and Var, 2002, Hall, 2008) has been acknowledged and 
sparked academic interests, which generally means the impacts arising from tourism activities and development 
are recognized, managed and mitigated(Page and Thorn, 1997). Nowadays, most of the schemes in developing 
countries which intend to attract tourists, which could be called tourism oriented development, cannot be 
considered as sustainable development, especially in urban contexts. Because in urban contexts, especially in 
historical quarters, there are some many players involved, such as governmental agencies, NGOs, institutions, local 
residents, shop owners and tourists. Due to the complexity of this kind of developments, the most important issue 
might be who will benefit from the tourism development. 

In China, local governments had realized that tourism could bring prosperity to the cities, especially to the 
historical quarters, which resulted in a number of redevelopments were carried out in urban historical quarters 
during the past decades. In the beginning, it seemed that these regeneration projects did attract many tourists 
and brought some opportunities in terms of economic growth. However a few years later, the negative impacts 
of these projects began to appear, which is that the lost of local identity, tradition activities and the essences of 
the local everyday life. The main reason causes this situation, which we believe is that developments concern 
too much about the need of tourists and in a way ignore the needs of local residents. In this paper two cases will 
discussed and compared in order to discover the proper approach to develop sustainable tourism in urban context 
and conserve the urban historical quarters at meantime.

Place marketing and place making initiated by urban tourism 

n With rapid economic growth and urban change, many centre of production have transformed into centre of 
consumption. Meanwhile, many historic quarter and buildings lost their original functions. In this process, based 
on the life-circle of buildings, historic quarters in China are usually facing the problems of obsolescence, which 
shows the extent of uselessness. (Lichfield, 1988, Larkham, 1996) Accordingly, a physical revitalization and an 
economic revitalization are widely adopted , aiming to find active economic use for the buildings and space 
(Tiesdell et al., 1996) New activities are introduced to historic urban revitalization in order to beat the increasing 
obsolescence. Tourism provides an opportunity to reuse the physical fabrics and stop obsolescence. Tourism is 
usually accompanied with the idea of heritage or leisure and conducts a place marketing process (Kearns and 
Philo, 1993) in the historic urban quarter, aiming to promote the area’s economic growth, to increase the use of 
its historic legacy, and to reduce the image obsolescence. Tourism-led revitalization usually uses the functional 
diversification or functional restructuring methods to change the area’s economic base. As a result, tourism may 
totally “replace or compliment” the traditional local use and activities .(Tiesdell et al., 1996) In addition, although 
tourism can provide considerable opportunities for the local economy, it will also cost potential negative impacts 
on local economic, social together with environmental context(Law, 1993).   
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Compared with the widespread tourism-led development method---place marketing, place making is to 
“reconstruct the image of a place for both visitors and local people, and to encourage the local residents and 
business community to achieve regeneration” (Tiesdell et al., 1996). Through the enhancement of the quarter’s 
cultural atmosphere and unique character in architecture and activities, the cultural area can attract both tourists 
and local people, which not only promote local cultural production, but also stimulate the cultural consumption, 
such as accommodation, catering and traditional retails of local handcraft. 

A long-term tourism in historic quarters-reflection on the loss of uniqueness

n Most urban regeneration and redevelopment practices are focused on the physical and economic revitalization, 
while failing to consider the enhancement of cultural and social values. As has mentioned above, a short-sighted 
recycling process initiated by tourism raises many tensions in the long run such as the environmental impact, the 
tourism competition, and the conflicts between the interests of tourism and local community, as shown later in the 
case of Tianzi Fang. Particularly a loss of uniqueness is a serious problem in many historic quarters. 

From a simple perspective of tourism development, usually in a historic urban quarter, the attractions to visitors 
lie in the merits of historic characters, the values and styles of architectures and urban fabric, all of which are 
in common with that of heritages in rural places. However, as a living community in a changing situation, the 
historic quarters differentiate with other tourist spots, as can been seen from the  conservation guidance of The UK 
department of the Environment addressed as followings: “to preserve their character, but not at the cost of setting 
them apart; they must be seen as part of the living and working community”. (Tiesdell et al., 1996) The uniqueness 
of tourism in urban historic quarters should highlight the people who live and work in the quarter, and whose 
collective everyday life shapes the collective uniqueness of the place. 

1. Everyday life and collective uniqueness

Lefebvre(2009) elaborates the critiques of everyday life in eight aspects, among which, he identifies everyday life 
as a repetitive and cyclical time and process , as well as a linear time and process of ever changing and developing, 
which means everyday life is a mixture of two distinctive repetitive configurations of time. In a traditional society, 
everyday life is a repetitive and recycled time cycle, while a modern society highlights the process of linear 
development. Lefebvre argues that in fact, the existence of its repetitive, cyclical rhythm will never be replaced 
by the linear historical progress. To Lefebvre, everyday life represents a series of relationship between time and 
space:  such as closeness and proximity; alienation and distance. It also includes the lifelong relationship between 
individual and group; and the cyclical relationship of interaction and sense between the human body and natural 
time and space. In the end, he also identifies that as a social space-time relationship everyday life also embraces 
religion, daily life and region. The complexity of everyday life lies in that, no matter whether in the historical, 
philosophical, economic or social process, it can’t be understood as a single liner process of accumulation and 
development. Everyday life is the intersection of different aspects and bears the richness of every part. In this case, 
it is difficult to categorize everyday life into any specific way of production, and everyday life belongs to collective 
culture civilization.(Liu, 2008) In light of this, everyday life provides a way to understand the totality of a historic 
quarter, especially the existence of uniqueness.  
 
2.  Tourists’ experience and the reproduction of social space

Lefebrve points out that everyday life contains every types of social time，such as working time and non-working 
time. For a visitor, to explore the uniqueness of a historic quarter is to explore the mixture of tradition and 
modernity in every aspect, Of course, when visiting a place, a visitor consumes his leisure time which has a 
value- in-use, and he enjoys the production and surplus value of others’ working time, such as arts and cultural 
industry. he himself involves in an economy activity and enrich his everyday life as experiencing the intersection 
of value-in-exchange and value-in-use， Through visitors’ activity of spending leisure time, the tourist space and the 
community space are permeable to each other and merged together, reproducing a unique social space. Meanwhile 
as Lefebrve (2009) claims that the value-in- exchange is not prior to value-in-use, how a visitor enjoy his leisure 
time in the historic quarter can’t be simply measured by how much he consumes the value-in-exchange of others’ 
working time. How he experiences them become a important reflection of a historic quarter’s uniquness.

Huntington(1971) identifies “revolutionary”, “complex”, “systemic”, “global”, “lengthy”, “phased”, “homogenizing”, 
“irreversible”, and “progressive” to be nine key characteristics of the modernization process, especially 
“revolutionary “, “ global”, “homogenizing” and “irreversible” have caused dramatic changes to cities. Harvey(1989) 
once criticizes the uniformity of city image had largely reduced their distinctiveness and argues that a similar 
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experience which a visitor can experience in other place is less attractive. In light of this, Tiesdell et al. (1996) 
suggest that since each quarters are unique in economic and social backgrounds,when recommending tourism 
proposals, it is very important not to transfer and adapt directly from one experience to a totally different one.

Nowadays, with the increasing demands to experience the distinctiveness, here grows an interpretation of 
“experience” in tourism. However, in concerns of historic quarter, visitors will have different experience based on 
the different way of interpretation of the historic quarter. The interpretation of a hollowed historic quarter can’t 
be as real as an original one. In an empty historic quarter, the physical fabric is only kept as a heritage of past; 
the space no longer produces authentic sense of place because there is no original people and activities; and the 
chain retails and other mass productions of tourism will provide a similar experience for tourists which they can 
easily experience elsewhere; while an original historic quarter with a vibrant community interprets itself with real 
everyday life which generates attractive distinctiveness. Just as Orbasli (2000) pointed that for the interpretation of 
experience, “more significant is retaining the boundaries between experience fake and urban real ”.

3.Everyday life and social network

In a rapid step of modernization, the destruction of human and spiritual values (Huntington, 1971), together with 
a feeling of uncertainty under dramatic changes raised a worldwide concerns of “a lost world” , among which , 
“community lost” is a common problem. Aside from the physical and economic aspects which are either visible or 
measurable, the “community lost” in an invisible social aspect is usually ignored.

As mentioned above, the community’s collective everyday life generates the inner dynamics of a community’s 
uniqueness; However, as Simmel(1950) argues that for humans as social beings, social interactions in close 
proximity among people are their most everyday practices; the social relationships and social life in a community 
are also significant in maintaining the everyday life, and in turn conserving the community’s uniqueness. For 
example, in a vibrant traditional urban quarter, there usually exists a well maintained social network. People 
usually know about others. Through “nodding hello, admiring a newborn baby, and asking where someone’s 
nice pearls come from”(Scott, 1998a), there formed a network of familiarity and a shared sense of belonging. The 
mingling of activities, diversity of buildings, and crowd of people are regarded as the signs of dynamic vitality 
(Jacobs, 1992, Scott, 1998b). 

Nevertheless, in a hollowed historic urban quarter, even though the proximity remains the same in a spatial sense, 
people don’t feel the closeness in a social sense as compared with an original historic quarter whose community 
members are boned with a close social network. Even though in contemporary society people can have close social 
network at a geographic distance through email or other media(Larsen et al., 2006), Taking the physical features of 
a historic quarter into consideration, it is the everyday practice of interaction within a local area that has dominant 
influences on social network. 

Case study of Tianzi fang, Shanghai

n The first case discussed is Tianzi Fang in Shanghai, China. Shanghai was one of the first Treaty Ports in 
1840s after Sino-British Opium War, since then it had been called as “Paris of East” and integrated Eastern and 
Western cultures. Subsequent to China’s ‘Open and Reform’ policy in 1980s, Shanghai might become the most 
important economic centre in China and a hotspot of tourists’ destination. However, raped economic growth and 
urbanization have intense impact on the lifestyle, urban image and historical culture of Shanghai.  Especially in 
20th century, as an important global economic hub, Shanghai had become a modernized metropolis in China; and 
ever since the urban regeneration and sprawls have been threatening the urban historical fabric and traditional 
culture values. 

Tianzi Fang, the representative of Shikumen and Nongtang Culture in Shanghai

In Shanghai, the most significant architecture heritages are Shikumen and Nontang. In 1850s, attempting to avoid 
the civil war, numerous Chinese refugees swarm into the foreign concessions. Foreigners invested into real estate 
business and sell houses with western architecture elements to Chinese. Consequently, the individual building 
characterized by a stone-frame and wooden doorway was called Sikumen. Meanwhile, Nontang, sometimes 
called Linong, is the collective term to particularly refer to the neighbourhoods constituted by rows of Shikumen 
buildings and narrow lanes and alleys. Nongtang and Shikumen reflect the integration of western and eastern 
culture. Meanwhile, they nurture and bear specific tradition dwelling culture of Shanghainess.  More importantly, 
Nongtang can be seen as the unique space where close neighbourhood relationships are fostered.
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Figure 1(left). The typical architecture style of Shikumen. Source: http://zixun.dujiala.com/76251
Figure 2. (right) Traditional space of Nongtang. 
Source : http://www.nipic.com/show/1/48/3235ffa06de714cc.html

Tianzi Fang is a historic neighborhood located in the inner city (Luwan District) of Shanghai, which is 
characterized by the typical Nongtang and Shikumen architecture. The total areage of Tianzhifang is 7.2 ha. Four 
roads enclose the whole area, which are  Taikang road in the south; Jianguo Middle Road in the north; Sinan Road 
in the east; and Ruijin Second Road in west. Tianzi Fang is a significant Nongtang neighborhood with distinctive 
traditional characteristics. It was shaped in 1920s by France concession administrative region, Shikumen Linongs, 
and Linong factories. 

Redevelopment Process of Tianzi Fang

With the rapid economic growth and urbanization, many traditional neighborhoods like Tianzi Fang were 
demolished and gave up the space to the high-rise modernized buildings. However, after realizing the significant 
attraction for tourists, Municipal government started to preserve those traditional Shikumen and Linong 
neighborhoods and redevelop them for tourism purpose.  Tianzi Fang is one of these neighborhoods and its 
redevelopment process could be generally divided into three phases. 

Figure 3(left) Map of Foreign Settlements in Shanghai (1845-1943). Tianzi Fang highlighted in red. Source: 
Government Office of Shanghai Chorography, edited by Edison Pwee. 
Figure 4(right) Nongtang Styled Fabric and Diverse combination. Source: Wen Qing. “Tianzi Fang: One House One 
Style,” Architecture&Culture 42, (August 2007).
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Figure 5. Tianzi Fang – Factories area: layout diagram and format analysis. Source: YANG, J. 2008. Study on 
Culture Catalysis of Urban Regeneration. PhD, Tongji University.2008. p.259-262. 

The urban regeneration movement was firstly stimulated by the industrials restructuring. Most of the factories 
located in downtown were either relocated or closed down. Meanwhile the abandoned industrial buildings 
became the focus of the redevelopment. In this process, in one hand, some vacant factories were demolished 
and replaced by modernized buildings; on the other hand, some buildings with good construction qualities and 
locations were renovated and rent out to small businesses. In 1990, the abandoned Nongtang factories face the 
threat to be demolished and replaced by gated communities, which had happened in adjacent blocks. However, a 
business man, Wang Meisen, recognized the cultural value, historic accumulation and relatively low rents of these 
industrial buildings.  He rented all these industrial buildings with very low rent. And then he held a party and 
invited lots of artists in order to introduce these factories to them. With so many advantages, these factories were 
totally rented out and renovated by artists as studios in 1996. In March of 1998, a neighbourhood administrative 
committee was set up to manage these buildings and provided services. Later on, the famous painter Chen Yifei 
and Deke Erh, famous photographer in China also run their studios in Tianzi Fang. It became a well know place 
of creative industry and attracted the attention of both foreign and domestic artists. And some galleries, cafes and 
exhibition space were provided for these art and design enterprises. 

In a way, this phase could be considered as a process of gentrification though a bottom-up approach. The 
Nongtang factories were well conserved and transformed without the funding support from municipal 
government. However, in this process, the culture value of residential buildings, Shikumen was not recognized 
or even neglected so that government attempted to demolish the precinct neighbourhoods and build up the 
modernized buildings in order to act in concert with the gentrification.  

After admitting the success of the regeneration of Nongtang factories in Tianzi Fang, in 2003, Shanghai 
Government planned to demolish the adjacent residential buildings and replace them with high rise buildings. 
A planning project had been actually draw out and the local residents were also asked to move out. A campaign 
called “Save the Tianzi Fang” was organized by Wu Meisen, a business man was called the father of Tianzifang, 
and other artists. They appealed that these Shikumen-Nongtang residential buildings were more important than 
the Nongtang factories. Meanwhile, some research institutions were also involved. The college of architecture 
and Urban Planning in Tongji University carried out a research to investigate the architectural characteristics and 
historical significance of Tianzi Fang area. The researchers of Tongji University concluded that there are three 
Nongtang styles in this area which made Tianzi Fang was more representative in terms of historical value. With 
the efforts of business men and researchers, the government was finally convinced and agreed to preserve the 
whole area and enhance the creative industry. 
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Following this victory, Tianzi Fang became even more popular than before and became the creative industry 
hub in Shanghai. More than 200 shops, cafes and galleries were run up by people from more than 20 counties 
which attracted both tourists and more artists. However, the limited Nongtang factories were not enough for 
the development of creative industry. Therefore, in 2004, one local resident, Zhou Xinliang, leased his Shikumen 
house to a fashion designer and rent a room nearby. He gained considerable profits from the difference of the 
rents. Other residents and the community administrative committee both recognized the advantages. So, the 
neighbourhood administrative committee acted as a facilitator to help the local residents lease their Shikumen 
houses to artists and designers. However, some houses were not bigger enough for the studios or exhibition 
halls. Instead of creative enterprises, some people rented these Shikumen houses and ran businesses to serve the 
increasing tourist and artists, such restaurants, bars, retails and cafes.  

In this phase, with the effort of business men, artists and research institutions, the traditional residential 
buildings—Shikumen houses were conserved and their function were changed in a large extent. In terms of saving 
the traditional tangible architectures, it is a good example of bottom-up approach. However, in this process, 
local residents were more inactive and many of them moved out for profits. Therefore, the intangible culture of 
Shikumen became fragmented.  

The third phase started form 2009, when the local government took over the development of Tianzi Fang. Since 
the first resident lease out the Shikumen building, the expansion of transformation had reach Lane 274, which 
located the back of Tianzi Fang. Based on this situation, local government’s intention was to develop this area as 
a tourist’s destination in order to act concert with the Shanghai 2010 Expo. Therefore, local government invested 
10 million RMB to renovate the traditional buildings and upgrade the infrastructures. However, in this process, 
through the top down approach, some resident were forcibly moved out. Until now, only a small part of original 
inhabitants stay, who are protected just like rare species. They live in a corner of Tianzi Fang and their lives ware 
strongly interrupted by the activities of tourists. 

Due to the government’s strong intervention and propaganda, the objective of developing tourism in this area 
was achieved in a short term. Presently, Tianzi Fang is designated as national AAA-level Tourism Destination. To 
some extent, government dominated the transformation of Tianzi Fang in this phase. Objectively speaking, the 
historical architectures and townscapes were strictly conserved through governmental regulations. Meanwhile, 
investment from Luwan district government does improve the physical environment. For example, allies and lanes 
were repaved; facades were repaired and unified; and some infrastructures, such as public toilets were installed. 
However, due to neglecting the intangible historical value of Tianzi Fang, this top down approach broke the social 
structure of the traditional neighbourhood, which resulted in the loss of the original culture of Tianzi Fang. In 
another word, the unique life style of Tianzi Fang is depleting, which is more important than the tangible urban 
fabrics. 

The missing of conservation of intangible culture 

In general, the development of Tianzi Fang in recent decades has made some achievements. For instance, the 
top down approach and bottom up approach are well combined. Meanwhile, the tangible aspects of Shikumen 
and Nontang were relatively completely conserved except few buildings are over-modified. More importantly, 
the introduction of creative industry could be seen as a pioneering in conservation of historical quarter in China. 
Because of these achievements, the conservation of Tianzi Fang has become an example for the other cities with 
the intention to attract tourists. 
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Figure 6. The commercialization of traditional Nongtang space. Source: Photographs by the Edison Pwee.
However, it also raises some questions. Firstly, we believe the function change is too much and too rapid. As 
mentioned above, most of the residential buildings become commercialized. Although, these new functions are 
very helpful for the development of tourism, this significant change is bound to affect the transformation of social 
culture. Secondly, along with the shift of function, the spatial characters are also changed. The previous private or 
semi-private space becomes public space during the process of place marketing. The result of it is that the conflict 
between the inhabitants and tourists become a potential obstacle of tourism development. At last but not least, 
during the whole process, too many original inhabitants moved out, both actively and passively. The close social 
bounds formed in several generations become fragmented during the redevelopment. Consequently, the sense 
of belonging is missing in the neighbourhood. In 2010, the community administrative committee conducted a 
survey in lane 210, 248 and 247, in which 671 households were investigated (Table 1). As of October 2010, 37 
percent (248 households) had already lease out their houses; 17 percent (115 households) ran small business 
by themselves; meanwhile, almost 45 percent (301 households) lived in their own house and never changed 
the function. Among the 301 households, more than half of them would like to move out because of economic 
profit or avoiding the interruption. That means totally 77 percent of the households were willing to change their 
lifestyle. And only 97 (14.6%) household chose to continue living in Tianzi Fang. Recently, Pwee (2011) carried 
out a survey in Tianzi Fang, and result shows that only 100 household remains as residents until July 2011. 
According to the statics, it is quite obvious that the sense of place in Tianzi Fang is missing and the intangible 
culture is not well conserved through this commercialized redevelopment.  

Table 1. Procession of Shikumen buildings in lane 210, 248 and 247 (October, 2010).                       
Source: http://blog.sina.com.cn/xuyincaixuyincai, edited by Author 

Xi’an drum tower muslim quarter

n Xi’ an is the ancient capital of China and has 6000 years history.  As one of the candles of ancient Chinese 
civilization, the city of Xian attracts millions of tourists every year around the world and tourism is one of the 
economic pillars of the city. Just like Shanghai, since 1980s, the city has experienced huge urban regeneration. 
Traditional culture, as the essence of the attractiveness is seriously threatened by the rapid economic growth and 
urbanization. 

Located in the center of the city, Xi’an Drum Tower Muslim Quarter is located within a wider Bell-Drum Tower 
Muslim Distrit.  (Figure 7)  It ranges from Beiyuanmen Street to the east and Guangji Street to the west, and is 
bounded by Huajuexiang Street in the south and Xiyangshi Street in the north.  (Figure 8) The quarter amounts 
for nearly 4 hectors. In a wider range of Muslim district , there include four traditional pedestrian streets, namely 
Beiyuanmen, Huajuexiang, Xiyangshi and Dapiyuan, generally named after “Huimin Street” (Muslim Street). As 
the most popular representative of Huimin Street, Beiyuan Gate Street runs north south, and meets the Drum 
Tower in the southern end, as well as Xinhua Gate Street in the northern end.

The history of this area as a Muslim concentrated district can be traced back to Song Dynasty (960-1279). (Bi, 
2004, Chen, 2005) Due to religious requirements such as worship and prayer, the settlements for Muslim people 
usually surround a Mosque, forming a unique social-spatial unit “Mosque-Neighborhood”. Within this district, 
there are two famous Mosques, which were distributed among traditional “Guanzhong” narrow courtyard houses. 

Type
Leased out
Ran business by original inhabitants 
Unable to contact
    Willing to release through intermediaries
   Willing to release by themselves 
   Willing to sell out
   Don’t have clear intention
   Continue to stay
   Total
Total

Keep the 
Skihumen as 
residential 
function

Households 
248
115

7
84
30
34
56
97

301
671

%
37
17
1

12.5
4.5

5
8.4.
14.6

45
100
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In Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) the gathering of ethnic minorities was largely enhanced. (WU, 2008)
 

Figure 7(left), The location and boundary of the Muslim Quarte within the city wall area, Map Source: ZHANG, Y. 
2008. Xi’an Muslim Quarter: opportunities and challenges for public participation in historic conservation. HKU 
Theses Online, edited by Authors.
Figure 8 (right), The location and boundary of the Muslim Quarter, Xi’an; Map Source: BI, J. 2004. Reuse of the 
Courtyard Homes Protected as the Heritage in Drum Tower District of Xi’an. Xian University of Architecture and 
Technology, edited by Authors.

Mosque-Neighborhood

Muslim people usually surround a Mosque, forming a unique social-spatial unit “Mosque-Neighborhood”. Within 
this district, there are two famous Mosques, which were distributed among traditional “Guanzhong” narrow 
courtyard houses. In Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) the gathering of ethnic minorities was largely enhanced. (WU, 
2008)

For Muslim people, it is a tradition to operate a small-scale business as livelihood. Accordingly Muslim quarters 
usually contain market streets in the neighborhood, where Muslim people share economy activities together with 
everyday life. The unique religious and economic tradition shaped the distinctive “Mosque-Neighborhood-Market 
Street” social and economic structure in Muslim Quarter. Muslim people’s religious life is dedicated to Mosque; 
while these streets function well not only as manifestations of economic life but also as mix-used public places, 
rich in street lives and social activities.

After a long term stable development, there gradually formed a strong social capital within this quarter, which 
contributes to a vibrant local economy. However, during the late Qing Dynasty (1840-1911) and MinGuo 
Period(1911-1949), Muslim people suffered from discrimination and oppression from the government and 
gradually declined. However the “Mosque-Neighborhood-Market Street” structure managed to retain since 
people continued to gather in this area and refused to move out. To accommodate the growing population, self 
construction activities were largely adopted (Zhang, 2008). Consequently, the traditional courtyard houses were 
destructively subdivided, and public spaces such as streets and courtyards were largely invaded, which caused 
many problems such as jam and low sanitary standard. By late 1980s, this situation of physical degradation grew 
even worse: the poor infrastructure and hygiene system have become the major problems which urgently need to 
be solved. 

Redevelopment process of Muslim Quarter

In 1991,according to Xi’an city’s Master Plan (1980-2000), which is to enhance the light industry and mechanical 
industry development as well as to conserve of historic townscape and to promote tourism and cultural industry, 
the People’s Government of Lian Hu District initiated an urban redevelopment project in Beiyuanmen historic 
Street, aiming to promote tourism development in this historic street. The tourism-led urban renewal project 
adapted a  short-time physical-led revitalization strategy (Tiesdell et al., 1996) plus functional diversification 
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economic revitalization approach. In physical aspects, the project focused on the Ming/Qing Dynasty style façade 
restoration, the re-pavement of the pedestrian street and the improvement of other infrastructures such as water 
supply and drainage system. To cater for tourism, the project introduced new business into this street such as 
souvenir shops, while in the same time part of the previous functions were maintained and enhanced. 

Nearly in the same period, the local government of Xi’an appointed Two Universities, namely Xi’an Jiaotong 
University and Norwegian University of Science and Technology  to conduct a cooperative study on the 
conservation of Muslim Quarter.(Zhang, 2008)  This cooperative study group engaged themselves in fieldworks, 
interviews and document studies, which after several years’ study in 1995, proposed a protection plan, including 
the following three objectives: historical and cultural study, district conservation control principles and pilot 
courtyard house restoration. Afterwards, the agreement of “Sino-Norwegian Cooperative Plan for the Protection 
of Xi’an Muslim Historical District” was issued by the central government of China in 1997 and subsequently an 
official sub-district agency (Zhang, 2008)  for the “Xi’an Muslim Historic District Protection Project” was founded 
by the local government of Xi’an, which is aimed to promote collaborations between different groups. 

In 2000s, the local government launched a redevelopment plan for the West Avenue area, which proposed to 
acquire the Muslim quarter at a low land price. Partly because of the low compensation while mostly because 
of their deeply embraced tradition to center around the Mosque, the Muslim community refused to accept the 
redevelopment plan(XU and WAN, 2009). In 2006, the Muslim Trade Union was established on behalf of all the 
Muslim businessmen, which negotiates between the official sub-district office and the business community. All the 
businessmen participated in decision making on towards the business and physical development of the business 
street. In order to enhance their community image and confidence, they also spontaneously devoted themselves 
into the physical renovation and infrastructure improvement activities.

Enhancement of place identity 

After a series of urban regeneration projects on Xi’an Muslim Quarter, especially on  the Beiyuanmen historic 
street, the historic functions and local communities have been largely conserved and enhanced, which in turn, 
have created a distinguished place identity and attracted tourists from all over the world to explore this dynamic 
area. 

To conclude, the urban revitalization of Beiyuanmen Historic Street project in 1991 can be seen as a top-down 
demonstration project to beat the increasing image obsolescence and to attract more tourists through the process 
of place marketing. Its limitation lies in that the issues of functions and community needs were marginally 
considered. The later Sino-Norwegian Cooperative Plan for the Protection of Xi’an Muslim Historical District is 
a university-led conservation approach. Many technical issues such as building restoration, building height, and 
flat ratio are well addressed. In addition, some pilot courtyard, after restoration, changed their function from 
residence to culture centre, which reduced the function obsolescence and provided a potential for functional 
regeneration. The establishment of the sub-district official agency is a good approach to assist the implementation 
of the protection plan. Its limitation lies in that the plan was dominated by experts’ architectural perspective 
without considerable concern on the social and economic enhancement of this area. The Muslim Trade Union and 
self-renovation, however, is a bottom-up approach, which lead the whole process into functional regeneration 
and place promotion. Obviously, it is the strong social bonds and trust in the community that contributes to 
survive from being demolished, to promote the negotiation and collaboration between community and official 
agencies, and to maintain a dynamic economy and a unique sense of space. Finally, the success can be seen as a 
collective contribution of the three planning periods, which shows that the collaboration and cooperation between 
government, community, trade union, experts and users are significant to achieve a sound urban revitalization. 

Comparison

An Active Recycling the Historic Quarter Initiated by Urban Tourism—Rethinking of Place marketing and Place making

Place marketing and place making strategy will have different influence on the whole recycling process of historic 
quarter from different aspects and raise different tensions in the long term. The following analysis is done based 
on the case of Tianzi Fang and Xi’an Muslim Quarter. 

1.Tianzi Fang

The Linong Factories become redundant during the modern economic change and restructure of industry. Rather 
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than leaving them vacant or demolition, these buildings are adapted to new economic activity, which are not 
only recycling the physical remnants of a quarter but also introducing emerging industries, which revitalizes the 
local economic. Through this process of economic recycling, the redevelopment of Tianzi Fang put the Linong 
factories into the recycling of urban economic rather than separate them as an industrial-factory area without 
accommodation. Adopting a bottom up approach, the first and second phases of Tianzi Fang’s development are 
largely influenced by free market economy which pursues the highest land use value based on the relationship of 
supply and demand, and the concern of the highest private gains is overwhelming. Social needs and the problem of 
community obsolescence are largely ignored. 

While in the third phase, local government uses a top down strategy and moves some residents out, whose houses 
are aimed to serve tourism. This has separated tourism with the local community and leads to a recycling their 
buildings rather than recycling the communities. While, the historic urban area is considered to convey many 
intangible and tangible values such as the mutual cultural memory, the identity, the aesthetic of history, and 
diversity of architecture and townscape. the destruction of historic urban areas usually caused the loss of welfare.
(Tiesdell et al., 1996) 

2. Xi’an Muslim Quarter

Xi’an Muslim Quarter, however, presents a more advanced self-recycling model. Rather than kicking out the 
community and changing this place into an overwhelming tourism spot, the community revived itself by 
embracing and adapting to new economic activities and physical changes. The classic courtyard houses have been 
restored and reused as heritage museums and cultural centers, which recycles the decayed physical form and 
reduced its environmental impact compared with new buildings. Furthermore, the community’s social structure 
has been well maintained, along with which the network of traditional economic production-- handicraft industry 
has not only survived but also been upgraded and merged into the city’s modern economic activities. The blending 
of traditional production with modern consumption in contemporary Xi’an city attracts many tourists and 
enhanced the small business and local economic condition, which in turn has supported the community to carry 
on community upgrading, in terms of physical fabric and quality of life.  They set up the Muslim Trade Union, 
which help to bond the community member closely and make a collective community development decision. For 
example, the community now can provide more funds to Muslim School. Meanwhile, as the community adapt 
themselves and embrace the tourism economy and modern life, it didn’t put itself in a dangerous situation which 
usually ends up by hollowing itself to gain short-term profit; on the contrary, through the merging of community’s 
everyday life with tourists’ activities, the urban space has recycled itself under new social order and has been 
reproduced as a dynamic urban public place; and the cultural identity has also been enhanced by the actively 
recycling the social , economic and physical aspects.

The social network analysis

Putnan (1993)defined social capital as following : “features of social organization, such as trust, norms, and 
networks, that can improve the efficiency of society by facilitating coordinated actions.” As can been seen from 
the above case study, the social capital of Tianzi Fang is not as rich as that of Xi’an Muslim Quarter. In Tianzi 
Fang, there reveals a loose social bonds within the group of residents, which reduces their strength of resistance. 
In addition, their linkage to other different groups such as shop owners and official agencies are weak, which 
influences their access to the decision making. As in the case of Xi’an Muslim Quarter, the bonds within the 
Muslim group are very close, which contributes to draw many concerns of outside, and the relationship link with 
other groups such as institutions, souvenir shop owners and official agencies are comparatively denser and better 
connected, which contributes to the community’s access to decision making and its power of influencing decision 
making.

Conclusion: a integral tourism within a networked urban regeneration process

n Although the rich stock of social capital can contribute public familiarity, trust, and a well-maintained network, 
which in turn helps to maintain the community bonds, traditional and cultural features and sense of belonging, 
social capital does have the character of spatial exclusion (Blokland et al., 2008) namely bonding social capital, 
which means within a system, the social capital of a sub-group is too strong and too closed, it is easier for this sub-
group to exclude other group out, geographically or socially. In this case, to enhance the bridging social capital, 
which is to build up a connection of link to other groups in the whole system through identifying the key node of 
the sub-group’s relationship graphic(Scott, 1991a), and as well as to control the bonding social capital are vital to 
achieve a collective action in the process of tourism development as well as the urban regeneration.

A Long-Term Tourism Strategy within a Networked Urban Regeneration Process for Historical Quarters
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As mentioned above, social capital and social network will influence the whole process of urban change, in 
turn; urban changes also affect the forming of social capital and social network in a local and global way. In fact, 
many elements involve and interconnect in a contemporary historical urban quarter and should all be taken into 
consideration. For example, physical fabric, community, local business, culture, tourism, and investment have all 
interrelate within a network, tangibly or intangibly, part by part and layer by layer.

The dilemma of urban historic quarter lies in that it can’t be kept untouched physically and with its community 
bonds unchanged at the same time socially, taking the more and more interlinked affecting issues from both inside 
and outside the community into consideration. Then how to reach collective benefits?  In his famous comparative 
study on Italy Institutional development, Putnam et al. (Putnam et al., 1994) identify the network structure as 
ideal “horizontal”, which is “bringing together agents of equivalent status and power”; and ideal “vertical”, which 
is “linking unequal agents in asymmetric relations of hierarchy and dependence”. They argue that no matter how 
dense and how important, in a primarily vertical network, for example, a top-down or bottom-up, social trust and 
cooperation can’t sustain; and that horizontal and intense networks are more likely to build up social capital and 
to reach cooperation and mutual benefit. Putnam’s study largely promotes the development of urban management. 

“We need to base our understanding of social capital, not on a notion of what community used to be like but on 
an elaborated understanding of contemporary urban forms, which we call ‘networked urbanism’” (Blokland et al., 
2008) Therefore, adapting the method of social network analysis into the contemporary urban regeneration system 
will help to understand the network situation of contemporary historical quarter. By identifying the structure 
of this network and its link pattern, it is easy to find out how many groups involves in the horizontal network 
system? where the bridging and bonding social capital lie in (Scott, 1991b), who is the central person or agency 
in different relationship and negotiation level, which one (institution, agency, organization, group leader) is the 
bridging components, etc.   

Historic quarter, as a unique community heritage is confronted with a complex urban regeneration process, 
where tourism is only one affecting factor. Just as Karski(1990) mentions: tourism is only one component of 
a wider set of economic and planning initiatives” , there are many influencing factors. A single focus such as 
tourism development or housing development is usually criticized to have caused many problems in the long run. 
Even though in the recent creative industry and cultural quarter practices, social cohesion and participation are 
initiatively addressed, without an integral networked urban regeneration method and a collaborative urban policy 
as well as a resilient urban management, problems will still be inevitable. 
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Abstract

n Globalizing dynamic sources are making of tourist destinations, spaces each time more homogeneous, unable to 
respond to the tourist’s new motivation and to the specific characteristics of the territory and the local landscape.   
Tourist space has gone through changes, resulting in conurbations without urban structure that require new 
planning patterns.
Despite predictions, which determine a declining process or a post-stagnation, there is a high potential of 
reconversion of obsolete tourist destinations based on its typological characteristics and its interaction with the 
territory.

The new challenges faced by tourist activity: diversity of tourist resources, travel flexibility and the differentiation 
of the destination from the rest by enhancing its identity, are methodologically tackled by testing regional tourist 
dynamics experimented in one of the most paradigmatic cases of tourist coastline development, Majorca island. 

Key words: 
tourist regional system, tourist settlement, tourist reconversion, mature tourist destinations, Majorca

Introduction

n After one hundred years of tourist development, Majorca Island has been going through a continuous urban 
construction of different tourist settlements which have ended up forming a sort of conurbations called regional 
tourist systems. Along this process, regional tourist systems have experienced the different life cycles of tourist 
destinations: (Butler, 1980): discovery, beginning, development, consolidation, stagnancy, and in some cases, 
the starting of a decline process. Many of them have reached their stagnancy phase in a relatively short period 
of time, especially due to an explosive growth, based on sun and beach monoculture, which has left a heritage 
characterized by the hyper-development of the destination, environmental deterioration, overcrowding, 
standardization of products and the loss of local landscape values. This reality puts the destinations feasibility 
under doubt at a long term, if they are not duly redirected (Knowles and Curtis, 1999). The impact of new market 
tendencies, the evolution and life cycle of tourists destinations and the need for adapting demanding spaces to the 
new global dynamics, make necessary to tackle renovation processes in tourist concentrations with more than five 
decades of use as receipting areas of high demand flows (Vera, Baños; 2010).

Historically, Majorca has been a predominant hotel destination with the largest number of tourist beds of the 
Estate: 285,065 beds (IBESTAT, 2009), and has also been number one in overnight hotel staying 37.408.219 (INE, 
2010). Currently, it almost duplicates the second Spanish tourist destination, Tenerife Island, with 19.643.030 
(INE, 2010) and exceeds on one of the main world tourist destinations, Quintana Roo region (Cancún) which 
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shows 33,446,549 overnight hotel staying (Statistical compendium 2005, SECTUR). Bearing in mind insularity 
effects and seasonal tourism which characterize the island (Rullán, 2005), it can be observed that most of overnight 
staying is produced in a relatively short period of time  (4 months)  and is concentrated in a very enclosed territory, 
making of Majorca one of the most singular cases of worldwide tourist development.

Apart from hotel development, residential development effects experimented over the last 30 years cannot be 
overlooked when it comes to analyze consolidated tourist destinations of the island. The evolution of tourist 
spaces tends to increase in complexity according to its urban and demographic growth, essential aspect in tourist 
conurbations (Knafou, 2006). If at the beginning and during the development of these destinations, the percentage 
of dwellers in relation to hotel beds did not exceed 10%, the current proportion is generally 40% in the case of 
Cala Millor and Platja d’Alcudia-Muro, reaching 55% in Playa de Palma and 75% in Costa de Calvià. If these 
numbers are compared with third generation tourist destinations, (Knowles and Curtis, 1999), such as Cancún 
(Mexico) and Playa Bávaro (Dominican Republic), it can be observed that residents and visitors hardly coexist, 
according to the pattern of many emerging destinations which show a greater planning process.

Since the 80’s, given the stagnancy process, different tourist policies have been applied in order to redirect their 
negative effects. However, many of planning initiatives put into practice have obtained a temporal rejuvenation of 
tourist buildings but have not modified the intrinsic structural defect that certain tourist infrastructures had at the 
moment they were developed. (Knowles y Curtis; 1999). Despite the huge environmental, social, and economic 
complexity of the island tourist coastline, it has been treated unconsciously. Even the administration - divided into 
different competences: councils, island ministries, general directorates, and secretaries of state - over decades, has 
not been able to reach a common agreement to guarantee an integral planning of the tourist coastline.  In many 
cases, competence division results in different types of taxes, grants, rates collected by each of the administration 
offices without investing at least part of it in the enhancement of the coastal landscape. Meanwhile, tourism has 
been the economic activity that has transformed more landscapes in the Mediterranean, over the last 50 years 
(Barba, Pie; 1996).

On the other hand, the coastline of the Balearic Islands has become one of the most complicated territories in 
legislative terms, thus making it difficult to put into practice many of the plans, laws and decrees that regulate 
them. Since the decade of the 80’s there has been a tendency to apply passive protectionism measures , and now 
the time has come to apply other strategies based on the integral planning and management of the tourist coastline 
. During the last 30 years, faced with the inability of knowing how to tackle the coastline problems, two antagonic 
reactions have appeared. On one hand, the widespread belief that it is necessary to obliterate the maximum of 
tourist obsolete facilities for improving a mature tourist destination, despite the economic and environmental cost 
these measures entail. While on the other hand, the usual tourist related improvements based on upgrading the 
tourist building, arrives at a point in which entrepreneurs recognize that it is not worth to have a five-star hotel, if 
the surroundings are in decline.

“There is not an appropriate framework for analysis and interpretation of the problem, as well as an integral vision of 
acts, from the complexity of the concept of the tourist destination. The result of main planning instruments application in 
consolidated tourist coastal areas shows effects of their own insufficiency, dispersion and discoordination and reveals the 
urgency for undertaking integral actions from the space scale which represents the destination.” (Vera and Baño; 2010).

“In order to contrast the decline phase, reaction of these destinations should: propose urgent and radical strategies of 
rejuvenation, to obtain the market control and implement re-structuring radical measures and not only pure cosmetic 
ones” (Aguiló, Alegre and Juaneda; 2003).

“The challenge of the tourist model is not the continuing growth of the number of tourists through disperse and specialized 
products in the whole island, but to establish a re-structuring of mature destinations  which allow an unseasonal tourism 
process (Aguiló, Alegre, Juaneda; 2003). 

An approach toward regeneration of tourist destinations 

n Currently, there are some thesis that bring up the irreversible decline of Mediterranean sun and beach mature 
destinations, so-called second generation destinations, despite “Embellishment” operations which may be 
applied in the future (Knowles and Curtis, 1999). These theories have third generation holiday centers as models, 
characterized by higher degree of planning, control and quality specification. These centers, without being 
addressed to a mass tourism conform planned areas of new construction, which combine a good quality offer with 
a certain exoticism and provide more sophisticated and varied amusement.
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Faced the topic that tourist areas which have not been totally planned are condemned to its decline, this research 
proves the potential these areas have to be transformed into a space with better quality at urban, economic, and 
landscape levels, providing a solution to the three main motivation emergent factors: travel flexibility, resources 
diversity and local landscape quality and identity.

In order to reconsider coastal tourism, it is necessary to come up with new urban-regional planning principles 
based on the knowledge of tourist activity dynamics and in the consideration of landscape as the main factor for 
its restructuring. Landscape integration in urban-regional planning demands a transcalar reading , which offers 
different tools to the discipline in order to give a value to tourist settlements, to endow with structure different 
Regional Tourist systems and generate synergies among them, as well as with the elements which form the 
destination landscape unit .

On the other hand, competence division among different administrations in the island tourist coastline, as 
mentioned before, has generated the tendency to organize and plan the elements that make up the tourist activity 
in a separate way: accommodation-travel –resource. The new challenge of restructuring tourist space should 
provide more complexity to mature tourist destinations. Both accommodation and travel should become part of 
the destination resources in harmony with its environment, allowing for the enjoyment of the scenery travelled 
through and the landscape of the tourist settlements made up of different types of accommodation and activities.

“Among the new work tools to be suggested, it is worth mentioning: to reinforce the integral approach, before sectorial 
approach; to identify the effects of the destination in an immediate regional and global environment; (ecological finger 
print); to integrate social and tourist perception in the assessment of tourist development; to measure effects of renewal 
and restructuring processes from sustainability point of view;” (Vera and Baños; 2010).

In this way, given the supposition that a reconversion implies a high economic investment, this research proves 
that if this transformation is produced through the recovering of elements which structure the territory (MacHarg, 
1971) and by enhancing its natural and cultural elements, the intervention investment will not only be optimized 
but also will make its management more feasible. For example: avoiding the traditional investment in the 
incorporation of facilities which tend to import exogenous landscapes, much more expensive to manage and to 
maintain, causing a loss of the destination identity. Over decades, Majorca has developed its own tourist model. 
The reconversion of this model should be based on redefining itself from identity patterns based on the landscape 
and the morphology characteristics of tourist settlements and applying a new mobility more adapted to the 
environment in order to provide a real answer to the tourist’s new motivations which at the same time will result 
in the enhancement of the island’s landscape, activating new economies and positively influencing in the self-
esteem and wellbeing of residents. 

Rethinking tourist settlements from its potential of diversity

n During the process of tourist destinations development, each tourist product has responded to a concrete type of 
demand, and has been materialized through different tourist settlements units , which show important potentials 
for their reconversion. The variety of tourist settlements, which make up regional tourist systems of Majorca, 
creates different situations, types of relations, categories and levels of open spaces and activity. This richness 
of potential scenarios for reconversion conflicts with the traditional norms of tourist areas. These norms tend 
to homogenize the different types of tourist products towards more conventional city models or towards ideals 
applied on third generation destinations, such as the unattainable standards of private space for tourist facilities in 
a generalized way. The diversity of tourist products and resources allows giving an answer to the new motivations 
of tourism based on the need of living different experiences during the trip.

The inertia of sectorial planning of coastal tourism areas has led to significant deficits that have resulted in lack 
of urbanity, urban landscape decline and excessive travel inflexibility based on the private vehicle. In the early 
days of tourism, urbanity was never a requirement for tourist facilities, as it was enough for it to have a direct 
relationship with the immediate landscape and there was little interest in the relationship with other facilities. But 
after decades of tourist development, when it passes from minimum elements of tourism to a tourist conurbation, 
providing the whole with urbanity has become a basic requirement for its enhancement and operation. Tourist 
urbanity should be understood as a result of the interaction between different activities and categories of open 
spaces through a new mobility much kinder to the environment, which allows the destination to be more 
competitive based on the reorganization and enhancement of the supplementary offer, as it had been in the early 
days of mass tourism at the European West Mediterranean tourist destinations. 

Diversıty, Flexibility And Identity, Mechanisms For Recycling Mature Tourist Destinations 
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Fig.1: Characterization of the densified tourist grid. Source: author
 
In this way, planning collective space has become an experimentation field, for activating the interaction between 
the private and public sectors according to the morph-typological characteristics of each tourist settlement, which 
offer extremely powerful tools for rethinking them in terms of urbanity. By way of example, we can highlight the 
potential of denser zones to provide activities for quality public spaces, characterized by walking or bike mobility 
or the areas with small hotels to offer a product with a different character by activating localization economies 
instead of each of them trying to cram everything into a small space (Camagni, 2005). In this way, each hotel 
offers a differentiated product (spa, signature restaurant, swimming pool, gym, etc.) and the collective public space 
becomes the place of interaction among different services, turning each obsolete settlement into a tourist center 
with high competitiveness. Along the same lines, areas with large hotels would offer excellent spatial quality if 
they integrated their activities and private open spaces into the public domain. 

This research intends to redefine the planning rationales of the tourist urban structure endowing the destination 
of a great diversity of activities intensity and interaction with open spaces according to the characteristics of each 
tourist settlement. To establish synergies between the supplementary offer and the open spaces is a substantial 
matter for rethinking mature tourist destinations. To supply services and equipment to open tourist spaces has 
become a key factor in order to provide them with security (Petrus, Tovar; 2010), by guaranteeing appropriate 
conditions of urbanity in each tourist settlement, which are hardly found in emergent tourist destinations. On 
the other hand, enhancement of open spaces understood as a landscape resource, reports an added value to the 
destination, to the supplementary offer and accommodation of such tourist settlements.

In short, the enhancement of each tourist settlement, based on the qualities that characterise them, turn them into 
a new, unique, high-quality product, making the destination as a whole more competitive.

Strategies for regional tourist systems regeneration

n An understanding of how tourist areas have been constructed provides us new tools to redirect the usual 
reading of coastal tourism. Regional tourist systems have been made up from an elaborate mosaic of tourist 
settlements, whose features vary depending on the tourist period in which they were created: suburban holiday 
settlements, tourist grid systems, tourist garden-cities and autonomous holiday centres, that are more concerned 
with exploiting the resources of the tourist real estate business than in putting together a cohesive urban system. 
As a result, there is no continuity to the road systems that have been created between open spaces and hubs of 
activity, and there are discrepancies between settlements that have given rise to interstitial spaces, many of them 
in a process of decline.

If the enhancement of each tourist settlement entails a new tourist product, as we saw in a previous section, the 
articulation of the whole should allow the construction of a destination with a great variety of tourist products, 
diversifying it into a richer offer. From this idea stems the need of providing the whole destination with a cohesive 
urban structure promoting a new tourist mobility, in which interstitial spaces can play a key role in offsetting 
the current environmental, landscape, economic or public space deficits they may be suffering from. These 
interventions of articulation should become catalyzers of change and restructuring actions. One of the actions is 
based on introducing leisure components as a strategy to differentiate tourist settlements in order to keep and 
promote the regular visitors’ demand, as well as the reception of new segments, the reduction of seasonal demand 
and the image improvement (Vera and Baños, 2010). By applying this example it’s possible to set out a strategy 
for the location and type of intervention of leisure components according to the cultural and natural values of the 
tourist settlements which make up the regional tourist system.
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Fig.2: Morphology of Cala Millor Regional Tourist System. Source: author

From the urban tourist economy point of view, the regeneration of regional tourist systems must necessarily 
go through a redefinition of the operational rationale of the economic activities they house. On one hand, to 
highlight the need of redefining the autonomous operation of each tourist facility towards the creation of positive 
externalities  among the different economic activities which make up the regional tourist system. On the other 
hand, to make of the tourist activity, not only the main purpose of these destinations, but the way to promote new 
economies as well as to enhance pre-tourist activities, which originally constructed the coast cultural landscape.  
This is how mature tourist destinations should go from an economy based on sun and beach tourism, towards 
an urbanization economy (Camagni, 2005), which guarantees the destination’s landscape self-management 
and activates new resources that redirect current seasonal tourism problems. One of the actions should be to 
create synergies with the existing agriculture and cattle activities of the area, which may contribute to improve 
the destination’s landscape quality and also offer the visitors a local gastronomic product that they may even 
recognize, in order to provide a brand as an added value. This example allows us to introduce the need of positive 
interaction between the tourist activity and the elements that form the coastal landscape. 

The restructuring of regional tourist systems based on local landscape

n For decades, the tourist area has experienced the difficulty of scaling up from minimum elements of tourism  to 
regional tourist systems, forming large conurbations that have blurred many of the elements that used to make up 
the pre-tourism coastal landscape. The planning dynamic was based on “resistance operations” against the natural 
or cultural resources of the area, occupying flood zones, building dykes to retain sand dunes, or displacing livestock 
farming and agricultural concerns. Development of sun and beach tourism was the only purpose of all theses 
actions. This phenomenon directly affected the evaluation of the destination by tourists, who are very sensitive to 
density and urban continuum, as well as damaging the natural and cultural landscape of the area. This issue has 
been widely studied by different disciplines and entities as it can be seen below:

“An environmental crisis may become a tourist crisis and, in destinations with an intense specialty in this activity, will 
represent an unquestionable social and economic scope.” (TNO Inro, 2002).

The decline of natural systems and the problems of congestion result in a decrease of integral quality of the destination, 
which bears a loss of value of assets and consequently, a fall of tourist income (Aguiló et al. 2005).

The degradation natural elements have gone through, after year of intense tourist exploitation, leads to the serious matter 
of recovering the destination sustainability, which will result in more profit, at short and long term of the tourist sector.” 
(Martorell, Mulet; 2009)

 “The search for income in the tourist sector cannot be conceived in the future without being accompanied by an appropriate 
management of environmental policies (Palmer y Riera, 2003).

Diversıty, Flexibility And Identity, Mechanisms For Recycling Mature Tourist Destinations 
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The enhancement of the regional tourist system landscape entails –without doubt-  not only scaling up in 
the form of intervention, moving from individualized projects to overall planning, but also establishing new 
intervention strategies based on the capacity for resilience  of the destination, as opposed to the usual imposition 
of infrastructures resistant to the dynamics of the landscape. This reorganization should be based on relating open 
public and private urban spaces with open regional spaces, strengthening the identity of the place, guaranteeing 
efficient management of open spaces based on economies of means, in recovering the elements that shaped the 
natural and cultural landscape of the area, in order to build a system of cohesive regional tourism open spaces and 
in relation to a new mobility structure well adapted to the characteristics of the place.

Fig.3: Main elements that shape the natural and cultural landscape unit of Cala Millor. Source: author

Some of the actions along these lines are: the recovery of water systems, the beds of streams and wet-zones as 
well as riverbank vegetation; the recovery of the beach dune system, on which the first ‘sun, sea and sand’  type 
tourism facilities were built; recovering the original character of historic paths as gateways to regional tourism 
spaces; enhancing the salt beds and agricultural and livestock farming activities close to the coast, which were the 
true builders of this pre-tourism landscape, and integrating them into the system of open urban/regional spaces, 
in a way that the landscape subunit to which they belong  works as the management  unit of each part of the 
coastline . 

Conclusions

n According to Knowles and Curtis’ thesis (1999). Majorca has a great potential for overcoming expectations 
or scenarios foreseen for its generation through the reinforcement of identity values, redefining and diversifying 
its morphotypological and operational characteristics. This is how a trans-scalar reading has contributed with 
different tools to its recycling:

-The restructuration of the destination, by recovering elements which define the territory in order to form large 
regional open spaces and redirect the perception of massification to which the visitor is so sensible. 

-The reorganization based on the balance and articulation of urbanity values with large regional open spaces, in 
which natural and cultural landscape exposed to tourist activity could be enhanced as a new attraction while 
making it profitable trough its production (agriculture) and its management optimization (cultural and natural 
heritage). 
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-The connection of the great diversity of landscape resources through a new tourist mobility based on new 
means of transportation different from the ones used in the conventional city –by bike, walking, on a horse, in 
a boat-, which allow the visitors to move in a new and flexible way, turning mobility into a new resource of 
the destination.

To sum up, the enhancement of positive factors that have characterized the island mature tourist destinations and 
the transformation of the weaknesses that have been caused into opportunities to establish synergies between 
tourism and the landscape; open up a wealth of possibilities to regenerate tourist destinations. This gives way to 
a new tourist model based on the diversification of the existing product and the flexibility of the travel experience 
in a mature tourist destination, as well as in the endowment of a unique identity will allow it to break through the 
barrier of seasonal tourism and become more competitive.
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Passive protectionism is based on declassification operations of the potential urban land or the increase of 
restrictions for the transformation of the rustic land; although it often lacks management instruments.

“Protocol Ratification Instrument related to the integrated management of Mediterranean coastal areas.” (BOE 
from/03/2011).

Landscape European Convention signed in Florence in the year 2000,  (BOE of 5/02/2008).

Landscape unit: “Portion of territory characterised by a specific combination of landscape components of an 
environmental, cultural, perceptive and symbolic nature and with clearly recognisable dynamics which result in an 
individuality differentiated from the rest of the territory,” according to Landscape Observatory of Catalonia http://
www.catpaisatge.net

Thesis project carried out by the author, “Balearization. Majorca, the laboratory of experimentation in tourism 
and its coastal manifestations”, made an in-depth analysis of the characterization of each of the specifically tourist 
settlements as well as their location and management rationales in the lead up to constructing regional tourist 
systems.

The concept of positive externalities is used in both urban economy and environmental economy fields. The use of 
this concept in tourism economy, is understood as the profit generated by each of the tourism enterprises toward 
the rest of the enterprises of the same sector in the same area (localization economies) as well as in the local 
landscape capital value, such as agricultural activities or natural spaces.  See on Polése, Mario  (1994). Economía 
Urbano-Regional: Introducción a la relación entre territorio y desarrollo.

The concept of minimum elements of tourism refers to architectonic and urban pieces, which form the tourist 
space, developed by  Rosa Barba, Rosa PIE, Ricard (1996), Arquitectura y turismo: Planes y proyectos. Barcelona: 
Centre de recerca i projectes de paisatge.

The resilience in this case is defined as the capacity of the coastline area to fit in the impact  that tourism economic 
activity has caused, leading to a strengthening of its values through the incorporation of natural dynamics  in the 
planning strategies. Concept worked by the author  as a professor of the Extreme city workshop . Climate change  
and the transformation of the waterscape. Universitá di Archittetura di Venezia IUAV (2010). http//www.juav..it/
extremecity

Planning guidelines ruled by coastal dynamics of each coastline type, in “Integrated and interdisciplinary scientific 
approach to coastal management” in Ocean & Coastal Management n.52, pp. 493–505, 2009. Journal homepage: 
www.elsevier.com/locate/ocecoaman

Methodology used in preliminary regional planning of Tenerife Island (PIOT). Tourism regional planning (1992), 
by Joaquin Sabate. Miguel Corominas, and Is
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Abstract

n The paper focuses on a process of symbolic reconstruction of cities, where existing image or meaning of places 
is purposely changed with an aim to attract new investments, events or tourists to a particular city. We try to 
situate the process within the context of growing competition of cities. Symbolic reconstruction also affects 
tourism development in cities as it provides an easily marketed and consumable image and meaning of places. 
The case of Cheonggyecheon restoration in Seoul helps us to study how symbolic reconstruction of cities is 
related to and affected by competitive urban policy of cities, urban renewal and city marketing. Observing local 
consequences we conclude that while the Cheonggyecheon restoration and resulting symbolic reconstruction 
helped Cheonggyecheon to become the major tourist attraction and icon of global Seoul, it also results in decline 
of local places and cultures, contradicting in this way its initial goals.
 
Key words: 
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Introduction

n Seoul in South Korea is one of the world’s largest cities. Combined with the metropolitan region it is home 
to more than 22 million residents, which accounts for almost half of the national population. While the city is 
praised as the “Miracle on the Han River” for its rapid economic growth and urban development in the past, it is 
still largely overlooked that Seoul is recently quickly expanding its cultural industry and becoming one of the top 
tourist destinations in East Asia. Nearly nine million foreign visitors came to the city last year and the impact of 
tourism industry on the local economic growth, social structure and urban development is growing. Metropolitan 
government seems to be well aware of the opportunities that tourism development brings to the city and has 
designated tourism industry as one of the six growth engines that are expected to transform Seoul into a “clean 
and attractive global city” (Seoul Metropolitan Government, 2006). Although there is a growing interest in Seoul 
in the field of urban studies in general, including urban planning and architecture, little research was done focusing 
on Seoul as an emerging tourism destination. The growing impact of tourism on urban policy as well as on 
everyday life in Seoul remains so far rather unacknowledged.

The paper focuses on urban renewal and city marketing as instruments of urban policy in Seoul, by which the 
metropolitan government tries to improve global competitiveness and appeal of the city. Urban renewal and city 
marketing are at the same time expected to boost tourism in Seoul. Such urban policy is based on an assumption 
that the global position of Seoul can be significantly improved by efficient management and marketing of its 
strategic resources, which would eventually result in a local economic growth, urban development and higher 
quality of everyday life (SDI, 2003; OECD 2005). Yet urban renewal and city marketing also result in what we 
call symbolic reconstruction of cities, whereby the existing image or meaning of places are purposely changed 
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in order to attract new investments, events and tourists to the city. We suggest that symbolic reconstruction of 
cities, also referred to as re-signification or re-imaging of cities, offers a conceptual framework, which allows us 
to study the relation between urban renewal and city marketing as instruments of urban policy in general and 
tourism development in particular against the backdrop of growing competition of cities (Balibrea, 2001; Smith, 
2005). The paper takes the Cheonggyecheon restoration, the most known of urban renewal project in Seoul, as a 
case to study influence of urban policy on urban renewal and city marketing in the city. The case shows, how an 
ageing highway, crossing downtown Seoul, was torn down and the ancient Cheonggye Stream was restored on its 
place, transforming the stream into one of the ultimate places of global Seoul. Yet the Cheonggyecheon restoration 
not only transformed the downtown Seoul but also changed its image and meaning (Cho, 2010). Symbolic 
reconstruction of the city was to a large extent a result of aggressive city marketing. Although the restoration 
itself positively affected tourism in the city, lacking authenticity of the stream and ongoing decline of local culture 
may negatively affect tourism development in the city. We argue in the conclusion that the instrumentalisation of 
the Cheonggyecheon restoration to improve global competitiveness and appeal of the city results in undesirable 
outcomes, which contradict its initial goals to boost tourism in Seoul.

Competing globally, whatever it costs

n Globalization of cities is often seen as a one-way process, where success or failure of a particular city depends 
entirely on global conditions that are supposedly beyond local control. One may think that globalization process 
is inevitable, and all a city can do is to enter the global arena or stay outside the big game. While it is obvious 
that structural transformation of global economy, increasing cultural and political integration on cross-national 
scale, and informatization of societies affect cities around the world, such a view nevertheless fails to account that 
cities are not merely places where global flows of capital, goods and cultures are localized. Cities are at the same 
time the engines of global economy, which reproduce the global order as much as they are affected by it. Due 
to structural changes in the global economy, such as the new geographical division of labour and uneven capital 
accumulation, cities are forced to offer substantial financial, administrative or other incentives to attract global 
capital to a particular place. In this way cities have become increasingly autonomous economic and political agents 
that actively respond to pressures and opportunities of globalization. Consequently it is the urban policy of cities, 
and not the global forces outside them, that is the main source of urban change today (Sassen, 2001; Smith, 2002; 
Short, 2004).

Competition of cities affects their urban policy, which is becoming increasingly competitive in following strategic 
goals of a particular city. Competitive urban policy is commonly based on two assumptions. On one hand it 
assumes that a city can improve its position against rival cities by implementing efficient management of its 
strategic resources. On the other hand a city also needs to be efficiently marketed to make others aware of its 
comparative advantages. City marketing became an integral part of competitive urban policy and large financial 
and human resources are invested to promote a particular city as supposedly the most attractive business 
environment, place of the finest quality of life or the most desired tourist destination (Smith, 2005). By attracting 
foreign investments, transnational corporations, international events and tourists, a city is expected to benefit 
from a faster economic growth, new jobs, urban development and better quality of everyday life. Many local 
governments even believe that they can face a risk of economic and social decline if the city marketing fails short 
of anticipated results (Short, 1998). Yet there is little evidence that competitive urban policy always leads to a 
just and sustainable urban development beneficial for different social groups in the city. There is on contrary a 
growing body of evidence suggesting that benefits of aggressive city marketing are distributed in a noticeably 
uneven way (Smith, 2002; Urry, 2002; Perrons, 2004). While it is true that competitive urban policy can result 
in new public spaces, social amenities, infrastructure, and renewed neighbourhoods, the long-term benefits of 
economic growth generated by successful city marketing often stay in the hands of a small political elite and 
private developers, known as “growth coalitions,” which mediate between sources of competitiveness and their 
implementation (Logan and Molotch, 2007). Harvey (1989:4) showed that the only certain short-term outcome 
of what he calls a “shift to entrepreneurialism in urban governance” are uneven capital accumulation, speculative 
urban development, instrumentalisation of public-private partnerships, domination of economic interests in urban 
management, and declining social and spatial cohesion in cities.

During the last two decades city marketing gained a lot of attention as an instrument of competitive urban policy 
(Smith, 2005). City marketing follows strategic goals of local government, which mostly focus on strengthening 

Balibrea (2001:189) refers to symbolic reconstruction as a process of “resignifying the city”, while Smith (2005:403) talks about “re-imaging” of cities by means of connotations. 
Much of debate on symbolic reconstruction was recently focused on Barcelona, which has changed over the past two decades from a relatively unknown regional centre into one of 
the most successful European cities. Symbolic reconstruction was instrumental for the profound transformation of the city (Balibrea, 2001; Smith, 2005).
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global competitiveness of a city, enhancing its international image, attracting new investments, events or tourists, 
and improving the everyday quality of life. One of the main goals of city marketing is “to construct a new image 
of the city to replace either vague or negative images previously held by current or potential residents, investors 
and visitors” (Holocomb, 1993:133). In this sense selling a city is no different than selling any other product. Cities 
are therefore becoming increasingly commodified, where the emphasis is less on promoting actual qualities of 
a place as it is on selling its image. City marketing strategies range from a conventional tools like dissemination 
of appealing slogans and logos to more sophisticated approaches, which integrate organization of important 
international events, conventions, construction of iconic urban projects and city branding. Although such practices 
vary in terms of scale and scope they nevertheless aim to reconstruct the image and meaning of a particular 
place, which we refer to as the symbolic reconstruction of cities.  Yet by reconstructing the meaning of a place 
the city marketing also legitimates interests of dominant economic and political actors. New meanings promoted 
by city marketing “are not innocent of social authority and political power. The city is written from a particular 
perspective for a particular audience” (Short, 1998:74). Cities try to promote themselves as safe and friendly 
places without conflicts, while environmental degradation or social injustice are rarely addressed. The potential 
allusion to the conflictive past that a place may invoke has to be reconstructed to the extent that “the end product 
loses its capacity to refer to a memory of capitalist exploitation and of the role that this exploitation has played 
in the city’s current prosperity” (Balibrea, 2001:190). Social groups and individuals, who do not fit or oppose the 
desired symbolic reconstruction, are excluded from the city life. Symbolic reconstruction of cities as a consequence 
of competitive urban policy thus serves as a new form of social and political domination and affects social 
polarization and denied political rights (Balibrea, 2001; Cho, 2010).

As one of the fastest growing global industries tourism directly affects urban change and is seen as one of the 
new growth sectors in cities along with the high-tech industry, advanced producer services and cultural industry. 
At the same time tourism development directly benefits from successful city marketing and resulting symbolic 
reconstruction of cities (Short, 2004). Aggressive city marketing in particular can attract new tourists, which in 
consequence supposedly affects the local economic growth and urban development. Symbolic reconstruction 
plays a rather important role in this case since it provides easily consumable images and appealing meanings of a 
particular place following market trends in tourism industry. Tourists namely tend to reduce their experience of a 
place to a “limited number of experiences” and demand a “coherent representation and meaning of a city, one that 
is easy and pleasant to consume” (Balibrea, 2001:189). City marketing however has a limited success without the 
actual transformation of a city. Large-scale urban renewal projects, which aim to replace traditional and seemingly 
rundown urban areas with new places of global spectacle, tend to transform the former into non-conflicting tourist 
attractions of mass consumption that inform us about anything except human relations and practices shaping 
those places in the past. Such development commodifies cities and transforms them into a spectacle for tourists 
deprived of any authenticity and meaning (Urry, 2002). For local residents tourism development may eventually 
generate new jobs, but it can also leads to gentrification, social segregation, community disintegration or decline of 
local places and cultures (Smith, 2002; Križnik, 2009a).

Now we want to turn our attention away from a general discussion on globalization and cities and focus on 
urban policy in Seoul to see, how urban renewal and city marketing transform the city to become one of the 
leading cities and a top tourist destination in the world. In particular we want to focus on the Cheonggyecheon 
restoration, the most known urban renewal project in Seoul, in order to uncover some consequences, which the 
restoration and resulting symbolic reconstruction of the city have on tourism development and everyday life in 
Seoul.

Seoul, a clean and attractive global city

n Seoul became increasingly competitive during the last decade in terms of challenging and improving its relatively 
low structural position in the global economy compared to the leading cities (Križnik, 2009b). While New York, 
London and Tokyo are widely recognized for having dominant position in the global economy, Seoul used to take 
a position of what Taylor (2004:160) calls a “wannabe world city.” According to Taylor (2004) cities, subordinated 
to those already holding a dominant role, are facing stronger economic and political pressures caused by their drive 
to improve global ranks.  In Seoul global pressures seem to be further accentuated by its overwhelming position 

Taylor (2004:73) ranks Seoul as the 42nd in a classification, based on a network analysis of global producer services. The global network connectivity index of Seoul was 0,415. 
London had the highest index (1,000) and was followed by New York (0,976), Hong Kong (0,707), Paris (0,699) and Tokyo (0,691).
For the three consecutive years Seoul was selected as the most wanted city to visit in a survey, which AC Nielsen conducts in China, Japan and Thailand (Lee, 2011). 
Foreign visitors to Seoul spent about 3,2 billion EUR during the first five months in 2011, 9% more than the year before. Related industries accordingly benefited for about 8,3 
billion EUR (Lee, 2011). If the trend continues the tourism industry in Seoul may generate an income of about 20 billion EUR this year. In 2010 the metropolitan government’s 
spending on tourism and culture accounted for almost 550 million EUR, which is 3,6% of the total municipal budget (Seoul Metropolitan Government, 2011:552).

Selling Global Seoul: Competitive Urban Policy and Symbolic Reconstruction of Cities
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in the national urban system, and by a vast concentration of financial and human resources in the metropolitan 
region (Choe, 1998). Several studies show that the lower global rank of Seoul was not only a consequence of 
its structural position in the global economy but also of its distinct development in the past (SDI, 2003; OECD, 
2005). Metropolitan government namely did not pay much attention to the negative environmental and social 
outcomes of the rapid economic growth and urban development. At the same time, Seoul possesses natural and 
cultural heritage that is, unlike in other cities, exceptionally well located, which is an important resource for its 
future. Yet the rich heritage used to be poorly marketed, invisible for tourists, and had so far a limited influence on 
global competitiveness and appeal of the city. The OECD (2005: 59) study thus recommends “in order to continue 
to play the role of national economic leader and reinforce its international competitiveness, Seoul must attend to 
improvements in its spatial development, urban environment and quality of life.”

Table 1. Visitors to Seoul and Barcelona from 2000 to 2010.

 

Source: Barcelona Turisme (2011:7), Seoul Metropolitan Government (2011:346).

Rich natural and cultural heritage is one of the key resources for economic growth and urban development of 
Seoul and for tourism in particular. Along with financial services, digital content, ICT, biotechnical, design and 
fashion industry the metropolitan government designated tourism and convention industry as one of the “six 
new growth engines”, which are expected to transform Seoul into a “clean and attractive global city” (Seoul 
Metropolitan Government, 2006:26). The impact of tourism industry in Seoul is growing. In 2010 almost nine 
million visitors arrived to Seoul. Still less than the ambitious goal set by the metropolitan government, which 
wants to see twelve million visitors a year. However, while Seoul was virtually unknown as a tourist destination 
two decades ago, it has meanwhile become one of the most popular cities to visit in East and South East Asia.  
The city also serves as the gateway for the vast majority of foreign visitors coming to Korea. In comparison 
to Barcelona, which is considered to be a top tourist destination, Seoul displays a similar number and growth 
of visitors during the last decade (Table 1). Due to the growing economic importance of tourism industry the 
metropolitan government is investing substantial financial and human resources in the city marketing and 
promotion of Seoul as tourist destination.  City marketing is considered as one of the three strategies that the 
metropolitan government is to implement “in order to attract more foreign tourists and foreign direct investment” 
(Seoul Metropolitan Government, 2006:15). Marketing campaigns are particularly focused on the neighbouring 
countries, which represent the main market for the tourism industry in Seoul due to their proximity and cultural 
similarities. Another important source of tourism development is a fast expansion of convention tourism. Seoul 
ranked 5th among the most important “international meeting cities in 2010”, outdoing Barcelona or Tokyo (UIA, 
2011).

Growth of tourism directly affects urban development in Seoul. The metropolitan government’s plan to 
transform Seoul in competitive and attractive global city focuses on integration of tourism development with the 
“revitalization of downtown Seoul as a center for economy and tourism” and seemingly necessary development 
of what is called “tourist attractions with global competitiveness” (Seoul Metropolitan Government, 2006:26). 
The ongoing transformation of downtown Seoul includes the new Gwanghwamun Square, connecting the 
main Gyeongbokgung palace with the historical Namdaemun gate, development of special tourism zones in 
Myeongdong, Insadong, and Cheonggyecheon, planned green corridor between the Jongmyo royal shrine and 
Namsan mountain and the construction of the iconic Dongdaemun Design Plaza. In parallel to the transformation 
of downtown, the metropolitan government also introduced an ambitious large-scale urban renewal New Town 
Development, which was expected to address existing imbalances in economic growth and urban development 
between various parts of the city and thus improve the quality of life in Seoul (Križnik, 2009b). The most 
important urban renewal project in terms of long-term impact on the economic growth and urban development 
in Seoul as well as desired expansion of its tourism is the Cheonggyecheon restoration, which we will discuss in 
details later on.

2000             2002             2004              2006            2008            2010 
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Image 1. Symbolic reconstruction of Seoul: Coexistence of traditional and global.

Source: Seoul Metropolitan Government (2006:81), Seoul Selection (2006:66).

The image and meaning of Seoul are recently intensively reconstructed, mainly aiming to improve the global 
appeal of the city.  The symbolic reconstruction seems to follow two dominant narratives, which are frequently 
used in marketing campaigns and reproduced in various forms and media, addressing domestic and foreign 
residents, investors and tourists. One narrative focuses on a so-called “royal Seoul”, while the other talks about a 
“breathtaking Seoul” (Seoul Tourist Organization, 2009) (Image 1).  The first narrative has its references in historic 
palaces and temples, the old city wall and gates, remaining traditional villages, and the landscape surrounding 
Seoul. Long and rich cultural tradition of Korea, which it is referring to, makes it ideal to distinct Seoul from 
other cities in East Asia. The so-called glorious tradition of royal Seoul is used at the same time to legitimize the 
second dominant narrative about breathtaking Seoul, which apparently has it origin in “an ancient capital” and “a 
dynamic and emerging global metropolis” together (Seoul Metropolitan Government, 2005:103). City marketing 
in this case wants to relate the image and meaning of traditional places to those of the global spectacle. The recent 
urban renewal projects in downtown Seoul, such as the earlier mentioned Cheonggyecheon restoration, new 
Gwanghwamun Plaza or the Dongdaemun Design Plaza under-construction, all try to present the continuity of 
Korean tradition on one hand, while on the other hand they want to show ambitions of global Seoul.

Symbolic reconstruction, where the ancient tradition is used to legitimize the cosmopolitan future, aims to boost 
the tourism development in Seoul. Though sometimes different in form and media, the marketing campaigns 
promoting the “royal and breathtaking Seoul” use narratives, which praise the city for a harmonious coexistence 
of traditional and global. In this way they try to create a distinct image and meaning of Seoul, one that is 
easily recognizable, marketed and consumed. Combination of traditional and global constructs an imaginary 
representation of a “clean and attractive global city”, which has its origins in the rich natural and cultural heritage. 
In order to study the process of symbolic reconstruction, its relation to the urban renewal in Seoul, and some of its 
local consequences, we will focus on the Cheonggyecheon restoration and meaning attached to it.

Instrumentalisation of the cheonggyecheon restoration?

n Cheonggyecheon restoration, as probably the most known urban renewal project in Seoul, draws a lot of 
attention in Korea and abroad for its successful and innovative approach.  In 2002 the metropolitan government 
announced a plan to demolish the ageing elevated highway and restore the ancient stream on the site of the 
former. The restoration was successfully completed in 2005, only two years and three months after it started. 
Anticipated results of the Cheonggyecheon restoration were multiple. Seoul Metropolitan Government 
(2005) wanted to improve environmental and living conditions in the downtown Seoul, resolve disparities in 
development between the north and south part of the city, recover natural and cultural heritage, create new 
public spaces and amenities, increase traffic safety and boost tourism development in the area. Many goals of 
the Cheonggyecheon restoration were already achieved. Environmental and living conditions in the area are 
considerably improved, while local residents enjoy new public spaces and attend variety of cultural venues and 

Cheonggyecheon is about 8-kilometer long stream running through the downtown Seoul. It played an important role when Seoul was established in 1394. According to the traditional 
knowledge of Pungsu, the stream was believed to bring energy to the city and guaranteed its harmony with the nature. Before covered with a road and topped by an elevated highway 
during the rapid urbanization of the city, Cheonggyecheon used to be one of the central symbolic places in the pre-modern Seoul (Ryu, 2004).

Selling Global Seoul: Competitive Urban Policy and Symbolic Reconstruction of Cities
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bustling commercial activities (Image 2). Yet the Cheonggyecheon restoration also plays an important strategic role 
as an instrument of urban policy, by which the metropolitan government tries to improve global competitiveness 
and appeal of the city. The Seoul mayor Lee left no doubt about the strategic goals before the restoration started, 
when he stated, “once the stream is restored, we want this area to stand out as a center of foreign investment. The 
ultimate goal is to make Seoul a great city, one that can compete as an attractive center of business with Shanghai, 
Tokyo and Beijing” (quoted in Kane, 2003). In this sense the Cheonggyecheon restoration should be seen as an 
urban renewal that tries to combine strategic goals of competitive urban policy with measures addressing local 
economic growth and urban development (Križnik, 2009b). 

Recently less desired outcomes of the Cheonggyecheon restoration became evident. It seems that the project was 
narrowly focused on the restoration of stream alone, and did not provide a long-term comprehensive strategy to 
address complex consequences of such large-scale urban renewal (Cho, 2010). Land value along Cheonggyecheon 
significantly increased after the restoration was completed, and many old neighbourhoods, such as Hwanghak, 
Wangsimni or Sinseol, become places of land speculation and intensive urban development (Rowe, 2010). A 
number of high-rise office and residential projects are currently under construction along Cheonggyecheon, often 
completely out of scale and without meaningful relation to the local places nearby. Such development not only 
has a negative impact on the urban landscape, but also significantly changes existing social structure and economic 
organization of the area (Križnik, 2009a). Private development, which directly benefits from the restoration, 
namely pays little if any attention to existing economic and social complexity of the affected areas. Growing living 
costs caused by it force many local merchants and residents to leave the area. The ongoing gentrification, resulting 
from the loosely controlled private development, can be thus partly attributed to the Cheonggyecheon restoration. 
In a similar manner the restoration also affects the local economy. While certain industrial or service sectors 
are flourishing, traditional job are in decline. Places that used to play an important role for reproduction of local 
economy and life are about to disappear, while many local merchants are closing their business (Križnik, 2009b). 

Image 2. Cheonggyecheon as new public space and tourist attraction in downtown Seoul.

 

Source: Križnik (2009b:125).

Cheonggyecheon restoration also affects tourism in Seoul. OECD (2005:102) study expected that Cheonggyecheon 
restoration “can serve as a flagship project showing to the international community Seoul’s dedication in building 
a lively urban landscape. If the project is closely connected to a cultural booming, it could become a major touristic 
asset for Seoul’s international image.” After its opening the stream actually became one of the major tourist 
attractions in the city and more than 120 million visitors reportedly visited Cheonggyecheon by now with about 
20% of them foreigners. Although Cheonggyecheon lags behind other popular places in Seoul like Myeongdong 
or Dongdaemun, which are visited by more than half of all foreign visitors, we have to notice that Myeongdong 
and Dongdaemun are two of the most important shopping areas in the city. Compared to historic and cultural 
sites similar to Cheonggyecheon, such as Insadong for example, the number of foreign visitors to both is rather 
similar (Table 2). Due to the growing number of visitors the Cheonggyecheon restoration positively affects tourism 
industry in downtown Seoul and generates new jobs in the area, which was once known mainly for its small 
industrial workshops and local markets. To support tourism development the metropolitan government designated 

There used to be 60.000 shops, which employed about 800.000 workers, excluding illegal street vendors, located along the Cheonggyecheon (Cho, 2010). Cheonggyecheon flea 
market, once one of the largest street markets in Seoul, virtually disappeared after the restoration. The nearby Hwanghak flea market seems to be following the same fate. The 
metropolitan government was aware of consequences that the restoration may have on local markets and allowed some street vendors to continue business in the old Dongdaemun 
stadium after the restoration started. The majority of street vendors had to relocate to other parts of Seoul or lose their work. Yet the Dongdaemun area also became a part of urban 
renewal and the remaining street vendors had to relocate again. Today there are reportedly only about 700 street vendors left in the newly opened Seoul Folk Flea Market in 
Sinseol area, which shows the vast impact of large-scale urban renewal on the local economy.
A survey, conducted monthly over the year, included 8.123 foreign visitors in 2006 and 9.631 foreign visitors in 2010. They were asked about places, which they visited during 
their stay in Seoul. However one public official was less
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Myeongdong      Dongdaemun       Old palaces      Insadong      Cheonggyecheon 
51,4 %
66,7 %

48,5 %
56,4 %

42,9 %
44,0 %

26,6 %
32,2 %

12,7 %
19,8 %

2006
2010

Cheonggyecheon as a special tourism zone and built facilities like Cheonggyecheon Museum and Seoul Folk Flea 
Market nearby the stream. The iconic Dongdaemun Design Plaza, which the metropolitan government expects to 
become the “global fashion hub”, also benefits directly from the transformation triggered by the Cheonggyecheon 
restoration (Seoul Metropolitan Government, 2006:75).
 
Table 2. Foreign visitors to major tourist attractions in Seoul in 2006 and 2010. 

Source: Korea Tourism Organization (2007: 107), Ministry of Culture, Sport and Tourism (2011: 128).

Urban renewal is rarely only a matter of transforming a particular place, but also about the interpretation of its 
outcome. The narratives giving new meaning to places under urban renewal namely also legitimize its goals. 
Dominant social and political groups try to impose in this way their particular interpretation, which often stands 
in a strong contrast with the traditional meaning of local places. Symbolic reconstruction of cities is therefore 
inherently a contested process and the Cheonggyecheon restoration is no exception. However in the case of 
Cheonggyecheon the traditional meaning of the stream was already lost long ago, when it was covered with 
a road and elevated highway. There were actually little if any historic references for the Cheonggyecheon 
restoration, neither in terms of its image nor meaning. Cho (2010:151) hence points out that if the stream “was to 
be restored, it either had to be reinvented or reconstructed in the urban context of global Seoul. This meant that 
natural Cheonggyecheon was to be discursively created...” The dominant group, lead by the Seoul mayor Lee, 
favoured reinvention and rapid restoration process, which the mayor saw as an opportunity to improve global 
competitiveness and appeal of the city and to strengthen his political position. The new image and meaning of 
the stream were to support his interests. The contending group, consisting of civic environmental and cultural 
organizations and merchant’s associations, opposed to what they perceived as undemocratic restoration, 
instrumentalised by the metropolitan government. Yet while the merchant’s associations focused on protecting 
their private interests, the environmental and cultural organizations struggled for a democratic restoration process 
and opposed the lacking “ecological and historical authenticity” of the stream (Cho, 2010:162).

The interests of the dominant group eventually prevailed over the concerns of civic society. More than on a careful 
restoration of natural environment and cultural heritage the metropolitan government was focused on constructing 
a place of global spectacle, which to a large extent lacks authentic meaning.  Cho (2010:160) therefore describes 
the Cheonggyecheon as a “public park decorated to the theme of nature.” Such approach to urban renewal resulted 
in a new symbolic meaning of the Cheonggyecheon and greatly affected the image of global Seoul. Reports for 
example show that Cheonggyecheon restoration successfully challenged the widespread international perception 
of Seoul as an “urban concrete jungle” (Walsh, 2006). The restoration process was not only an instrument of 
competitive urban policy, which aimed to improve the quality of everyday life in downtown Seoul, but was 
apparently also used by city marketing to reimage the city and sell it as a “clean and attractive global city” in order 
to improve the global competitiveness and appeal of the city (Seoul Metropolitan Government, 2006). While 
environmental and historic importance of the restoration was presented to the public, the strategic goals were 
hidden by narratives presenting Cheonggyecheon as the “new face of Seoul” and “hope for the Seoul citizens.” 
The metropolitan government (Seoul Metropolitan Government, 2005:105) widely promoted the restoration as 
“a greater task that the entire nation is interested in as a symbolic project to revive an important part of Korea’s 
historical and natural heritage at the start of the 21st century”.

Narratives about national interests, supposedly related to the Cheonggyecheon restoration, were in this case 
used to legitimize particular economic and political interests and competitive urban policy of the metropolitan 
government (Ryu, 2004; Cho, 2010). For those reasons Cheonggyecheon is portrayed as a place, where the 
heritage of the ancient Hanseong coexists with the global Seoul (Image 1). However, not all historic legacy fits the 
new image and meaning of the city. While the traditional heritage and cosmopolitan future are used as sources 
of imagination and representation of things to come, the legacy of industrialization, symbolized by once heroic 
and now demolished Cheonggye Expressway, does not fit the desired image of global Seoul. The assistant mayor 

Optimistic about the number of foreign visitors to Cheonggyecheon. Referring to daily field surveys in an interview, he believes that less than 10% of all visitors to Cheonggyecheon 
are foreigners.
Rather than for a long-term gradual restoration of the entire Cheonggyecheon water basin and its ecology, which would result in sufficient water flow, the metropolitan government 
decided to pump the required water into the stream from a nearby water-treatment facility. Restoration of cultural heritage also drew a lot of criticism. Several archaeological sites 
were partly destroyed during the restoration and the ancient Gwanggyo Bridge was rebuilt away from its historic location (Križnik, 2009b; Cho, 2010).

Selling Global Seoul: Competitive Urban Policy and Symbolic Reconstruction of Cities
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of the Cheonggyecheon Restoration Project Headquarters Yang stated clearly that by “liquidating the unsightly 
legacy from Korea’s developmental period and restoring the city’s natural environment, Seoul can be ready 
to emerge as a cultural metropolis where tradition and modernity are harmoniously blended with each other” 
(Weolgan Hwangyeong, 2004). Many traditional local cultures and places along Cheonggyecheon that once gave 
rise to the rapid development and the present prosperity of Seoul were literally deconstructed and forgotten 
during the restoration process. Cheonggyecheon restoration seems to have a rather strong impact on the symbolic 
reconstruction of the city.

Conclusion: contradictions of symbolic reconstruction of cities

n We studied the process of symbolic reconstruction of cities and tried to situate it within the context of growing 
competition of cities, which increasingly affects their urban policy. Competitive urban policy assumes that the 
position of a city in the global economy can be improved by efficient management and marketing of its strategic 
resources, which eventually results in a local economic growth, urban development and higher quality of everyday 
life. Symbolic reconstruction of cities can be described as an outcome of competitive urban policy, where existing 
image or meaning of places is purposely changed to attract new investments, events or tourists to a particular city. 
The result is an easily marketed and consumable image and meaning of places. However symbolic reconstruction 
of cities should not be seen as a formal instrument of urban policy. Rather it offers a conceptual framework, which 
allows us to understand the relation between urban policy on one hand and urban renewal and city marketing 
on the other. The two are namely gaining a lot of attention as instruments of competitive urban policy, which 
among other strategic goals aim to boost tourism development in a city in order to improve its position in global 
economy.

The paper focuses on the Cheonggyecheon restoration, probably the most known urban renewal project in Seoul, 
to study how symbolic reconstruction of the city is related to and affected by competitive urban policy, urban 
renewal and city marketing in Seoul. The restoration of the ancient stream considerably improved the area along 
Cheonggyecheon in many aspects and has a growing impact on the tourism development in the city. The stream 
became not only one of the major tourists attractions in global Seoul, but also one of its icons. At the same time 
the Cheonggyecheon restoration became an important part of city marketing, which successfully challenges the 
lacking international attention to Seoul as a tourist destination. The image and meaning of Cheonggyecheon is 
therefore rewritten form a particular perspective, which praises the stream and the city for what is promoted as 
a distinctive coexistence of traditional and global. The instrumentalisation of the Cheonggyecheon restoration 
to improve the global competitiveness and appeal of the city seems to have resulted in undesired outcomes 
in the area affected by urban renewal, such as the ongoing gentrification, decline of traditional industrial and 
service sectors and disappearance of local places and cultures. The example of traditional flea markets along 
Cheonggyecheon illustrates how distinct local places and cultures, once characteristic for the area, are replaced 
by places of global spectacle that are easily found in other cities too. At the same time the image and meaning 
of local places are changed to fit the dominant narratives promoting the global Seoul. The resulting symbolic 
reconstruction of the city negatively affects local places and cultures, which are an important resource for tourism 
development in the future. Such outcomes contradict the strategic goals of competitive urban policy, which aims to 
boost tourism development in the city, and may at the end prevail over the actual benefits of the Cheonggyecheon 
restoration for tourism and everyday life in Seoul.
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Abstract

n The main subject of this paper is to study the use of land reclamation development in the contexts of tourism 
spaces construction in its relation to consolidate urban and growing regions. Referring to the processes involved, 
it is relevant to analyze the interaction of massive tourism developments using urbanization based on rapid 
construction enhanced by land reclaimed to water. The “urbanization of water” for tourism purposes creates 
diverse asymmetries, raising problematic issues namely in the urban context. Among others one can find conflicts 
- in the limits and borders, contaminating and spreading phenomenon that formulates new in the existing, causing 
controversial dichotomies leading to the construction of history in detriment of consolidating past testimonials - 
that includes heritage and cultural aspects now replaced, reinvented and recreated in thematized urban contexts.
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Introduction 

n The main subject of this paper is to study the use of land reclamation development in the contexts of tourism 
spaces construction in its relation to consolidate urban and growing regions. Referring to the processes involved, 
it is relevant to analyze the interaction of massive tourism developments using urbanization based on rapid 
construction enhanced by land reclaimed to water. 
The “urbanization of water” for tourism purposes creates diverse asymmetries, raising problematic issues namely 
in the urban context. Among others one can find conflicts - in the limits and borders, contaminating and spreading 
phenomenon that formulates new in the existing, causing controversial dichotomies leading to the construction of 
history in detriment of consolidating past testimonials - that includes heritage and cultural aspects now replaced, 
reinvented and recreated in thematized urban contexts.

This paper pretend to do a comparative study of urban situations using massive land reclamation not only as a 
process of gaining more land “for needs” but also above all as a way of constructing and “making” city.

Land reclamation in people´s Republic of China 

n People’s Republic of China (PRC) is very active in reclaiming land from water mainly from its coastlines. In the 
last five decades of the twentieth century, PRC reclaimed about 12.000 sq Km, that is, almost five times of the size 
of Luxembourg or seventeen times of that of Singapore, fifteen times of Barcelona, four times of Dubai. PRC is 
leading, and will continue for the next decade, the process of land reclamation to water.
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It seems paradoxical that beeing PRC,  by its land area, the biggest country in the world after Russia, is doing such 
a huge land reclamation to water. This paper will try to point out why this is happening.

Several cities in PRC are using land reclamation to expand territory in order to increase building areas to fullfil the 
strong demand of land to sustain the rapid increase of cities and of  population concentrated on those cities. Cities 
being an economic grow indicator, PRC is strongly investing to increase huge macro economic areas joining the 
values of geographically close cities to promote fast development.

Two main huge economic areas are identified in China: the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) and the Pearl River Delta 
(PRD). Both of them, traditionally big port areas with important coastal activities, are in the last three decades 
increasing rapidly in population, generating the two largest concentration of metropoles in the world with fifty to 
eighty million (YRD) and sixty four to a hundred and twenty million (PRD) of inhabitants.

                
       

Figure 01. Yangtze River Delta. http://www.cityu.edu.hk                    
Figure 02. Pearl River Delta. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pearl_River_Delta

Cities in the Pearl River Delta (PRD), South China, are playing this economic boom role, including the two Special 
Administrative Regions (SAR’s) – Macau and Hong Kong; two Special Economic Zones (SEZ’s) – Zhuai and 
Shenzhen; a Provincial Capital - Guanzhou and seven other densely populated cities, all part of the  Great PRD 
(GPRD), economically the most prosperous area in the globe.

It is not by casualty that the huge land reclamation is being done in these areas. It is because the land reclamation 
is a fast and efective way to gain flat land and definitely the most economical way to have soil and to build, as 
apparent construction’s restraints are low (no hills and no rocks, soil is sandy and “soft”), due to increased level 
of technology. These process of  “land production” also generates quite a big income to administrations and 
governments, since environmental issues are not strongly and properly evaluated.

Frequently, the land reclamation involves urban plans in a big scale in order to promote their approval as they 
are associated with great expansion of land with strong impacts. Rarely those plans are strictly followed since 
they serve as “marketing” promotions and not as a help to increase the cultural or social values of communities. 
Urban plans are strongly dependent on a enourmous variety of political and economical issues that restraint the 
application of the urban plan regulations.
 

Figure 03.Provinces of PR China. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/People’s_Republic_of_China
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Figure 04. Land reclamation in PRC.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_reclamations_of_the_People’s_Republic_of_China

The Pearl River Delta, Macau and land reclamation

n The three vertices of the Pearl River Delta (PRD) are the following three cities: Guangzhou, Macau and Hong 
Kong.

Guangzhou is the provincial capital of Guangdong, one of the twenty two provinces of PRC. Macau, the oldest 
city, after Guangzhou, is culturally important due to the five hundred year’s coexistence of East and Western 
European cultures and finally Hong Kong, a strong financial and economic hub in the region.

In the 1980’s, due to the political changes in PRC, two Special Economic Zones (SEZ’s) were created on the north 
borders with Macau and Hong Kong, Zhuhai and Shenzhen respectivelly. Since then, six other cities have been 
booming in population and in economy: Dongguan; Foshan; Huizhou; Jiangmen; Zhongshan and Zhaoqing.

Demographics indices show that Macau has a estimated population of 544,600 individuals and its  density is the 
world’s highest: 18,568,0 inhab/sqKm. This is almost three times of Hong Kong’s 6,480,0 inhab/sqKm, followed 
by Guangzhou’s 1,708,0;  Zhuhai 943,9; Shenzhen 8,588,0; Dongguan 3,334,8; Foshan 1,886,5; Huizhou 420,9; 
Jiangmen 471,1; Zhongshan 1,733,8 and Zhaoqing 175,2.

Its high density as well as an extreme lack of land for urban expansion and economic development led Macau to 
some attempts to find its economical survival on small exporting industries such as textiles, toys, flowers...and 
more recently, (from the middle of the twentieth century) to be a local cultural and entretainment hub, based on 
its heritage and history, combining with game and entretainment industries to promote tourism.

Tourism has been the key point to promote Macau due to its small size, rich heritage and history. Macau’s 
architecture and urban structure are the main attraction and its scale was a factor considered in the classification as 
a World Heritage (by Unesco). Macau’s urban development was slow and could resist against a strong real estate’s 
influences coming from its neighbour Hong Kong.

Low technological capacity associated with low economical interests from investors led Macau to a balanced and 
controled urban development. But it also contributed to a poor quality of materials and techniques used to build 
its architecture, specially for vertical/tall buildings. At that time the closest resources for construction were settled 
in Zhuhai and imported from there or based in small local construction companies with few resources when 
compared with Hong Kong. Macau harbours became obsolete and the size of Macau start to be a problem to 
maintain its independence as a city. The more developed, the more resources Macau needed from its neighbours. 
A similar situation also happened in Singapore, Monaco or resembling city-states.

In general, the inhabitants of these small cities have lived from the relations with water; fishermen or merchants, 
the growth of economy was a result of the relation with ports, harbors – with water. Later those places had a 
last chance to promote the priviledge of having waterfronts and explored them in diverse ways, by constructing 
housing or parks, taking advantages of the irregular shapes of the shoreline and natural bays or beaches, or, by 
using the old and obsolete industrial buildings, recicling them the best they could. This happened in Europe, and 
Macau followed it, while in Hong Kong and in vast other places the pressure of the economic agents (and the 
strong need of space) led to modernize the city by demolishing  and building new and taller.

City

Liaoning-YRD
Jiangsu-YRD
Shanghai-YRD
Zhejiang-YRD
Guangdong-PRD
Hong Kong-PRD
Macau-PRD

Project designation

Caofeidan Land Reclamation
(Yellow River)
Lingang New City Project
Xuanmen, Yuhuan and Taizhou
Shantou (project)
Praya Reclamation + harbor +others
inner and outer harbors + cotai

Period

2006 - now
2009 - 2020
2003 - 2006
1975 - 2010
2004 - now
1860 - now
1700 - now

Increase of land
[sqKm]
310,0 
1.817,0 
133,3 
266,4
20.000,0 
c. 300,0
17,0
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Macau land reclamation

n As we have seen Macau’s historical patterns are a sample not only in the context of Pearl River Delta, due to 
its long testimony at the confluence of Eastern and Western values, but also as an important reference of land 
reclamation structured urban historical city.

Figure 06. Macau land reclamation evolution map. 1912-2008. 
Author’s map. 

The natural siltation of the Pearl River Delta in its junction with the North River, creates conditions to the 
formation of new land. In the middle of the eighteenth century and for a century Macau was mainly controlling 
and protecting the margins creating piers in the harbours, promoting the main economic sustainability of the city: 
the fishing industry.

This industry prevailed until the middle of the twenty century in the Inner Harbour. But the city discovered 
another way of economic viability. This process starts when Macau discover that could be a touristic destination 
for people living and working in Hong Kong. Macau developed his waterfront dedicated to western foreigners/or 
rich chinese for the first time in the middle of the nineteenth century. The area was called “Praia Grande”. There 
Macau build a couple of mediterranean style houses, with big balconies turned to magnificent views of the Pearl 
River. 

With the construction of the Baía da Praia Grande (that  inspired the major land reclamation project of  Hong Kong 
in 1860´s, the so called “Praya Reclamation”) and a hundred years later, in late 1960’s led to the four decades game 
contract monopoly signed in order to guarantee Macau’s economic viability and survival.

The taxation over the gamblig allowed Macau to aspire to build more, and a big investement have been done in 
reclaiming land from water in the 1960´s. Casinos, several hotels and touristic structures were built, and another 
huge area of land was reclaimed in the followed decade and being built during the 1980’s. 

This area was later planned to be extended to a wider zone with commercial “high quality” shops and hotels 
promoting high quality tourism. The construction of a deepwater port on the eastern part, at Areia Preta was 
another intent to promote the economy of Macau.

In the 1960’s Macau build some houses in Modern style, on top of Penha hill and a new and vital contract was 
signed with the government in order to develop gambling industry. For 40 years the taxation of gambling was the 
main impeller of the economy in Macau.

      
Figures 07 and 08. Macau land reclamation aerial photos. 1960 & 1999. 
Author’s adapted photos 
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After the handover in 1999 the political situation in Macau had change, but not until the year of 2002, the city 
was not having big changes in terms of its architecture and urban design. The majestic changes happened after the 
gambling liberalization that completly reshape the water front of Macau and unified the two islands in a huge area 
called Cotai.

From then on Macau had built two strips, the Macau Strip and the Cotai strip, importing from Las Vegas its 
architectural references, shapes and neo-classic designs. All those buildings were constructed on land reclimed 
from water in just seven years time.

The sedimental, historic and old city of Macau, with five centuries of existance was reshaped and inclosed, losing 
its visual and physical connections with water amoung other big constraints like traffic jams, air polution and 
saturation.
Land reclamation was used to promote and develop all those projects that help the economy to grow. Some 
income and profits were also generated by selling the new land conquered to the water but this is the bright side 
of the coin if we don´t mention other aspects such as the environmental one.
 

Figure 09. Macau land reclamation and casinos map.2008. 
Author’s adapted map.

Macau and the infrastructures for tourism

n Macau is not only a historical place but also culturally rich with enormous values promoted by its cross cultures 
projected in the architecture and urban spaces and places, the pearl of tourism in the Delta.

The city of Macau was mainly build on the hills with narrow accesses to the harbours. Its military architecture 
(now converted into museums) and churches on top of the hills and the administrative and public buildings, 
squares, etc. built downtown, in flat land.

Macau is original in its architecture: combining Portuguese and Chinese architectural and structural elements in its 
civil and religious buildings (both Portuguese churches and Chinese temples). It is a unique sample in PRC and in 
the world. Macau is also unique in its cultural aspects: linguistic, social, anthropological, etc.

 

 
Figure 05. Macau panoramic view on the early years of the twenty century.
http://www.facebook.com/groups/26556752554/#!/groups/26556752554/photos
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Macau was an important port in the sixteenth and seventeenth century. The “commercial door” linking China and 
Western and Eastern Countries, lost its importance after the Opium War, led by the British that occupied Hong 
Kong. Macau tried to survive developping small economies while Hong Kong became the main port in the area. 
In the middle of the twentieth century, gambling was officially approved by Macau Government who kept some 
percentage of the gambling income by introducing taxes and Macau’s economy slightly increase.

Macau survived from gambling and small other industries, mainly for exportation to ex-Portuguese colonies in 
India, Africa, Brasil, later to Europe and the United States of America. 

Macau found diverse solutions for an expansion. In the last decade of last century several urban plans were 
prepared, very detailed in order to build an extension on continuity or rupture with the existing city. The proposals 
were diverse and creative and at the same time scaled and balanced in full respect of the old city: low buildings 
interspersed by pedestrian and green areas, schools, administrative buildings, etc.

Local architects, like Manuel Vicente, and also an external team led by renamed architects such as Fernando 
Távora, Álvaro Siza Vieira and Eduardo Souto Moura (the last two won the Pritzker Prize of 1992 and 2011 
respectively) where called as a result of a competition and made their proposals. They were approved after several 
years but the plans were never respected due to the real estate’s pressure to increase densities and volumes and 
became obsolet after the replacement of housing projects by casino´s and hotel’s.

Those projects were based on reclaimed land shaped according to the designed plans, volumetries and architectural 
forms proposed as an attempt to control densities, city design and balanced development but they ended failing 
their goals and they were replaced by gambling and tourist industries.

Final remarks

n The land reclamation emerges as a comprehensive solution to the planned urban development at present and 
for the future. Today territorial expansion is driven by the acceleration and the competition of economies which 
can be found in the scientific novelty of its designed buildings – infra and supra structures – on the expression of 
politics, cultures and social aspects that mark the territories of the urban and particularly those of reclaimed lands 
in deep relation with the important sector of tourism - and its needs of infrastructures - developed in urban local or 
regional contexts.

Macau, being an old historical city that had face in less than one decade strong changes in its profile and urban 
structure, is a good sample that ilustrates the purpose of this paper. The main question is whether land reclamation 
can remain as an option for a rapid territorial expansion mainly used for tourism purposes in detriment of other 
urban infrastructures - locals and housing needs - not to mention environmental aspects, high costs and future 
viability. 

Technology it is important in order to fast and efficiently help the city to grow, namely when constructing this 
new land. Until the end of the twenty century land reclamation done in Macau had to wait for 10 years to make 
the land stable before construction. From then compactation systems and the use of other fulfilling materials help 
to do it faster.

Since land reclamation it is in use worldwide for diverse reasons and urban contexts, that became an important 
issue to be discussed amoung urban planners and entities involved in urban shaping. The wide variety of uses 
promoted by land reclamation led us to think about urban issues and to question why reclamation is so popular. 
We found some reasons for that and perhaps the most important reason, conceptualy speacking, is because 
reclamation is a ground zero, a tabula rasa where everything is new, as a painter use his canvas or a writer use his 
blank sheet. The land reclamation is an opportunity to improve, correct mistakes, create and better decide future 
urban interventions.

Examples such as the big green park  Aterro do Flamengo in Rio de Janeiro, Brasil; city states like Monaco and 
Singapore or the Dutch cities like Rotterdam or the “offshore” urbanism of Dubai, are the proof of the diversity of 
reclaimed land to water, used to meet the needs of expansion where tourism assumes a great role in promoting 
this new land areas.

It is important for us to understand some of the relational aspects of urban planning which are associated with 
the issues of the practice of science on material production, such as the development of dredging techniques, 
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needs of time for consolidating fullfilling materials and the techniques used to build and construct infra and supra 
architectures and structures. 

These abilities of building in flat land without geographical or socio-cultural references, development based purely 
on the economical profits, raise distinct aspects and ask for different approaches and solutions, not only design 
basis but also in using it in a different and contemporary urban contexts’ complexity that passes by doing urban 
planning.

The other way is to slow, criterially and rigourosly increase land, extend the city by a process of generating spaces 
identifiable by the exiting city creating deep relations, in harmony or in contrast with the pre-existings.

We did not look for “the answer” since we are trying to open the discussions and debates about this huge topic. 
One thought led us to believe that  the challenge of the theoretical discussion on land reclamation as a built and 
morphological entity for tourism provides way to (re)shaping and expansion of urban metropolitan areas and 
urbanistic responsibles should take actions.

The intentions of this research links with the study of the urban entities interspersed by water and land 
reclamations, adding some interesting aspects to the debated and tested theoretical models - waterfronts, islands, 
water cities - where tourism play big role.

Demobilization of port activities driven by rapid improvement in the economic condition fostered by global scale 
policies refers to the discontinuity of major industries traditionally assigned to a land reclamation site creating an 
important spacial and imagetic void territory in these cities that contemporary try to solve. 
On landfills, now empty of industry, new programs and plans are done, converting, rehabilitating and 
transforming fields generally in continuity with the cities to which they belong to. 
The twentieth century was particularly inventive in the form of occupation of these territories _ converted by 
hygienists mesures on the previous century and the elimination of the “urban miasmas”, etc. – introducing on 
them regularization and linearization that opened the city and gave a new scale, both on the horizontal plan, or on 
the verticalization of the built on these reclaimed land | waterfronts.
The use of land reclamation as a new territory for urban use and building, appears discontinued from the 
understanding and implementation of previous centuries. Reclamation for agricultural or industrial implementation 
in the continuity of the city, appears now functionally planned in accordance to the premises of the tabula rasa 
from ground zero, the point of no reference, trying instead to generate them on a global scale.
Land reclamation contributed for the rapid territorial development and urbanization in Macau during the twentieth 
century, particularly visible from the 1990’s and after the handover to China in 1999, when territory was 
dramatically verticalized.
The turn of the twentieth century to the twentieth-first century, provided by technical and economic capabilities 
and politics assumed by many states and cities, will be a decisive support for the “thematic city” (PRC), to create 
new city (Dubai), among many other places, in short for the full condition of diffused city with its own limits in 
utopia.
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Abstract

n In Venice the famous network of pedestrian foot-ways deserves attention and research since has to face very 
often mass events. Even the ordinary mobility has peculiar needs. The efficiency of main road and rail transporta-
tion infrastructures and of the principal hub of modal interchange, relays on the service quality of the pedestrian 
infrastructure in the old city. This is matter for an original investigation. 
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Venice as a pedestrian paradigm

n Most Planning handbooks show Venice as a fascinating paradigm of the modern ideal city, where everybody 
feels free to move and it is easy to have social contacts for utilitarian, cultural or leisure experiences. The old City 
is often proposed to demonstrate, in terms of space schemes and of mobility management, how our contemporary 
cities should be to get attractiveness, efficiency and liveability. 
In the years this idea has become a sort of a common place. 
Indeed the pedestrian network is special and almost independent from the canals network, primarily reserved 
to boat-buses and other kinds of power-boats. No usual urban inconveniences are reported in old Venice since 
no crossing is needed, but bridges, and punctual connections provide modal interchange in well chosen strategic 
points. So along calli, rive and campi the urban lively mix regards only pedestrians while, on the other side, this 
happy public open space is continuously served by water transport, and fed and drained to the background by rail 
and road.

Venice as a pedestrian paradox.

n But no handbook or paper reports about the difficulties that Venice faces several times per year, when the acqua 
alta raises and large parts of the pedestrian network and most of ground floors are flooded. Apart of picturesque 
and curiosity for unhurried tourists, this means for all that accessibility to most of trade, offices and even water 
transports, is unreliable, difficult or impossible. The same troubles affect most of main tourist attracting areas or 
monuments. These phenomena are indeed predictable by regular forecasts, but no serious solution till now was 
found. 
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The paradox is that Venetian mobility faces similar mobility difficulties -again several times per year - when 
exceptional crowds of tourists “flood“ the old City and similarly produce/undergo critical situations in general 
mobility to reach main business and the most visited areas by tourists. 
This occurs in case of special mass events, when some thousands of visitors (some 60-70.000 or more per day) 
come to the old City and move in and out, waving from the modal interchange hubs ( Rail and Road Terminus) to 
the main attractors deep in the core of the urban fabric. 
Most of these extraordinary crowd conditions are also well predictable, since big mass events are planned yearly 
and advertised by media worldwide. Several measures to sustain the major impacts are also prepared with care by 
Municipality, although not always they showed to be enough or on time. 
More and more in the last decade these uneasy conditions occurred also out of the planned calendars.
A sunny weekend in Spring or Fall, can suddenly take to Venice thousands of extra visitors: mostly day-commuter 
tourists. Then in “peak hours” the congestion starts and grows step by step in a number of well known bottlenecks 
of the city that the variety of local space pattern generate here an there. 
The same happens in most spaces next to main attractors and around the hubs of modal interchange. 
Consequently during these events of mass concourse, both  planned or extemporary, Venice might result less 
happy and amusing than expected, or even might become uncomfortable and critical.
 

1 - A glimpse of the typical Venice network of foot-ways.

And this happens the more that the sustainability limits of the old pedestrian network and of the whole local 
mobility system are attained or overwhelmed. Which now is not rare, nor unknown.
So it comes now straight into public interest to know more about the nature of “ordinary” walking conditions in 
old Venice and to say more on these occasional but repeated “extraordinary” difficulties. 
It is urgent to investigate the possibility of preventing and eliminate this kind of pitfalls by proposals of sustainable 
planning and management.
First for this purpose it is necessary to quit the common idea that pedestrian mobility is “easy” and intuitive just 
because everybody is likely to organize his City displacements and decide whether walk, stroll or stay with no 
apparent problem. In facts this Venetian speciality occurs only in the best ordinary conditions, but not always and 
not for all.
Second, there is need to carry on a scientific investigation about both qualitative and quantitative aspects of the 
pedestrian mobility as such in the urban fabric and in relationship with the general transportation web, in the city 
and in the background as well.

Qualitative features of pedestrian mobility.

n In old Venice residents and visitors are likely to share the same pedestrian infrastructural network much more 
than in any other Italian city of high-standing cultural heritage. 
For sure the most reputed sites are a very common target and the most advertised events are the “must” or at least 
among the main explicit reasons of the visit for all tourists.
How to get to the desired destination, walk or bus-boat, form the main city “gates” such as Piazzale Roma, S. Lucia 
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Rail Station and Riva degli Schiavoni quay, looks simpler than in any conventional city, but on the other side it 
reveals much more complex implications. 
Just beyond the main thresholds Venice appears a charming labyrinth with almost no intuitive land marks to 
orient or confirm pedestrians’ walk. Sooner or later foreign and resident pedestrians will follow -willingly- other 
pedestrians to keep all together on main paths: this flow-walking in both directions -in/out- is more efficient to 
find the right way than the official signposting.
Indeed residents and regular commuters know their usual walk-ways very well, while visitors do not have the 
same acquaintance and their motivation to trip into the City is likely to be also different. 
In the bulk of all pedestrians different options about the path choice, in principle this would suggest a variety of 
behaviours and different uses of local footways network. In main Italian tourist cities it is so, and consequently 
residents and visitors incidentally share the same public open spaces, but there are rather often tourist areas and 
citizens areas, with little social interchange.
But this fact in Venice has special characters. The basic reason is that the structure of the pedestrian network of 
Venice obeys to an hidden hierarchy, not depending on the width or the straightness of the infrastructures, which 
are the features that people is used to evaluate at glance. 
On the contrary in this puzzle of short glimpses and short trunks, the best possible pedestrian path depends on the 
functional degree that, site by site, local links allow to connect different parts (originally little islands) forming the 
districts and the City. There are no apparent rules or schemes, but just human size and a local common knowledge 
to manage both for everyday or special conditions. 
The pattern of main and secondary paths, in each urban sector is unique and by its inner hierarchy permits almost 
no alternative to reach the neighbouring districts, which since ever are secluded by canals. Thus, at City scale, 
because of their sequel and continuity, only main paths join and form an “arterial” major network, the unique path 
allowing continuity through districts and able to bridge the Grand Canal, while all minor paths are tributary and 
subaltern. Minor walkways are capillary rooted into their district, to play the role of infrastructure and of social 
space for their respective neighbourhoods. 
 

2 - A special graph studied to plot GPS recorded surveys about pedestrian paths during mass events.

So in Venice City all by-passers, residents and visitors, have to share the same pedestrian arterial network, and to 
use the same interchange points (water, rail and road) in any occasion and under all possible circumstances. 
Exceptions are possible only at district scale, but this doesn’t affect tourists.
The richness of the heritage general network results then subject to the rigid City-wide trip scheme of the arterial 
network and shows little or no flexibility of path planning and of visitors capacity.

Venice As Pedestrian City And Tourist Magnet Mass Events And Ordinary Life
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This means that different motivations to trip in the City and different behaviours have to share the same public 
spaces, the same bottlenecks, and the same “jams” under all possible mobility conditions. 
This justified on site two campaigns of monitoring to follow visitors in occasion of main mass events to know 
more about their behaviours. This was made by GPS recorders, to test also the potentialities of this technology in a 
very critical context like Venice, by static counters and by sample pictures.

3- Different paths assembled to edit the general map of St. Mark’s district foot-ways hierarchy.

At City level two monitoring campaigns during Carnival 2007 and 2008 showed strong similarities, so that S. 
Marks’ Place, the main fun area, was always the common destination of the different streams of visitors at urban 
level, obliged to move along the three established arterial paths from Piazzale Roma – Rail Station. Other spaces of 
the Carnival, e.g. S. Margherita, received much lesser crowds. 
Thus in terms of research it appeared more interesting to get closer to the main target area and investigate the 
moods of inner movements in this district only.
After a more direct campaign in St. Mark’s area, the general hierarchy of the pedestrian infrastructure is confirmed 
in its traditional pattern and is also better highlighted both at City and district level. 

 

4 - Scheme of crowd flows, Carnival 2008 in St. Mark’s district.

Yet most of the secondary alleys, rows and squares as such, although strictly linked to the pedestrian web, do not 
even result part of the mass events, and remain always marginal.
We must also mind that the first field investigations were made one year before the inauguration of the new 
Costituzione bridge by Santiago Calatrava which is now evidently changing, in a very sensitive urban area, the 
original scenario of the apparent attractive and directional marks for residents and visitors. So the following 
schemes have also “historical” interest to be compared with the newer changes occurred after the bridge opening. 
In future developments of our studies a regular and complete monitoring of this kind of material transformation, 
and of consequent changes in pedestrian paths and flows, is unavoidable. Nevertheless, we must also consider that 
this new bridge fits to the existing modal interchange hub Piazzale Roma- S.Lucia Rail Station, just to make it more 
relevant. 
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5 - Scheme of GPS recorded main crowd flows during Carnival 2008 in the entire City.

 
Crowd density and pedestrian mobility.

n The qualitative conditions of pedestrian mobility depend on the density of persons in a given space unit, and 
also depend on size and shape of the space: linear, concentric, large, narrow, flat or stairs. 
Linear spaces, such as calli and rive allow relatively simple estimates of density, while large open spaces, like St. 
Mark’s Square, which are also assembled in a sequence of various adjoining pedestrian areas, needed a special 
preparatory work, both for quantitative and qualitative estimates. 
This kind of work comes out from static and moving pictures made from the Clock Tower, referred to a special 
grid linked to the architectural modules of the Procuratie Nuove by Jacopo Sansovino. 

 

6 - Architectural references to set up the density sample grid.
 
 

7, 8 - Sample density cells to estimate the number of persons
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Square crowd-cell samples allow to estimate, in different times of the day, the number of present people while a 
detailed analysis of hours of recorded movies allows to describe the pedestrian movements in a large and crowded 
environment. 
St. Mark’s Place features a main longitudinal axis and the crowd of strollers, in this occasion more than the usual, 
are likely to prefer this dominating direction when moving, in sunshine or not.
In the square there are as well persons that just stay and do not care too much of their neighbours and of by-
passers. So the social behaviour is variable in the turn of minutes. 

 

9, 10 - Sample density cells to plot movements 

The same is reported about crowd flows. The more density increases, the more pedestrians become to be less 
scattered. When moving, they spontaneously join and form on site several narrow linear flows proceeding in 
opposite directions along the square’s axis. This kind of informal organization reveals efficient and satisfactory, 
since each “party” is able to follow its trip and is not obliged to stay, or to queue. Obstacles, standing groups or 
material bottlenecks show the same attitude among pedestrians, and this occurs mostly when the by-pass or the 
threshold would impose to queue.
 

11 - Patterns of pedestrian movements in wide spaces according to density.
 

12 - Patterns of pedestrian registered movements in a twin bottleneck. 
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Quantitative aspects of pedestrian mobility

n Since the number of residents in old Venice (some 60.000) and the daily number of visitors (60-70.000 
commuters and tourists) are likely to be of the same size, the quantitative monitoring of Venice general pedestrian 
mobility (ca.100.000 pedestrians) is necessary and the local “general” “district” or “site” flows ought also be 
carefully and systematically sized, preferably everyday by means of a network of 20 established basic counter 
points, plus a few ad hoc mobile counter points. 
To plan all this, the in/out flows where surveyed by our counters in 2008 at the most strategic City thresholds 
and showed that in case of mass events, i.e. on Carnival Tuesday top evening, there is still a partial compensation 
between residents getting out and incoming visitors. 
But this is an imperfect balance although still sustainable. 
The problems become dramatic in holydays and sunny weekends, when residents are on leave and in the City 
most of business and connected ordinary pubs and shops are closed. 
The old City that in everyday conditions can receive rather well up to 60/70.000 incomers (commuters and 
tourists) absorbing them like a sponge within the urban fabric, under these unplanned conditions amazingly 
shows difficulties to sustain the impact of crowds of 70.000 day-tourists or more. Around and over these figures 
the perception of Venice as a tourist “flooded” City is strong, and media always report with emphasis this kind of 
dramatic “unexpected” happenings. 
But if we mind, this attitude of TV and press reporters is also part of the drama, or of the play. 
The Municipality instead of limiting the number and the coincidence of several mass events in the same days, 
supports them officially more and more. No meaningful extra incomes are to be expected form day-tourists who 
have their pic-nic somewhere near monuments, squares or quays.
So why so many members of the local establishment look so happy with big crowds in old Venice? Because 
those masses are relevant for urban advertising, recently allowed on monuments of top attraction as long as they 
are “under restoration”. All reported pedestrian overcrowds or jams call new attention, new people and new 
advertisement’s business, but also discomfort and risks.
 

13,14 - Pedestrian flow on Costituzione and Scalzi bridges on top Carnival day. 

Thus bottlenecks and bridges, whose strategic role in the pedestrian arterial structure is intuitive, in addition to 
the permanent campaign done by installed meters, need to be studied and monitored also by pictures and movies 
recorded from an elevated point o view. In this way it results possible to check the precision of electronic counters 
in their work under ordinary conditions, but also the visual analysis comes in as external tool never subject to 
pedestrian “jams” or other similar inconveniences such as wild occupation of the public space for little trade ,or 
stay or other unpredictable happenings. 

 

  

15, 16 - Costituzione bridge: visual analysis and flow estimates.
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Ordinary pedestrian flows.

n Apart from the above mentioned big mass events, Venice lives everyday of its ordinary pedestrian flows, which 
are based on regular commuting from a wide metropolitan area in the background, depending on the top rank 
services and activities seated in the old City. 
In turn, it is as well relatively strong the flow out of residents from the old City to the outer region.

  
17, 18 - Ordinary flows on Commissario and Costituzione serving the  main hub of transport

Such a kind of ordinary flows, although more quiet and with less risk to attain or overwhelm the feared 
sustainability limits of mass events, are important to establish since now, the future guidelines for the best 
 governance of pedestrian and general mobility in old Venice. This means not only residents’, but also commuters 
and tourists, mobility all over the year, with special rules e.g. keep right in crowds. 
A good example of rational survey to produce good forecasts about visitors flows is given, by the records of Peggy 
Guggenheim Museum. They record precise attendance figures that show potential visitors peaks and allow to 
suggest how to smooth them if and when necessary. 
The same should be made regularly, following a rational standard protocol agreed by all public institutions and 
by all main trades in all fields seated in the inner City of Venice. The attendance data should ordinarily be related 
to transport data in the same days/months. So all necessary measures could be taken well in advance according a 
series of plans or even at once, having good information. 

 19 - Peggy Guggeheim Musem attendance figures (courtesy)

Users density and levels of service of the main pedestrian network 

n The most relevant parameter to take care in all cases in the old City is the general and site pedestrian density, 
mostly along sensitive places like arterial paths, strategic bridges and well known or potential bottlenecks. Long 
term predictions, short term forecasts and now-casting about the real conditions of the pedestrian network 
are possible and sure on the base of established technical tools of transport planning such as the Service Level 
classification, similar to the well known parameters originally used in highways and motorways. 
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21- Service level classification, speed/space and flows/space diagrams to evaluate Venice footways efficiency 

Density is also the basic parameter that determines, as a matter of fact or as a forecast, the capacity of an arterial 
pedestrian infrastructure or of a bridge in ordinary and/or in critical conditions. No doubts that this capacity, 
increases until a certain point and then turns backwards when density influences negatively the pedestrian walking 
speed. Indeed it is possible to establish the basic conditions in terms of space need per person to allow pedestrian 
movements, and the consequent potentials, either positive or negative in terms of speed an comfort. The most 
reasonable purpose for all responsible Boards and Administrations is first to prevent critical or risky conditions and 
to assure always the best possible Service Levels of to the general footways network
This means that the regular capacity of all hubs of modal interchange and the regular capacity of the pedestrian 
arterial paths in the City are the independent parameters to which all other wills, programs, desires or policies 
should be submitted. 

The repeated concentration of mass events already attained more times per year, and trespassed the sustainability 
limits. Indeed, after the shame of the Pink Floyd concert in St. Mark’s’ Square, that everybody should remember as 
a disaster, there is no reason of public interest to do so or to allow something similar again.
This argument is likely to capsize the ongoing way of doing, where the centres of decision making and control are 
more and more plural, and not enough coordinated, while the central monuments and spaces are more and more 
turned into supports for the advertising business. 

Conclusions 

n In conclusion the in/out waves of visitors, that are likely to become increasingly mass movements at the 
same time stimulated by mediatic spurs and “pumped” by powerful transport facilities both existing and under 
development, today reveal a weak general governance and make us fear several potential negative outcomes if no 
unitary and rational management will affirmed definitely.
Nowadays private mecenates can decide to establish in short time museums or galleries in Venice and to transform 
consequently entire districts, where the available capacity to host people is limited or scarce, conditioning public 
powers and services to run after needs.
A similar trend is also evident looking at recent decisions by public Administrations to move several of the most 
important institutional services within the inner City changing their location: i.e the Regional Government 
Headquarters (thousands of jobs plus thousands of administrative visitors per day) re-using the old Railway 
Department (formerly just a few jobs and almost no visitor).
In the same area, just beyond the Calatrava bridge, the Court of Justice is also opening its premises to substitute 
the dismissed State Tobacco Factory and to call here thousands of jobs and thousands of professionals and 
concerned public. 
Both settlements started in the last two years, and in term of few months will be over, driving new heavy urban 
loads just in the deep core of the main urban interchange hub. Here overcrowding must be carefully avoided and 
the growing concentration of strategic targets should look vulnerable under many meaningful respects.
Politicians, planners, traders and grass-rooters, know that the delicate urban balances of Venice are soon altered by 
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transformations much less important and impacting than the over mentioned ones. 
The fact that almost no new buildings is being made and that material changes appear at first glance very little, 
does not mean that the puzzle of the ongoing functional transformations will be light and sustainable. Not at all. 
No other impact might be stronger and upsetting.
In Venice the recent devolution of urban affairs to different powers and autonomous Corporations and the trendy 
deregulation style in urban programmes is likely to generate unknown difficulties in the near future.
In facts beside the wrong idea that pedestrian space is “easy”, another wrong idea has to be erased and this is to 
believe that in old Venice the urban puzzle “never changes” and never will change. 
We must change similar attitudes right now and come back to the old principle that transforming before planning 
is already a basic mistake.
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Abstract: 

n Harvey’s assessment of the Lefebvrian concept of the Right to the City is that it is a communal right, shared by 
association with the community around the urban project. How might this idea translate to a small island nation, 
recently transformed from being a rural society, headlong into a post-urban, spatially chaotic coagulation of small 
cities, suburbs, and landscapes of tourism consumption, or ‘Tourscapes’ ? 

Existing and emerging Tourscapes can be mapped and analysed, at different but simultaneous scales, related to 
their local, city or regional importance, and the meanings of these in the visual and spatial order can be reviewed. 
This work will propose exploratory scenarios for addressing tourism related spatial practice, using Irish Case Study 
examples, and also will investigate how communal rights to Tourscapes could be claimed or exercised, for use by 
the broad community around the analysis, management, control and proposition of spatial form.

Key words: 

spatial practice, scalar units, Tourscapes

Background

n In contemporary urban research, the field of politics, and urban politics in particular, is to the fore, with growing 
numbers of contributions on the potential of design to be informed by issues of governance, politics, and ethics. 
In urban geography and anthropology, Harvey’s assessment of the Lefebvrian concept of the Right to the City  is 
gaining ground as the world’s economies shift and mutate. Harvey’s assessment is that this right to the city is a 
communal right, shared by association with the community around the urban project. His contention is that the 
freedom to remake ourselves and our cities is “one of the most precious yet most neglected of our human rights”. 

At another extreme of scale, the UNWTO (United Nations World Tourism Organisation), under Article 7 of the 
Global Code of Ethics for Tourism (1999), asserts the Right to Tourism, stating that “The universal right to tourism 
must be regarded as the corollary of the right to rest and leisure”  . These rights would seem to apply to a mobile 
population, defined only once they undertake the journey as tourists. In this sense they are less like the citizens 
considered in urban terms, and more like nomads, or citizens in transition. 

In The Production of Space , (1974) Henri Lefebvre describes spatial practice as embracing “production and 
reproduction, and the particular locations and spatial sets characteristic of each social formation” (Lefebvre 1974, 
Pg 33). The spatial practice impacts of the conflict between place specific citizen (a place being defined to include 
situated, specific qualities) and non-place specific rights of the tourist will be a focus of this paper.

It could be argued that rights to the city, or in relation to the urbanising process, are less abstract that other 
so called human rights, connected as they are to ideas of place, centre, edge, physical size, and inter-relations 
between separate physical or mapped entities. However, in the globalising world, the generalised explosion of 
space has caused the relations between individuals, communities and geographical scales to be re-arranged, and a 
new urgency has emerged, to understand these new relations and arrangements.
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At the scale of the city, assessment, evaluation, and measurement methods for the visual, formal or morphological 
aspects have evolved substantially since the mid 20th Century, when ideas of the picturesque confronted 
modernism, leading to new ways of seeing, including Gordon Cullen’s Townscape , Kevin Lynch’s The Image of 
the City, and also Kevin Lynch, Donal Appleyard, John R Myer, (1964), in their “The View from the Road” , which 
opened up ways to see highways in motion, dynamically and positively, including explorations of the dynamic and 
peripheral aspects of human vision.

Cullen’s pursuit of ‘serial vision’ allowed for multiple visual readings of the city in time, and was happening as 
Lynch (et al) were filming drives around Boston, speeding them up, and reflecting on the relevance of film and 
motion for designers of highways, for city populations and drivers, and for the viewing audience. The framing of 
the visual in motion, and across new boundaries of time and place, seemed to promise great innovation in how 
spatial practice and agency might evolve into the future, bringing cinematic fluidity to static mapping and data.

Evolving perceptions of visual aspects of landscape during this time included the development of methods of 
landscape quality assessment, and increasing concentration on mapping and aesthetics as factors in describing 
‘scenery’ in the natural environment, or isolated rural locations worthy of evaluation or protection.

More recently, computer technology and GIS have allowed modelling and information gathering on description 
and measurement of the designed environment to replicate the 3d world of reality, and the evaluation of 
landscapes has been increasingly concerned with ecological and biological, climate and social aspects of these 
places.

Fast forwarding to the twentieth first century, and considering a contemporary spatial practice where movement 
by individuals and groups is central, and given that it seems to have become more and more a characteristic of 
supermodernity, much of the framework for managing and developing the designed environment still depends 
on the places from which Cullen, Lynch and others sought to depart. Two dimensional mapping, policy and text 
driven regulation, and attachments between land ownership and zonings of various kinds still hold power over 
alternative ways to see and appraise the designed environment. In large parts of the world, readings of the physical 
surroundings are based fundamentally in the plot outline of private ownership, and the community around this 
narrow section of the population seems to predominate in the engagement with spatial practice which prevails. 

Is it possible that the trajectory of the transient tourist as a consumer or ‘engaged observer’ of the designed 
environment could open new possibilities for methods of measuring and evaluating spatial environments, whereby 
the collective or community around tourism could represent a “public”, and have rights, ethical responsibilities, 
and jurisdiction ? If this proposition were possible, what methods could be useful to describe and record the site or 
place which is consumed, engaged with or visited by the tourist? And if this community around tourism has rights, 
how are these rights balanced with those of the local populations? Other mobile populations, such as immigrants, 
returning emigrants, nomad cultures, communities around ethnicity, sexuality, or belief and other non-specific 
place situated groups are increasingly the subject of study in spatial practice and urbanism.

Taking from the OED our definition for the Tour as ‘a circuitous journey embracing the principal places of the 
country or region mentioned’ , and tourism as traveling for pleasure, we can then define a landscape as ‘an area, as 
perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors…
[That] landscape forms a whole, whose natural and cultural components are taken together, not separately’  . In 
order to propose exploratory scenarios for addressing tourism related spatial practice, we can then consider the 
‘Tourscape’, which may be defined as an artifically constructed zone, tour, route or journey around a landscape 
containing certain highlights, sometimes partially or formally legitimised by official recognition. In effect the 
Tourscape is the spatially constructed world of the mobile viewer, seen from particular angles, and made whole by 
the completion of the route.

It is arguable that this proposed tourist route or Tourscape can be of any physical extent, size or scale, even to the 
extent of relating, and a modest level to the architectural route within a building, and at another extreme opposite 
scale right up to a regional level scenic route or a National Park. The simultaneous reading of the concept can be 
termed Simultaneous Scales, allowing multiple levels of understanding and reading of places, some within others, 
many linked by association or type and category, simultaneously. Just as the city is constituted as collections of 
buildings, then together constituting neighbourhoods, including overlaps and intersections, so also can routes 
through buildings, or whole blocks, etc, be connectable, (for example shopping centres) overlapping, or sit within 
each other comfortably for analysis and discussion purposes.

The idea of the highway route as a spatial unit was developed by Lynch in The View from the Road (1964), 
and among other examples, he discussed the architectural route, whereby the journey through a building, or 
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on approach, or through a garden, could be described in a similar way to the sense of spatial sequence on the 
highway, being “like that of large–scale architecture; the continuity and insistent temporal flow are akin to music 
and the cinema”. 

Lynch further develops the design objectives for this spatial sequence on Pg 18, under the heading The Objectives 
of Design ; 

“the principal objectives in shaping the highway visual experience may now be summarised…The first is 
to present the viewer with a rich, coherent sequential form, a form which has continuity and rhythm and 
development, which provides contrasts, well joined transitions, and a moving balance. The second…to 
clarify and strengthen the driver’s image of the environment, to give him a picture that is well structured, 
distinct and far ranging as  possible. He should be able to locate himself, the road, and the major features 
of the landscape, to recognise those features with surety, and to sense how he is moving or approaching 
them. The third objective is to deepen the observers grasp of the meaning of his environment; to give him 
an understanding of the use, history, nature, or symbolism of thehighway and its surrounding landscape. 
The roadside should be a fascinating book to read on the run. Ideally, all three objectives should be achieved 
by means which interlock at every level. We believe these objectives can be achieved in highway design. 
Usually, alas, one  aspires to nothing more than an absence of irritation on the road”.

Other innovations in the work included Space Motion Diagrams, Orientation Diagrams, etc, (Pgs 30, 31) all 
relating the dynamics of the driven route, to the area, to serial vision, and not unrelated to ideas developed by 
the Architectural Review and Cullen in Townscape. These ideas are significant contributors to the ideas of the 
Tourscape.

Working from Castell’s definition of ‘spatial units’ , which attempt to define geographical scale in terms of its 
social function, and which could include neighbourhoods, urban cores, metropolitan regions, even national urban 
systems, it is possible to demonstrate the fact that the Tourscapes concept can work as a possible additional scalar 
unit, and could be devised and read at multiple scales, and also in many designed landscape types, including urban 
and rural, internal and external. 

In order to explore the use of the Tourscape as an analysis tool or method, applied to landscapes of differing 
scales, selected differing sized Tourscapes are proposed in Ireland as Case Study examples. As a small island and 
nation state, with a heavily neo-liberalised economy, and designed environment and spatial practice culture which 
borrows heavily from the English model, (though also highly influenced by American cultural forces), it is arguable 
that Ireland has recently been transformed from being a rural society, headlong into a post-urban, spatially chaotic 
coagulation of small cities, suburbs, and landscapes of tourism consumption, or Tourscapes (Fig 1).

Because the social life of the Tourscape exists in order to facilitate consumption; of views, of the visual landscape, 
of the by-products of leisure, of even the natural environment in extreme instances, it can be proposed that the 
spatial unit of the Tourscape is one partially defined by consumption.

Tourism in Ireland, though developed there relatively early in world terms, is not a substantial contributor to the 
economy. According to Oxford Economics and WTTC estimates, the total contribution of tourism to Ireland’s 
GDP is just over 5% as of 2011.  While Ireland did not suffer the physical effects of mainland European mass 
tourism during the 70’s or 80’s, the changes in the designed environment of the last fifteen years did however 
bring similarly radical shifts in the physical presence of tourism on the ground. Many spatial impacts of this 
income generator have been widespread and permanent. 

 
Figure 1 Ireland Mapping

Tourscapes
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Selecting multiple scales and readings for particular examination, the spatial consequences of inappropriately 
feeding a tourism economy could be examined through the lens of the Tourscape. In Ireland, the rate of vacancy 
of ‘second’ or holiday houses is more than 15% above international averages in many parts of the island. In the 
10 years to 2008, there was a 75% increase in the number of hotel rooms available in Ireland, while numbers 
of visitors since 2008 have dramatically decreased. Leaving aside the local and international economic factors 
which contributed to this chaotic spatial production and distribution, the results are a pressing problem in many 
ways, formally, socially, economically, but also culturally, as the dramatic change in the shape of places leaves 
communities without any sense of control, or rights to influence the future shape of their place. The fact that much 
of the oversupply of tourist accommodation is not even located within Tourscape areas could also be examined in 
a separate study.

In international terms, Ireland is interesting as a Tourscape Case Study location, partly because it combines 
large areas of highly visually spectacular natural landscape with recent over-development and destruction of the 
environment for tourism purposes. Another interesting international Case Study example could be the island 
of Lanzarote, Canary Islands, where a different set of cultural values led to protection of natural landscape and 
traditional architecture until relatively recently.

Figure 2 Three Tourscape Locations

Three tourscapes are chosen (Fig 2) ; Local, (a walking route around central Dublin), Parish, a small tourism 
island area, (a cycling route around Inis Mór, Aran Islands, Pop. 1,100 approx.), and a regional or County scale, 
(the Ring of Kerry, one of the most popular driving tourist routes in Ireland). Each is analysed in relation to the 
real lived experience on the ground of these places, which rarely concurs with the abstract planning or design 
representations of these areas officially. Each of these is chosen because it demonstrates “some qualities as a 
sequence” ;

Ring of Kerry
The Ring of Kerry is a 170km trail/ driving route around the Iveragh Peninsula in County Kerry in South Western 
Ireland, duration driving, approximately one day. At certain times of the year, tourist guides suggest that drivers 
circulate anti-clockwise, because that way traffic volumes will not be equal on both sides of narrow stretches of 
road.

‘Ring of Aran’
The ‘Ring of Aran’ cycling route is completely informally constituted, by private bike hire companies mainly, 
and has been defined as a result of a tradition, which has grown slowly over time, of day-tripper tourists to 
the island only having enough time to cycle a certain distance. This includes obvious highlights such as cliffs 
and archaeological remains, and has led to the concentration of movement visible in many Tourscapes to be 
particularly evident here, by contrast with other empty routes alongside.

Central Dublin 
This is a recently informally constituted walking route through a historic part of the city centre, mainly in order 
to arrive from the city centre at a major tourism location, the Guinness Storehouse, the historic site of the famous 
brewery. Although there is no official recognition of this route as a Tourscape, numbers of pedestrians is increasing 
rapidly, and spatial impacts include pedestrian congestion at traffic junctions, spatial disorientation of tourists, etc. 
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Figure 3 Tourscape Routes

While each of these three examples has partial protection under the various planning controls as regards scenery, 
landscape, natural heritage, areas of special protection, protected structures, etc, none is considered sufficiently 
clearly as an entity or whole, as to be considered, along the route or Tourscape, in its entirety. Its almost as 
though the regulatory frameworks set up over time refuse to acknowledge the reality on the ground, as if it were 
obstructing the systems for measuring or analysing the real lived places.

The innovation in mapping represented by the Tourscape includes making a GIS based filmed viewing tool, the 
3d model of a territory which has proven tourist numbers flowing along a route, and simultaneously running a 
visitor eye level video of this alongside, and on the same screen as, mobile mapping and sectional / topographical 
information, which changes with the viewer’s location and point of view (Fig 4). The objective is to build the most 
reliable survey information model possible, live and dynamic, to re-create as closely as possible, the experience 
of being on this route or Tourscape. From these basic premises, many other layers can be overlaid. These include 
traffic modelling, junction planning and scenario testing, visual impact planning for development, prioritisation for 
funding based on lived/visited experiences, etc 

The Tourscape seems to invite conflict with the official palimpsest for the city or landscape underneath the feet 
of the tourist. While they travel in a seamless route, often circular or rhythmical, and inclined to have incident 
either formally set up, or as a set of pieces or attractors on an informal path, the lines and boundaries of official 
maps confuse this real world repeatedly. Neither of these two worlds seem to have to confront each other much; 
the plans and maps for an area are centrally driven and controlled, the market outside invents the Tourscape 
daily, and, an important feature, it can re-invent, thwart or bend it as well, following dynamic change in the real 
world. Thus, new tourism attractions can cause a Tourscape to appear overnight (Storehouse), or an innovation in 
transport mode can cause a Tourscape to appear relatively quickly (bicycles, Aran), and over-concentration by the 
market can cause other  (adjoining) Tourscapes to die or fade away (Ring of Kerry, Staigue Fort).  

The possible concentrations or overlap of groups of Tourscapes could indicate cluster activities worthy of more 
study, but also would stand out in contrast to adjoining pieces of landscape which are less travelled. In a similar 
way, the ‘quiet areas’ of landscape in overall landscape terms could be identified, simply by working back from the 
mapped collections of Tourscapes. This sort of analysis could lead, for example, to enhanced protection for the less 
travelled areas, precisely to prevent them from becoming Tourscapes.

                  Figure 4 Sample Tourscape Image (Kerry)

Tourscapes
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The question arises as to how communal rights to Tourscapes could be claimed or exercised, for use by the tourist 
or touring community and industry, but also the broader community around the analysis, management, control 
and proposition of spatial form. In this, it is useful to reflect again on Harvey’s thoughts; after establishing the need 
to re-assess the right of non-place situated citizens, he goes on to clarify that the right to the city that he seeks is 
to “claim some power over the processes of urbanisation”  , covering a wider field than the traditional city. It is 
arguable that Harvey, if pressed would also concur that the landscape of tourism, wherever this occurs, while not 
necessarily an urbanising one, is always one of consumption.  
 
In relation to Ireland and Irish society, when a culture has arguably never had the critical mass to become a truly 
urban culture, how can one discuss the Right to the City ? It has been argued by many (Mc Donald et al, Chaos 
at the Crossroads , etc) that the sub-urbanising process is in evidence right across the island, that it is happening 
rapidly, and it seems to have leaped past the urbanising process in the rush to engulf landscape in its “natural” 
state. It is clear that tourism is part of this process of physical change in the landscape, but urban and rural. Rights, 
of course, have always attached to the rural landscape in Ireland ; agricultural rights, turbary rights, rights of way, 
rights to build one-off houses, etc etc. However, these are the rights of private ownership, and claims are made, 
not on behalf of the community around the place, but more and more, on behalf of the individual. The Tourscape 
method of defining and recording landscape is intended to map a place where more than individual rights might 
apply over time, more communal rights, and possibly rights held by the action or consumption itself, rather than 
by individuals within this tourism ‘community’. Of course with these rights could come responsibilities, counter-
claims, etc, but proper management of the dynamics around the Tourscape could lead to positive engagement over 
time between the physical surroundings of any landscape and this moving population of tourism.
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Abstract

n Tourism is one of the most important modern phenomena of the last hundred years. Not only for its economic 
significance, but also by the changes it has produced in the city and the territory. Unfortunately, in many cases its 
economic success has exceeded the growth forecast, destroying what had been its raison d’être: the city. 

Urban planning and architecture have participated in this process by showing their contempt with the physical 
consequences of this slackness. The discipline seems not to have understood that we are in front of a major 
phenomenon that needs its own tools to face these transformations.

Nowadays, in the early twenty-first century, there are two different challenges: how to turn the tourist 
conglomeration in Southern European coast into a city, and how to include the matter of leisure in the post-
industrial city debate. 

Key words: 

tourism, urbanism, Europe, territory, coast.

Introduction 

n Tourism has been one of the most significant economic, urban, territorial and architectonic phenomena in 
Europe during the twentieth century. Diverse disciplines have analysed it, such as geography, sociology or 
economy. However, architecture and urbanism have not paid the same attention to tourism, despite its impact on 
the territory. These disciplines have historically considered tourism to be a very lucrative activity, but not an object 
of study. 

We owe the Grand Tour the interest in architectural heritage and the evolution of urban mapping. Those trips 
young British aristocrats made through continental Europe to complete their education in the seventeenth, 
eighteen and nineteenth centuries can be considered the origin of tourism. Urban mapping was a tourist guide to 
visitors, before being used as a technical tool for modern developments. Bufalini’s 1551 and Nolli’s 1748 maps of 
Rome are two examples of the value of maps as a guide to visitors, in which the relationship between new and old 
is highlighted; the relation between the real city and archaeological remains or the space left by the monumental 
buildings. 
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Spas, promenades and baths

n Modern tourism started with the discovery of nature and body care. The industrial city had moved man away 
from the countryside as well as pollution and «bad humours» of the city had put their health at risk. In front of 
these dangers, a new health culture and the return to natural premises experience again the historical ways of 
«taking the waters». Old spas become the leisure and entertainment meeting place for wealthy classes. Many 
destinies cover the map of Europe, where they relax and socially interact: Bath, in England; Spa, in Belgium; 
Baden-Baden, in Germany; Vichy, in France; Davos, in Switzerland, Montecatini, in Italy, or Yalta, in Russia, are 
good examples of this. The spa is an urban building located in the countryside, which is gradually complemented 
with services and attractions, such as the theatre, the casino and the clinics, leading to the spa town.

Bath is a school of good manners for the English aristocratic society, in which Richard Nash becomes the master. 
The spa is placed in the interior of the country, in the mountains, and its expansion depends on those who can 
afford it, as it is very exclusive. The first main change comes from the Medicine, which determined that cool 
water seas were a very healthy shock therapy. Afterwards, the spa goes down from the mountains to the coast: 
the cold coast of the North Sea, the Baltic and the English Channel. The aristocracy moves from Bath to Brighton, 
lead by the Prince of Wales, as Scheveningen (Holland) competes with Spa (Belgium). In the Baltic, Heiligendamm 
(Germany), Jürmala (Latvia) or Sopot (Poland) turn up. 

The hot water spa, the Mediterranean Sea, is not revealed until the early twentieth century, when the monarchs 
or dethroned ones looked for a milder climate. Tobias Smollett, Scottish doctor and writer, true inventor of Nice 
(Travels through France and Italy, 1766) will claim this land as a country where winter is like the English summer. 
The new spas in the coast will be promoted by the aristocracy: Biarritz by Napoleon III, driven by his wife 
Eugenia, Brighton by the Duke of Wales, Corfu Island, Madeira or Cape Saint Martin by Empress Sisi, Empress 
Victoria will be interested in the Isle of Wright.

Aristocratic tourism will mark the territory of tourism in the second half of the nineteenth century and the early 
twentieth, although the architectural and urban contributions of this period are scarce. The only significant 
contribution in this period will probably be the waterfront, the design of an urban balcony facing the sea. In 
the historic cities where tourism starts, the promenade often replaces the old city wall, demolished in the early 
nineteenth century, when due to new military technology it becomes useless and it is confirmed that the greatest 
risk is the tumult of the crowd inside rather than attacks from the outside. In the open coast to the beach, as in 
the district of Croix de la Marbre of Nice, the growth of the city next to the historic city —on the flat area in front 
of the sea— revolves around the promenade, which becomes both the mechanism to privatize dunes and salt 
marshes and the central element of the city.

From aristocratic tourism to mass tourism

n Whilst the spa town expands, some services for leisure are built up in the industrial city. The bourgeoisie 
develop their own spaces, some of them taken from the aristocracy, such as opera, lounges and cafes. The new 
working classes require more intense attractions, in order to have fun after a stressful workday. In Europe, the 
most popular amusements are the Champs-Élysees in Paris, the Tivoli in Copenhagen or the Wiener Prater. The 
transition from aristocratic tourism to mass tourism does not occur until the interwar period, when workers from 
the most industrially advanced countries gain the right to paid holidays. The conquest of this right is the result of 
a very slow process that began in the late nineteenth century, although it did not become widespread until after 
World War I, in response to the demands of the working classes as part of a strategy to contain the spread of 
communism. 

All sorts of movements led the first social tourism focused on lower classes. In 1893, Paul Lafargue, Carl Marx’s 
son-in-law, published a pamphlet entitled Le droit à la paresse. Pastor Wilhem Blon organized the first educational 
summer camps for children in Zurich. Baden-Powell published Scouting for boys in 1908. Politicians decided to 
intervene and totalitarian governments promote specific policies to regulate the use of leisure time, especially 
for youth. In 1933 the Nazi regime launches the Kraft durch Freudi (KdF) and Mussolini the Opera Nazionale 
Dopolavoro (OND).

In Spain, those who followed Modern Architecture, gathered around the GATEPAC —among which we find 
young Josep Lluís Sert—, wanted to include some reflections about working classes’ leisure and holidays within 
the work for CIAM IV. Consequently, they designed a major project of recovery and development of the beaches 
in the Llobregat Delta, in an agricultural plain near Barcelona. Those beaches had been presented by the Barcelona 
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City Council as the «spa-beaches» for the 1929 Universal Exposition. In the specifications and panels of the so-
called «Ciutat de repòs i de vacances» project, there is an explicit accusation against the risk of transforming these 
beaches into an exclusive area for upper-classes; an imitation of the models that were taking place in the French 
Riviera —Juan-Les-Pins and Cannes—, and the need to avoid the creation of a waterfront or land division. In front 
of this pattern, they proposed bands parallel to the sea, traffic segregation; turn the waterfront into a pedestrian 
area, and the creation of a great green belt. Free ground floors and blocks supported on pilotis to eliminate any 
obstacle to an open green area directly connected to the sea.

The construction of collective accommodation, hotels, hostels or colonies is a copy of the building in the compact 
city or the modern linear block facing the sea. The appearance of the panoramic hotel with terrace and sea 
views will not occur until mid-twentieth century. Medical architecture changes the model in the mountain spas. 
Those sanatoria where aristocratic tourism attended moved looking for healing waters and clean air. As the sun 
becomes a medicine, doctors suggest facing the rooms south and adding them a large terrace. Paimio tuberculosis 
sanatorium (1928-133), by Alvar Aalto, is one of the first modern examples of the translation of new medical types 
into spa towns, as in Davos.

The means of transport as the driving force of mass tourism

n The tourism boom was not only caused by the spread of the benefits of the new economic situation and holiday 
pay, but also by a revolution in the modes of transport and accessibility. Initially, tourism travels by stagecoach 
and boat. Boats basically carried goods, and in transatlantic travel, immigrants. As techniques improved and 
boats went from sail to steam, from wooden hull to iron, efficiency and security of trips increased, boats became 
mixed transport, cargo and immigrants or travellers. During the nineteenth century, the American upper classes 
made their Grand Tour through Europe, before visiting the beaches of California and the Caribbean. Boat building 
exclusively dedicated to leisure passengers was the outcome of a contradictory process.

From the point of view of tourism, cruises —real-floating palaces— were the necessary means of transport to 
come into fashion some coastal destinations, especially cities related to the domains of the British Empire. The 
golden period of the great cruises began in 1880 and ended with World War I, with boats such as Mauritania, the 
Titanic, the Normandie or the Queen Mary, which in some cases became icons for young architects of Modern 
Architecture. Marine transport did not have a major impact on the territory, but it marked the future of tourism in 
some ports.

The railway will lay the territorial foundations of mass tourism. The construction of the European railway 
network is developed in the second half of the nineteenth century, in a short period of time and following criteria 
of profitability in the short term. In the beginning, states agreed the construction of the first lines with private 
companies which seek higher returns by connecting cities and areas in which there is high demand. States will not 
intervene until the last quarter of the century to complete the network, recover companies in bankruptcy and turn 
the railway into a public service. No country designed a global strategy to ensure a tourist exploitation of certain 
territories.

Thanks to Thomas Cook —who founded the first travel agency—, the railway became the method of transport 
used by tourism for long destinations, such as the Trans-Siberian (1904), with companies such as the Compagnie 
Internationale des Wagons-Lits. However, the railway is the essential means for the development of mass tourism. 
On the one hand, it becomes the promoter of those destinations that are being communicated with the great 
industrial regions. On the other hand, it provides access to certain territories, those which the train passes through, 
which had been left out of industrial development.

The car helped to increase mobility and helped new territories to develop tourist areas. This means of transport 
became the mechanism that changed the shape and use of the city and territories. Nevertheless, more than the 
car, highways are the key element that will redraw the map of tourism at regional level. The railway had drawn 
the coastal area since the stations and their status as a physical barrier. The car recovered the road network and 
blurred the hierarchy that was imposed by the railway. Highways, with their exits and entrances, re-established 
differences in accessibility and design the territory as a set of nodes. The aircraft will strengthen this system thanks 
to airports, farther away from each other.

The aircraft is the most significant means of transport within this evolution. After World War II, aeronautics 
industries had increased their production capacity and expertise. After military confrontation, these companies 
appear and develop throughout the world the flag carriers. States consider aviation a strategic means of transport. 
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The big revolution occurs fifteen years later, when aviation changes aviation propeller for propulsion turbines, and 
state companies sell their old stuff to charter airlines.

For the first time, tourism has its own means of transport and, by reducing travel costs; tourism becomes the first 
global market. The control of tourist market depends on the control of the means of transport. Travel agencies 
turn into tour operators, which gain customers in their countries of origin, organise their trip and activates 
competence among supplies. Thus, customers choose according to final prices rather than the differences and 
particularities of each place. The island of Majorca is the main laboratory where to experiment how to control the 
market and manage the benefits of a general supply of Fordism nature.

The last two key transformations will be the recuperation of the railway to function both as a metropolitan and 
a high-speed transport, and the creation of the low cost companies. These companies will promote second-rate 
airports, which will help certain long distance pendulum like motion that will end up in the so-called residential 
tourism. It will also give a chance to backpackers. 

The spread of mass tourism

n After World War II, the «Marshall Plan» helped mass tourism to consolidate in the two blocs in which the 
continent is divided into, but following different patterns. In the Eastern Bloc, the social formulas that started 
in the interwar period are still working: colonies, social spas or camps. Obviously, almost no countries in this 
bloc had warm seas, and due to the type of economy they did not have the need or the opportunity to carry out 
a development such as the one that will occur in the western Mediterranean area. Thus, social tourism in these 
countries is a continuation of the paternalistic policies of totalitarian governments, using the same urban forms, 
and let medium classes to get into the aristocratic spas of the beginning of the early twentieth century.

In the Western Bloc the process will be divided in two phases. The first phase, the starting point, will take place 
until mid-seventies. The second one, the explosion and abuse of the coastal area, will ultimately risk the tourist 
vocation of some locations and their ability to regenerate. France and Spain are the two countries that more clearly 
illustrate this process, in which town planning and governments play different roles. In 1947, French geographer 
J. F. Gravier published Paris et le désert français, where he denounced the huge imbalance that occurred in France 
between the capital and the periphery. 

French government focused on rebuilding the historical cores and developing the grands ensembles, according to 
Modern Architecture, embodied by the Team X (1960-1981). Georges Candilis is the most distinctive architect 
of the French group. When the government carries out the «Racine Operation» —named after the government 
employee who led the process of construction of 16 tourist resorts in the Mediterranean coast— Candilis 
becomes the director of the project and who decided the role of architecture and urban planning in this territory. 
Candilis theorizes about this in several articles on leisure architecture, which should be the genuine expression 
of humankind option to choose in terms of time, activity and state. Joffre Dumazedier had defined these three 
states in his text Vers une cristallisation des loisirs (1962): «relax, fun and development». The projects that will 
be developed in Languedoc-Roussillon for 2.000.000 tourists will be a good example of how Team X faces the 
city of tourism: traffic separation, the nautical centre becomes the heart of the city, and an unchanging zoning, 
because there is no land left for an industrial usage, according to densities and typologies. Other characteristics are 
the negation of the seafront promenade, constructing triangular shape buildings in order to make the sea views 
possible, pedestrian promenades, sculptures in public space and leisure activities around the port. It will never be 
done again such a huge development in this area.

In Spain, since the early twentieth century until the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) the Spanish government had 
attempted to attract international tourism by promoting luxury hotels —called Paradores Nacionales— located 
in palaces, castles and monasteries rehabilitated with this aim. Spanish economy retreated due to Civil War, so it 
was necessary to reinforce tourism, even though they had to sell it to foreign investment. The «Plan for Economic 
Stability» opened Spain to European capital: investment in land took priority over the first attempts to manage 
urban and regional planning. The Franco dictatorship had bet on the losing side, and people were afraid of the 
international political vacuum. In 1976 the United States ratified a treaty with Spain entitled «Treaty of Friendship 
and Co-operation», which meant a breath of fresh air, and in 1979 it is approved the «National Stabilization Plan» 
to help Spain to prosper not being one of the poorest countries in Europe anymore. 

Other European Mediterranean countries, like Italy, Yugoslavia or Greece, strategies are different. In Italy, the 
spa-type tourism of the past left many traces that were going to be helpful for later development. There no 
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virgin beaches as in Algarve (Portugal), in the Costa del Sol (Spain) or in Languedoc-Roussillon (France). Housing 
divisions determine the rules of the game in Rimini (Adriatic coast) and in the lidos of the Po Delta. In the Adriatic 
coast, Tito’s government wanted a tourist development closer to the Modern Architecture ideal, thought twenty-
five years ago. In Greece, the tourist supply is totally connected to the archaeological heritage and, since Santorini 
was struck by a devastating earthquake in 1956 and Fira was rebuilt, the values of popular architecture as an 
alternative to cultural tourism. 

Current situation of tourism and challenges for the future

n The 1973 oil crisis tested the tourist sector. When it seemed it was going to fail —as an unnecessary activity— it 
resisted, while certain sectors collapsed, such metallurgy or shipbuilding; industries that had helped to build the 
industrial society. The crisis adjusted some settings and changed expectations. The lack of political stability in 
those countries that could compete with European holiday tourism, the fragmentation of holidays and the failure 
of commercial flights over the speed of sound make tourist attractions in Southern Europe to remain the preferred 
for the Northern countries. However, the single currency raises costs and, subsequently, the competitiveness of 
underdeveloped countries. 

European tourism is thrown into confusion since the eighties. That competitiveness must be added to those 
mature tourist destinies that fell into obsolescence, the search for alternative ways of tourism, such as rural tourism 
and, basically, the incorporation of a new urban tourism and those industrial cities under renovation. Tourism is 
no more an exclusive opportunity historical cities or wonderful landscapes —mainly beaches—have to incorporate 
everything concerning enjoying free time. Our cities are now the first tourist destiny for their own inhabitants, as 
well as any activity —economic, social, cultural, religious, etc.— is able to become a tourist attraction. Since the 
eighties, the role of town planning within tourist sector takes place in two different ways: creating new attractions 
—for a not very creative type of leisure—, and renovating those pieces inherited from mass tourism.

Nowadays, we live a period in which industrial city is being reconditioned, historical districts are recovered, 
old industries are reorganized, urban life is revitalized thanks to regaining the public space, obsolete industrial 
buildings turn into cultural facilities, or the organization of great events to put the city on the world map. On the 
one hand, tourism follows different patterns, and on the other hand, town planning deals with a topic that is not 
restricted to certain areas, after a period in which did not showed any interest on tourism. In the urban society of 
the twentieth century dichotomy city vs. countryside has disappeared, as well as industrial city vs. tourist territory.

One hundred years ago, when town planning emerged in Central Europe, the project in terms of discipline deals 
with the creation of the modern city following the rehabilitation standards inherited from industrial revolution; 
nowadays something similar occurs with the tourist project. Probably, in the beginning of the century nobody 
could imagine how significant and spread tourism was going to be. In the sixties it was still possible to claim that 
leisure city was a new project. Nowadays, in the early twentieth century, there are two different challenges: how 
to turn the tourist conglomeration in Southern European coast into a city, and how to include the mater of leisure 
in the post-industrial city debate. 
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Abstract

n The sandstone quarries are the commonest quarries in Mallorca. However, they have been always unknown 
landscapes. This paper tries to offer a panoramic view of the sandstone quarries, tracking between different scales. 
First of all, the understanding of their territorial dimension on the island, proposing a new concept: the Quarries 
Territory, a landscape that allows the discovery of the quarries, only possible through the path that they offered, the 
differentiating aspect of each one. Afterwards, the memory and tradition that they have generated relate the elements 
of heritage which have emerged from them, so they are also part of cultural heritage and landscape of the island. They 
have become immobile transcribers of the landscape history that have generated, becoming true heritage archives of 
Mallorca. Finally, thinking in sandstone quarries as cultural landscapes will be obvious when the culture that generated 
them get back to appreciate the values described here.  If this not happens, their future is predestined to disappear. 

Key words: 
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Mallorca and the landscape 

n The island of Mallorca because of its strategic location and configuration of its territory, historically, has established 
a strong relationship with its own landscape. When, the catalan writer and painter, Santiago Rusiñol named it as 
the island of calm, the collective imaginary, has create a particular idea of the landscape of the island. This idea was 
generated and influenced because of the multiple implicit connotations of this definition (Figure 1). This definition 
has survived until nowadays. It has contributed, also, in the association of paradise and the island, because of the 
almost perfect combination between a predominantly rural, bucolic and balanced landscape and the population. This 
landscape born because of the material and physic delimitation of the island, which has caused this material and color 
balanced territory, without external distortions that would cause sudden changes in this landscape.  
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Figure 1. The idea of landscape in the collective imaginary: Valldemossa / Photo courtesy: Toni Server Manresa. 2009
For most of its history, the island of Mallorca has worked its territory to produce the necessary resources for its 
survival. The command and control of this territory is what has caused what we now recognize as the landscape 
of the island, a combination of natural and man-made elements. Agriculture has been very important shaping this 
territory. It determines the boundaries of all towns and cities of Mallorca, doing as a backdrop of them. Present in this 
landscape, we find the commonest construction material  in the history of the island: the marès (a particular sandstone 
of Mallorca and Menorca). Forming the walls, that protect the roads and paths, or the emblematic and common  
buildings , the sandstone is always present in this landscape. Exploring the relationship between the landscape and 
Mallorca leads us, therefore, to a new element of landscape: the sandstone, as an inert material that unit the natural 
elements managed by man. Indeed, it relates to the discovery of totally unknown landscapes of Mallorca: the 
sandstone quarries (Figure 2).

The sandstone quarries are landscape

n The claim that the sandstone quarries are landscape depends of a unusually larger-scale vision. In this insular 
context, where the landscape feeling is a constant in the collective memory, this claim doesn’t fit properly with the 
“quarries” concept. But otherwise, it’s worth making a generic reading of this concept to see that, in fact, it’s possible 
to find the positive value of the point of this paper. 

 
Figure 2. First sandstone quarries at the coast of Mallorca, in the foreground 
Photo courtesy: Toni Server Manresa. 2009

n According to Javier Maderuelo (Maderuelo, 2005) “Landscape is a subjective science between man and the 
environment, a relationship through the eyes”, so, the change of the observer will be the key in the reformulation 
of this concept. In his review of the definition of “landscape”, he defines it as “the landscape is not something, it is 
not a large object or a set of objects shaped by nature or transformed by human action. [...] Landscape is a mental 
elaboration made by men through the phenomena of culture”. Augustine Berque (Berque, 1994) contributes in 
introducing the society that is related to the landscape. He defined the existence of a civilisation paysagère when “there 
are words that mention the landscape, there are images that represent it and there are practices that reflect the esteem 
to the landscape”. John Brinckerhoff Jackson (Brinckerhoff Jackson, 1984) formulated “the landscape is a man-made 
system of superimposed areas on the land that serves a community” a definition that also mix the man and the nature, 
and may derive in the cultural landscape defined by Sauer (Sauer, 1925), defined as the harmony between human and 
natural influences on the territory. So, if we talk about landscape, we have to associate it to the culture of the society 
that has formed it. The fact that characterize a particular landscape and its associated values will be the involvement of 
culture on the environment where it is inserted.

The case of the sandstone quarries proves these definitions. The sandstone quarries of Mallorca have been a human 
transformation of this territory, initially arising from the need to produce a building material within the limits of the 
island. The exclusivity of the sandstone as a building material, manufactured on the island (until the massive arrival of 
concrete in the years 1950-1960) has generated its own tradition which characterizes all operations that can link, from 
the extraction of the material until the historical construction techniques. This combination contributes a uniform 
result, a distinctive image of the island.
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The sandstone quarries, therefore, are directly related to the culture of Mallorca, for their direct involvement in the 
generation of traditions, occupations, toponimy... and for their indirect contribution to the built image of the island, 
the most of the monuments of their cities wich one, nowadays, are considered as protected assets.

Latent landscape vs. Relic landscape 

n What we associate as the sandstone quarries landscape reintroduce this larger scale, mentioned before. When the 
landscape is not a specific area that we understand with a rapid look, but it is understand as a new concept, we can 
say that the sandstone quarries landscape is not determined by the quarries as themselves, but throughout the region 
that forms it. Their irradiation in the landscape of the island is fully extended for much of its territory directly and 
indirectly, but often hidden.

The morphology of those quarries is the main reason for what they have passed unnoticed by most people. On the 
one hand, their existence, since the Roman times (Sánchez-Cuenca, 2010) , has become part of the territory achieving 
a natural appearance, often indistinguishable. On the other hand, their controlled size, always under the view of the 
surrounding area, has hidden them until today.

It must be said that one of the values of this landscape is that today there are still active quarries in Mallorca (Figure 3). 
The view toward this latent landscape provides a very different perception that if we were facing to a relic landscape, 
which we only could establish historical links , probably missing. Considering the sandstone quarries as a latent 
landscape affirm that the culture that they have generated is constantly evolving with them, keeping them alive.
 

Figure 3. Ses Pedreres Noves Quarry. Currently active. Llucmajor / Photo: Catalina Salvà Matas, 2007

A productive landscape shaper of new territories

n Sandstone quarries are one of the most unknown productive landscapes of our island. Although its concentration 
on the surface of the island is not a large area, and there is a return to the natural landscape once the activity ends, the 
visibility of the production of sandstone is evident in much of Mallorca, or at least in areas where there are quarries. 
Since the beginning of its existence the production of sandstone has been used to build many of the buildings that 
nowadays are considered historic in Mallorca. For example, the fifty-two municipalities that are Majorca, thirty have 
their main churches built with sandstone (Figure 4).
When what we now call “construction industry” had more to do with the craft, the sandstone was the dominant 
building material in the island. When started the first building boom in Mallorca in the fifties (because of the beginning 
of tourism) it coincided with the arrival of concrete as a universal building material. At that time still lived with these 
two building materials, but rather the sandstone remained displaced and became a secondary material. Its mechanized 
but handcrafted extraction and the office of the local stonemason, against the globalization and rapid construction 
with new materials located the sandstone into a background.
This leads us to believe that what we consider as a landscape of sandstone quarries not only will correspond to the 
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quarries as themselves, but all the elements that are derived and have formed the culture and tradition associated with 
them, extending throughout a certain territory. The value of all the buildings that are now considered as heritage 
(mostly built with sandstone) can be extrapolated to the same source material: the sandstone quarries.
 

Figure 4. Main churches of towns and cities in Mallorca, all of them constructed of sandstone / Catalina Salvà Matas, 
2011

Part of the concept of the sandstone quarries landscape is in the material associated with them, complementing the 
contribution of the intangible memory, the tradition or the wisdom that they have generated. Although it may seem 
strange, all the whole set of sandstone quarries is not identified as a landscape by the people. Most of them do not 
know of its existence, which means that the landscape does not exist in the collective imaginary.

A new concept: the Land of Quarries?

n The definition of the materiality of the sandstone quarries landscape begins with its identification with a name. It is 
translated to a new concept: “Land of Quarries” (Figure 5). I have chosen the “land” expression in accordance to the 
physical sense implicit in the word, emphasizing the idea of establishing the materiality of the quarries. The ability to 
associate a place and a location, as well as a physical demarcation of the “site generated by the quarries” allow measure 
them in a territorial scale, nonexistent today.
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Figure 5: the geography of the Land of Quarries / Catalina Salvà Matas, 2011

The Land of Quarries, by its own morphology, can not recognize with a simple overview of the landscape, it does not 
respond to any apparent logic of colonization, neither can’t we identify any specific items or visual reference points. 
Basically, the Land of Quarries could (and can) be any territory because what defines it isn’t the most superficial face 
(on the other hand, this face is used to define the landscape units: mountains and beaches, orchads, “call vermell”... 
units where in everyone there may be quarries), but its base, and more specificallythe material of the base. The 
geological map will give the first boundary of the Land of Quarries, formed by areas where the fossil sands are located 
(Calcarenite) and where the accumulation of dunes along the marine regressions (Eolianlite) formed since the Tertiary 
to the Quaternary periods (Inyesta Garcia, Oliver Sunyer, 1997).

The logic of this territory is not obvious at first glance, as it depends on the ground under us. Depending on the 
quality of the ground, the ancient groundbreaking decided to open a quarry and began to dig. This purely geological 
location of the quarries has a map, sometimes, where the quarries are really sparse, and sometimes, there is such a 
concentration of quarries that the separation between them is a simple stone wall. The logic of the heterogeneous 
density of quarries can be attributed to the goodness of the ground. Clearly, if there is a large vein, it will be operated 
the most, emerging different companies that will do it. Superimposing the Land of Quarries above the geological map 
of the sandstone formation period we can obtain the extension patch of the area, and also the concentration of quarries 
areas.

Therefore, the nature of the territory is what necessarily determines  the possibilities of initial situation of the quarries. 
But apart from this essential condition, the location of the quarries has been forming its own territory, setting several 
locations throughout its history, determined primarily by the availability of sandstone according to the geology of the 
island, concentrating throughout its history in the diagonal stripe parallel to the Tramuntana mountains, linking the 
Bay of Palma Bay with the Bay of Alcudia, and in the south-west and south coast of Majorca occupying almost 20% 
of the surface the island. This will determine the geographical area of the Land of Quarries.

When the territory becomes industry 

n When the extraction of sandstone develops from producing its own supply to producing a several stock of material, 
starts what we consider as a industry. From this industry born a lot of exploitations organized in different parts of 
sandstone extraction, because of the optimization of resources and optimal use of available material. It is the time of 
birth of the first sandstone quarry. It will be a time that can’t be exactly dated, but it is known the existence of many of 
the quarries that were allowed, for example, to construct the Palma Cathedral in the thirteenth century.
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What can now be considered as industry is very different from that involved the extraction of the sandstone. To start, 
everything that the industry needed (tools, machines, materials ...) had the condition to be ephemeral, as was changing 
in parallel to the quarry. Moreover, the sandstone does not require auxiliary buildings for the handling of the extracted 
material and the use of the rock tends to be total. From this combination, once the activity stops, there are only the 
quarries and the extracted material become parts of buildings. Therefore the resultant spaces are the negative that the 
extracted sandstone, being able to read all the traces lying on the quarries’ walls.
     
We could say that the sandstone quarries formed the first industrialization of Mallorca. The legacy of these new places, 
linked to the history, allows their discovery  from the invisible net that has been generated by the sum of all the years 
until today.   

A new landscape of memory: the inheritance of a transformed territory 

n The marks founded on the territory as a result of mining activities result in the sandstone quarries. Through them, 
we can perform a reading of the implicit memory in them through their traces. This trace begins from the Land of 
Quarries, including all the sandstone quarries. The reality is that through these traces, the current image of the island 
can be perfectly understood. This image is which that is considered as its landscape, forming the skeleton of the 
landscape of Mallorca.

But this fact does not prevent the controversial view of the “quarry” concept, today. Nowadays, this concept is always 
associated with the destruction of the territory. As found in this concept are all types of existing quarries. But if we go 
into a sandstone quarry, everyone agrees that this feeling changes dramatically, becoming beautiful spaces where light 
enters and bounces on the walls, white and full of small cuts that form its famous the texture. Which is, therefore, the 
difference?
The relationships we establish with nature shape our perception of it. If we compare the small size of the sandstone 
quarries opposite the gravel quarries, we can obtain a complete view of its landscape, dominated by ourselves, 
observers, and can also be associated in our imagination all of the geometric shapes, in the sandstone quarries (figure 
6). Therefore, the proportion of the sandstone quarries, with a scale like normal constructed spaces, will be seen as 
a place and a landscape and not as a fracture of the territory. Moreover, we can consider it as built places, although 
anyone has built them.

 

Figure 6: simile between a gravel quarry and a sandstone quarry / Catalina Salvà Matas, 2011

The discovery of the quarries as spaces of a balanced scale, allows making a new concept of them. The exclusivity of 
the material making up their faces, gives them the character of the area. The memory of the tradition that they have 
generated, linked to the technique and craft that has formed them, would provide a immaterial inheritance to visitors, 
who can not appreciate it in a tangible way. The intangible heritage in the history of different generations involved in 
the stone, from its extraction to its placement, is what has helped shaping the landscape of Mallorca. Quarries would 
cease to be (by definition) sites of destruction to become the starting point for the reconstruction of a forgotten 
heritage.
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Landscape as a source of tourism 

n Mallorca is an island that has always lived from its territory. By definition, it has lived for its subsistence and, since 
last hundred years, its territory is the leisure source for tourism. In the last ten years, the economy of the Balearic 
Islands is governed by the service sector, which generates 80% of PIB , the construction sector is approximately 10% 
and industry around 5%. Tourism, meanwhile, admitted about 50% of PIB, according to reports from Impactur.

This provides the following reflection: landscape is one of the main sources of tourism. Mallorca’s landscape provides 
a visual balance and sensitive to their visitors, becoming part of the leisure facilities that have proliferated in different 
parts of the island. However, if the surroundings of the tourist landscape suffered a degradation process, degradation 
also will occur in the same area. Thus, landscape affects tourism in a directly way, probably exponentially.

One would immediately think of trying to turn the sandstone quarries (active or inactive) as a tourist place to visit 
(Figure 7). As far as the marble quarries of Carrara. Visitors could travel across the existing network of quarries and it 
could be linked to heritage buildings built with sandstone. It would generate some new routes and quarries routes and 
they are always be present in the indicators and signs of places nearby, as well as posters of important roads. As it’s 
happening with caves, beaches or great monuments of the island.

 

Figure 7: simile between a sandstone quarry and some of the most visited monuments in Spain / Catalina Salvà Matas, 
2011

The line that borders the funfair park 

n Saying that quarries are part of the landscape of the island, does not mean they become an immediate tourist spot. 
We have a more serious problem: the lack of a sense of value to the quarries, neither from government nor from the 
people.

If there is not a local sense of value to the quarries, destine it to tourist consumption would be a mistake. The first step 
should always be this. The estimate to this heritage should be born of the people that created it, as would be the only 
way to preserve its integrity.

Therefore, the rediscovery of the sandstone quarries as a new landscape that completes the identity of Mallorca has 
to be the first to happen (Figure 8). The rediscovery of the generated spaces, its products and its tradition will be the 
base to see the stone-quarry in another way. The change in perspective, from productive and degraded landscapes  to 
landscapes of heritage value, from the very people who created them that will be decisive to give back the value they 
had before, when the sandstone was part of life and culture of Mallorca.

 
Figure 8: Ses Comunes quarry, Petra / Hector Ortín Isern i Catalina Salvà Matas, 2011

  PIB is equivalent to Gross domestic product (GDP) in Spain
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The line that borders the funfair park is very subtle and easily crossed. The power of sandstone quarries is such that 
if they were discovered with any local base could become a real monster. However, there are several mechanisms 
whereby this happens because we are in the privileged position of being able to anticipate and manage these events.

First of all, the quarries have not become a relic landscapes. If the extraction activity continues (not in a symbolic way, 
but real!) quarries will remain alive landscapes that contribute to the rest of PIB produced by the Balearic Islands, 
apart from tourism. The combined value of the sandstone quarries as productive and value places, will keep them in 
latent landscapes. The appreciation of them as useful sites will give meaning to existence, however, theys would be 
conserved only by a romantic feeling, while they still be functional, which is the reason of their birth.

Moreover, the memory of culture that have generated: related trades, buildings and transformed territory becomes 
them as new landscapes of memory. Since them it is possible to rebuild parts of the memory of Mallorca and its people 
and build unknown or forgotten parts now. The possibility of different interpretations, will allow making a new 
cartography of Mallorca since Land of Quarries. 

Finally, the aesthetic capacity of the quarries, as sites themselves, reaffirms its delicate and well thought conservation, 
not to mention the two assumptions above. Combination of these, marks the boundary with its transformation into 
a banal funfair park. But to exist a sense of value, it can not be separated from the community that have created this 
feeling. This will be the differential fact in the quarries: the perfect combination of memory and relevance that they 
have, what will be the reason to be saved.
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Abstract

n In this article we explain the landscape and legal resources that characterized the GATCPAC Resting and 
Vacation City (1931-38) of Barcelona – a never built project – with the aim of depicting a suitable model for other 
areas. This model, named as “satellite leisure on linear natural reserves”, departs from the premise of placing those 
settlements that are potentially aggressive to the landscape, such as tourist resorts, in protected zones. The model 
is specially thought for interior and natural tourism. In the article we will explain the objectives of the GATCPAC 
project, its characteristics and the relation between those characteristics and other contemporary urban models. 
After that, we will find out which parameters are still useful for the actual landscape paradigm, drawing up an 
extrapolation to the Catalan region.
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Introduction 

n The Resting and Vacation City (1931-1938) was a GATCPAC (Catalan Group of Architects for the 
Contemporary Architecture Progress) project that was meant to be a space for leisure, rest and vacations for 
Barcelona’s working class. Historically, it was one of the first vacation cities in Europe mainly inspired by de 
Moscow Green City competition experience (1929-1930), but also by other German urban projects like Römerstadt 
in Frankfurt (1929) and Le Corbusier’s theories. The authors had the firm intention of building the City and 
developed a rigorous and complete project with graphic documentation, reports and budgets. In parallel, Catalan 
civil organizations – labor unions, sports federations, tourism secretariat, cultural entities – created a cooperative 
association to promote the City, which had more than 800.000 supporters . As is well known, the project was 
never built because the Spanish Civil War interrupted the processing of planning permissions.
The aim of this article is not to explain the organization of the GATCPAC’s work, or the historic background 
of the project (something that I’ve done somewhere else), but to present some of my research conclusions, and 
mainly the extrapolation of the GATCPAC experience in a “model” that could be useful nowadays. Thus, on the 
first place, we will describe the characteristics of the Resting City; on the second place, we will explore its social 

Goals; and finally, we will depict the abstraction of some basic parameters that could link that historical experience 
with the actual landscape paradigm. 

  The Cooperative was approximately established by 17 civil organizations and 140 individuals. The 800.000 supporters is the sum of the civil organizations’ members.
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The resting and vacation city (RVC)

n When GATCPAC started the RVC work in 1931 Le Corbusier had already presented his Ville Radieuse at the 
CIRPAC meeting in Brussels . Six years before, the same architect spoke about “the resting hour” in one chapter of 
his book Urbanisme . It is very plausible that Le Corbusier’ theories influenced GATCPAC research on Barcelona 
in where the RVC was to be developed, especially considering the friendship between the Swiss architect and the 
GATCPAC member, Josep Lluís Sert. Nevertheless, if we go into details of the RVC project and try to envision 
its physical reality, we will have difficulties meeting Le Corbusier influence. That distance between Le Corbusier 
urbanism and the GATCPAC RVC architecture is related to the City’s goal, that is, to solve Barcelona specific 
urban problems within a single project.

The RVC project rose in Barcelona’s thirties decade atmosphere; that means that a demographic explosion was 
taking place (the city had one million citizens by then), the Republican Government passed a public policy on 
workers’ rights (for the very first time, workers had week-ends), the city or Barcelona was lacking public spaces, 
parks, and sports facilities, and a serious problem of tuberculosis and other epidemics illness were usual. For the 
justification of the RVC GATCPAC argued that “the periodical exodus from the city to the countryside is a natural 
reaction, human, logic, that of the individual against the feeling of lack of space produced by the rigid discipline of 
the big cities”. Citizens “feel the inevitable need to flee the city to deal with a soothing and restful atmosphere” . 
The authors calculated the population that hypothetically could move to the beaches during the week-end to be 
300,000 . 

GATCPAC exposed the RVC ideas in the 7th number of its magazine AC (Documentos de Actividad 
Contemporánea), published in 1932. In parallel, within the same magazine, they showed a small demountable 
house for holidays. Both the City and the small house represented two forms to solve the same purpose: to provide 
qualified resting spaces for the citizens to enjoy their new right of free week-ends. The demountable house was a 
small scale solution; daily, easy, and fast. The RVC was a large scale response: rational, organized, and democratic. 
In AC, among the slogans and suggestive images of thousands of people spreading along the beaches reachable by 
train, the authors defended their prototypes, which were an answer to Barcelona deficiencies:

 a- Short term deficiencies: Sports and sanitation facilities.
 b-Long term deficiencies: Space for the week-end and holiday rest. Space for citizens orchards.

The reflection on those particular needs resulted in very singular project. No others resting resorts – the Green 
City for Moscow competition, the vacation resort of Le Corbusier Alger “A” project, the vacation centers designed 
by the Germany National-Socialism Government for workers (like Prora Island), the Italian “fascio” interventions 
in the Alps, the Dutch parks on some city boundaries, etc – combined daily activities, like gardening an orchard, 
with long term facilities for vacation, or made compatible recreation with sanitation (the RVC included an 
amusement park, as well as an area for tuberculosis sanatoriums). As expected, to gather all purposes in a single 
project required a large space. GATCPAC found that singular place along a beach by the Llobregat River Delta. 
The natural conditions of the chosen site and the absence of any surrounding construction were what would allow 
individuals to find a “repairing and soothing” environment: “a big beach delimited by trees in an absolutely virgin 
state, no buildings, or casinos, or houses that would prevent the implementation of the program we propose” . The 
area was 8.5 kilometers long and 1.6 wide. The diagonal avenue sketched in the Cerdá Plan for Barcelona was also 
taken into account in the project (fig. 1 and 2).

     

LE CORBUSIER: La Ville Radieuse. París: Ed. Vincent, 1964.
LE CORBUSIER: Urbanisme. París: Ed. Arthaud, 1925.
GATEPAC: AC, Documentos de Actividad Contemporánea, Nº7. Enero 1934, pp. 25.
Report of the project, 1933. Economical studies. They found that number comparing Barcelona with London 
week-end phenomenon. Fons GATCPAC. Arxiu Històric Demarcació Barcelona COAC.
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Figure 1: The RVC (left below) influence area (from the 1933 exposition, Arxiu Històric COAC).
 Figure 2: The Cerdà grid applied to the RVC area, in comparison with the New York Central Park area (author 
elaboration).

The virginity of the site was one of the premises of their research. During the project development, the architects 
tried to create a landscape setting antithetic to traditional urbanism. Citizens resting feeling was directly related 
with the distance from an urban atmosphere. That led GATPAC members to explore architectural insertion forms 
based on dispersion criteria and respect for the preexistent landscape. For that purpose it was essential to find 
a legal figure of urban classification that could allow some development while providing certain guarantees to 
preserve the site, that is, to avoid an excess of construction. This figure became a declaration and classification of 
that specific setting as a Natural Park zone. Those surroundings were named Parc Marítim, but it was also known 
as landscape reservoir or national park, as the analyzed documentation show. 

Characteristics of the RVC

n GATCPAC presented the RVC divided in four parts, each of them linked to a functional division of the project: 
“bathing zone”, “week-end zone”, “residential zone”, and “resting zone”. Nevertheless, for the purpose of this 
article, we will examine the whole project from a landscape creation perspective, analyzing the project as a unity. 
Moreover, there were different versions of the project: an initial version from 1932 and a more technical project 
from 1935. These two projects are essentially the same ones; little additions and changes were made between 
those dates. Likewise, we will use here the first version of the project as it is more cohesive and has clearer rules, 
thus being adequate for the purposes of the present article. To describe physically the city we will start with the 
urban parameters:

Table 1: The urban parameters of the RVC

RVC surface  Building occupation Built surface Occupation Edification Beds

12,126,605.00m2 88,729.39m2  266,689.36m2 0.7%  0.02m2/m2  12,370

Source: own calculations

As we can see, buildings occupation was negligible. Also, the number of beds does not match with the number 
of people that theoretically would use the place during the week-end: 300,000. These numbers demonstrate, on 
the first hand, that GATCPAC considered a lot of people going to the RVC only for one day (the “bathing zone” 
was thought for that kind of use, as it lacked any residential building) and, on the second hand, that the use of 
demountable houses to sleep would be extensive, providing a total freedom sensation if placed under the trees of 
the beach forest.

The physical characteristics of the city were directly connected with the landscape purpose of being a city into a 
park. We can summarize those characteristics in seven “laws”: 

A- Placing the architecture following the rules of the existing landscape
B- Maintaining the existing vegetation as much as possible
C- Containing human activities within few buildings
D- Leaving large areas with no use assigned
E- Avoiding the urbanization of any street, pavement, boulevard
F- Avoiding the area division and fencing into lots 
G- Surrounding the city with an agricultural belt

Thus, the landscape of the CRV is the result of the application of those laws. In short, it is a big area, with the 
sea on the south, organized in strips that are (from south to north): a beach, a pine forest, an open space, and an 
agricultural belt (fig. 3). The buildings are widely spaced (almost 300 meters between them) so there is a lot of 
empty space in between, the streets are only paths, there are no fences, and the sensation that one could have is 
that he is far away from Barcelona, as for reaching the City one must cross a large expanse with 2,700 orchards for 
renting.
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Figure 3: The RVC underlining the four strips (beach, pine wood, open space and agricultural) with the buildings 
and vegetation (author elaboration).

Generating a model

n Can the RVC project be a model that illuminates some current challenges? Rather than an example, which is 
mainly a literal description of two resembled realities, a model is a theoretical proposition that can be helpful to 
extrapolate main important characteristics of a project to similar cases, and a way of analyzing current, as well as 
old planning settings. To generate a general model based on GATCPAC project, we have found several abstract 
dimensions, that is, particularities of the project that can be though as being universal and contemporary. 

2.1. Objectives

If we talk about the objectives, we certainly see that some of the RVC goals are obsolete: for instance, providing 
Barcelona city with sport facilities, tuberculosis sanatoriums, etc. But there are universal objectives that are still 
compatible with our cities. The most generic ones are listed below:

A- To qualify resting areas promoting a closer contact between citizens and nature
B- To preserve the landscape
C- To provide cities with a nearby venue for holidays (interior tourism) 
D- To bring the rural and urban realities and activities closer
E- To promote the values of cooperation and coexistence 

2.2. Model characteristics

From the analysis of the project we have distilled seven progressive characteristics that define the RVC model. 
Every characteristic is linked to a scheme to make the point more evident. Nevertheless, the drawings are only a 
tool for the comprehension model of the model that is, without embracing neither the complexity of the model 
itself, nor proposing a formal planning design. These schemes are then only for analyzing purposes; to use the 
model effectively, it is necessary to take it as an abstract decalogue of good practices, practices that are depicted in 
table 2.

  Ídem note 4, pp. 27.
  GATEPAC: AC, Documentos de Actividad Contemporánea, Nº7. Enero 1934, pp. 27.
  SERT, Josep Lluís: Poden sobreviure les nostres ciutats? Barcelona: Ed. Generalitat de Catlaunya, 1983.
  Report of the project, 1933. Arxiu Històric Demarcació Barcelona COAC.
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Table 2: model characteristics

These generic characteristics are in the focus of the CRV idea of “tourism of proximity”. We will see each one of 
those characteristics in greater detail in what follows, specifying its influences and current meanings.

Landscape preservation: 
As we have mentioned, GATCPAC was obsessed to declare the RVC area a Natural Reserve. That obsession 
came from the real danger of the speculation: “it would be unconceivable that the city authorities let this area be 
transformed in an inorganic group of partial developments” . In one of the panels elaborated for an exposition 
to shown the project to Barcelona citizens in 1933, they wrote down: “that kind of urbanization does not mean 
the landscape destruction, on the contrary, it is the guarantee of its preservation” . For GATCPAC, preservation 
means public control of the settlement growth, means no land speculation. The decision of considering the area as 
a Natural Reserve – Parc Marítim – was clearly influenced by the National Parks system of United States, a system 
that Josep Lluís Sert defended in his Can our cities survive? . 

Agricultural surrounding:
One of the curiosities of GATCPAC thinking is the importance that they gave to some popular activities, like 
amateur gardening. In the Rapport of the project they wrote: “the city growth invaded those vegetable gardens 
areas to build houses and we are losing that deeply rooted tradition. In the RVC, we have not neglect that 
aspiration and have set an important extension of land to that purpose, that, moreover, has another interesting 
aim: to guarantee the isolation of the resting zone from the city itself, because Barcelona buildings will be close to 
this “Park” soon” . So, the agricultural areas have these two purposes, keeping the popular tradition of cultivating 
and isolating the RVC from Barcelona’s growth. Both considerations were related with the Garden City theories 
embedded in the Catalan culture, a perspective that the Garden City Civic Society (a civil entity) was promoting 
between 1914 and 1920. The myth of the garden in the Catalan Culture became also a political argument. 
Conservative politicians consider it a moral guarantor. For the anarchists, a tool for the worker class freedom, a 
means for self-sufficient productivity .

Satellite settlement:
The authors of the RVC always envisioned the City settled at the end of a transportation infrastructure. In 
different articles they defended that it was good for people to “go there on purpose”. They also argued that “the 
parks settlement has to be away of any road, avoiding to break them” .When the group reflected on the Moscow 
Green City competition experience they talked about a “satellite city” . Satellite settlements connected with the 
importance of amateur agricultural hobby as we have seen, demonstrates the strong linkage between the Catalan 
modern architectonic movement and the predecessor Green City movement.

Building permeability:
The singular characteristics of the RVC emerged from the contradiction of being a natural park – allowing for an 
effective feeling of being away from the city – and being a City itself – that means including conditioned spaces 
for residences, recreation areas, sports facilities, etc. In the search of a particular urban model that combines 
both aspirations (to be a park, and a city) the Russian discussions of de-urbanism were revealing and inspiring. 
The paper published in the first AC number (GATEPAC, 1931, 30-31) on “The Moscow Green City” was about 

MASJUAN, Eduard: La ecología humana en el anarquismo ibérico. Urbanismo “orgánico” o ecológico, neomalthusionismo y naturismo social. Barcelona: Ed. Icaria, 
2000, pp. 146-178.
Report of the project, 1933. “Parc Marítim” section. Arxiu Històric Demarcació Barcelona COAC.
For instance in the AC magazine (GATEPAC, 1932, 25), in the project report and in other articles.
GINZBURG, Moisei: Moisei Ginzburg escritos. 1923-1930. Madrid: Ed. El Croquis, 2007, pp. 403.
In the Russian Group OSA magazine, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, was published a range of de-urbanism cities examples, especially in numbers 1-2 and 6 in 1930.
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that Russian Resting Resort competition, and it included a very similar program to the RVC one. De-urbanism 
Russian cities developed by OSA group of architects were linear human settlements, that followed some kind of 
infrastructure (train, motorway), characterized by the dispersion of their architectures. The aim was to dissolve 
the city in the countryside, as Marx and Engels argued in their 1848 Communist Manifesto. GATCPAC seemed 
inspired for the graphics of those examples, despite the rejection of Le Corbusier. There is curious anecdote on 
the architectonic discussions between the urbanism and de-urbanism supporters. In a letter from Le Corbusier to 
Ginzburg the Swiss wrote: “some architects suggest building straw huts; what a fantastic idea, but only for the 
week-end!” . Curiously GATCPAC use de-urbanism influence only in the RVC.

Minimum urbanization:
Another consequence of the de-urbanism influence is to consider humankind needing for a direct contact with 
the environment, the earth, the nature. That idea was also spread by other Modern groups as the Dutch De 8 en 
Opbouw, or the German magazine Das Neue Frankfurt, who translated the contemporary bathing suits fashion 
(minimal) into the naked decoration architecture. GATCPAC wrote also about the RVC urbanization stating that it 
was necessary to avoid a built “seafront” because it was important to keep the physical direct contact between the 
city and the beach.

Ephemeral architecture:
As we have mentioned, GATCPAC developed a demountable house prototype besides the RVC project 
development. The Russian de-urbanism cities were also characterized by vernacular and light constructions with 
the aim to economize the building process. Some of de-urbanism constructions were also demountables. OSA 
group defended the individualization of the residences in small cells that could be grouped  later on, becoming 
housing complexes. The stationary needs of the population would change them. Demountable pieces, as 
standardization, light construction, etc, focused the architectural discussions during the thirties and numerous 
examples were published in magazines, so the GATCPAC research was caught and influenced by all those inputs. 
The demountable GATCPAC house meant to them population freedom, showing up especially during the holiday. 
It also represented a new light technology preventing for an aggressive architecture implementation on the 
landscape.

Rotation:
For the smooth running of the RVC and for its economic sustainability it was essential to systematize all the works 
and managerial activities of the city within a unique entity. That was the function of a cooperative society called 
RVC. It dealt with construction permits, as well as the staff or human resources for the City, the renting fees, 
franchises, etc. In the RVC there were no properties. Every inch of the land was to be one single unit under public 
running after its expropriation by the Government, something that never happened. The Cooperative looked for 
the full occupation of the city’s beds interspersing normal families’ reservations with scholar holiday requests . 

The model today

n Are the parameters of the RVC still useful today? We will start this section with a Catalan paradigmatic case: the 
Club Mediterranée . That resort was criminalized because it was placed in the Natural Reserve of Cap de Creus. 
The popular pressure movement forced to demolish it, and two years ago it was destroyed. But, paradoxically, it 
was the only touristic resort in the region that could not expand because the preservation laws of its surroundings 
prevented it from becoming bigger. Even though its architectonic resolution differs from the GATCPAC RVC, its 
way of laying on the landscape follows the spirit of the model we have just described. For instance, its resolution 
in small and separated constructions makes the adaptation of built pieces to the land relief, as the RVC suited the 
strips order of the Llobregat Delta landscape. Besides of that, the division of the program in two bungalow groups 
made the resort more permeable to the ecologic flows of the area.

Those mechanisms do not seem to be found in any other contemporary case. Nearby to the Club Med we find 
Empuriabrava development. That settlement had fifty years ago the same original conditions of the RVC: a marshy 
terrain, with ponds, dunes and pines close to the beach. But its architectonic order differed a lot from the GATPAC 
project. It has the typical suburban urbanization with lots, single-family houses, fences at the plots, streets with 
pavements, a huge built seafront, big hotels, etc., a more aggressive kind of urbanism for the landscape that the 
small Cap de Creus Club Med. But its placement is absolutely lawful and, theoretically, it can grow if the planning 
changes. Nowadays Empuriabrava is partially surrounded by natural reserves but its interior is not protected, so 

Report of the project, 1933. “Program” section. Arxiu Històric Demarcació Barcelona COAC.
A touristic resort designed in 1960-62, with a capacity for 800 people, setteled in the Pla de Tudela and Cala Tulip in the Cap de Creus Natural Reserve. The architects were 
Pelayo Martínez and Jean Weiler (Musquera, 2003, 188).
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it can become more and more compact, dense, and if some any other day the political color of the municipality 
changes, it may grow with no legal problems.

These two cases show us that some of the RVC values are still valid. The first one, preservation, is, from my 
point of view, transcendental to control landscape disasters in touristic areas like the well-known case of the 
Catalan coastline, but also most recent disasters like the serious landscape aggression prompted by Vall Fosca 
second residences settlements, in the Pyrenees. The second one is the way to distribute the architecture within 
the resorts, something that can have a positive or negative impact on the ecological environment. In this sense, 
parameters as “permeability” or “ephemeral construction” can be helpful for a good implementation of touristic 
resorts. Nevertheless, we have to say that the model is not only applicable to the construction of new resorts. 
On the contrary, preservation probably means today to take advantage of old infrastructures, old strip mines, old 
facilities, old industrial constructions... for a touristic purpose. Iñaki Ábalos pointed out in his Atlas pintoresco 
what are the current landscape challenges in relation with the post industrial era we are immersed in. He talked 
about “the national park systems, the biosphere reserves, the relation between the economic resources and the 
affected population, the necessity of preserving the ecosystems, the abandoned traditional agricultural areas, the 
research of a new productivity linked with the landscape and the population, the big infrastructures’ impact and its 
effects on the landscape and on the ecosystems, the cultural and historic tracings, the redefinition of the productive 
ecosystems in a context of environmental tourism are some of the current subjects that need treatment” . 

It is true that nowadays it has no sense to develop a touristic resort as big as was the RVC was. But the model 
that emerges from the GATCPAC experience does not require a minimum dimension. On the contrary, it is 
dimensionless. It might be seen, more or less, like a roadmap. In fact, we can find the main linkage between the 
past GATCPAC experience and the present touristic situation in the objective of the RVC itself: to provide citizens 
with spaces for resting and recreating in direct contact with nature avoiding being aggressive to the territory. This 
is an aim still valid to deal with interior tourism or proximity leisure, the same kind of purpose that RVC sought 
to satisfy. To explore how that model fits in the contemporary Catalan landscape paradigm we will analyze and 
made some observations of every model parameters. 

Landscape preservation; some considerations about the word “protection”:
It could seem a nonsensical proposition and a contradiction to defend placing tourist resorts within “protected 
areas”, especially for those current protected areas with a delicate situation, that at the same time are fragile, 
small, and insufficient. Nevertheless the picture changes when thinking from a paradigm of an evolution and 
extension of natural landscape preservation policy. The Catalan Studies Institute defines the word “protection” 
in two different ways: 1) “to defend against some threat” and 2) “to help the prosperity”. I think that nowadays 
the significance of this word is decanted towards the first definition and provably we could imagine a future 
stage when protect would mean “help”, “peace”, “conciliation”. It that context the preservation parameter of the 
GATCPAC tourism model would have sense. In that imagined future protected areas would be generalized and 
extended along the territory and this expansion would make it possible a diversification of protections; from the 
most fragile ecosystems to visual agricultural or forest landscape protection. Obviously, new tourism resort do 
not need to affect the first grade of protection, they can be placed in less fragile landscapes. In Catalonia, natural 
reserves system takes a linear scheme (fig. 4). It is neither naive to consider that the RVC authors thought about a 
generalization of their model along the Catalan coastline. We have extrapolated an original scheme of the RVC to 
show how this territorial strategy would look like (fig. 5).
 

Figure 4: The Catalan Natural Parks system, follows a linear scheme (source: Generalitat de Catalunya web page). 
Figure 5: The graphics of the scheme that used GATCPAC to explain the influence area of the RVC, used for 
showing the model. On the right, with the linear natural reserves (author elaboration).

Agricultural surrounding and the contemporary interest for the urban orchard:
ÁBALOS, Iñaki: Atlas Pintoresco, vol. 1. El observatorio. Barcelona: Ed. Gustavo Gili, 2005, pp. 57.
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The city evolution during the XX century tended to separate human life from the earth. In general we can say 
that urban reality moved away from rural reality. Recently we can observe how citizens want to return to 
some rural practices like cultivating an urban orchard, even if it is on a balcony. The “rural houses tourism”, the 
education programs of farm practice knowledge, and the environmental conscience are some of the reasons and 
consequences of this phenomenon and paradigm shift. In this sense, the GATCPAC decision of planning 2,700 
renting orchards in the RVC (1/3 of its extension) has still sense. The agricultural activity in relation with tourism 
resorts is a guaranty of its anti-urban character, necessary for the population to rest. Moreover, in relation to 
proximity leisure, as Lewis Mumford defended , planning agricultural areas nearby the city are a good way to 
separate settlements, keep the feeling of being out of the city and bring the population closer to natural life.

Satellite settlement and the real situation of potential old structures:
In the landscape paradigm that we have described before, old structures can be potential leisure and vacation 
resorts. If we observe some abandoned constructions, we realize that a lot of them are at the end of roads. 
Quarries, mines, industrial colonies, farms… most of them are close to natural resource and normally far away 
from the main roads. In order to keep the GATCPAC intention of safeguarding the isolation of the RVC, these 
kind of obsolete structures placed like satellites are useful for new leisure spaces. A curious anecdote is GATCPAC 
studied the rehabilitation of Puig Industrial Colony along the Llobregat River, for a touristic finality (the Tourist 
Federation asked them to develop a project). So, in the thirties the authors of the RVC were thinking, like now, in 
some kind of architectonic re-use.

Building permeability and the scientific studies of “urban ecosystems”:
It is evident that the scientific studies of “urban ecosystems” are becoming important for city planning. Active 
tools developed to preserve some urban species populations of birds which are descending in number as a direct 
consequence of new construction systems appearing recently, especially in European Nordic countries. The RVC 
buildings separation avoided breaking some ecosystem flows. In this sense, the model analyzed invites to pay 
attention to this subject. Permeability does not mean exclusively building separation. It means being careful and 
cautious about the settlement impact on the surrounding environment.

Minimum urbanization; surface permeability and holiday activities:
As we have seen, GATCPAC associated the image of the city with streets, pavements, seafronts… Nevertheless, 
and in relation with the previous point, an excess of urbanization directly affects the permeability of the 
settlement. To avoid blacktop, pavement and other artificial surfaces it is an effective way to keep the RVC 
landscape intention of being urban antithetic (necessary for the citizen feeling of resting out from the city) and 
to add an ecosystem discourse. Besides that, tracks, paths and the like are appropriate for the typical week-end 
activities like excursions, bicycle tours, etc.

Ephemeral architecture; seasonal camps:
One of the main problems of holiday resorts is their occupation during non tourist seasons. The RVC had 
resolved that problem with the demountable house: during the winter they were dismounted and the emptiness 
invaded the pine forest and the beach so the ecosystems could be recovered. Our proposition model uses similar 
mechanisms. Camping can be a solution but not in the current reality of some campsites, which are a miniature 
reproduction of some suburban social obsessions like fencing in, stabilizing structures, surfacing… It is important 
to promote the original spirit of camping, which was associated with trekking and tours in contact with nature, 
and of a ephemeral type. This spirit is directly related with the resort site on a natural reserve, because it promotes 
excursions and outdoor activities. Other kind of demountable structures can be used, like bungalows, or prefab 
houses. Nevertheless, the experience says that is difficult to dismantle them every year.

Rotation; the sharing phenomenon:
Finally we want to connect the current sharing phenomenon that implies cars but also houses for holidays, 
etc., with the original renting organization of the RVC Cooperative. It is true that today it would be difficult to 
find out a public property as big as the RVC to develop a new touristic resort. But the growth of the number of 
cooperatives, for instance for ecologic food consumption, or in the agricultural field, allows to imagine that the 
society itself can organize its leisure areas under a cooperative model. Network and new technologies have shown 
us their effectiveness in society self organization. For instance in housing exchange, car sharing, second hand 
purchase… In that sense it is reasonable to think about replacing the organization of the RVC by a single entity 
with a well designed web that allows people to be in contact with each other and to search for different resorts as 
a means to organize their holidays.

  MUMFORD, Lewis: La carretera y la ciudad. Buenos Aires: Ed. Emecé, 1966.
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Conclusion

n In conclusion, we have seen how the RVC designed by GATCPAC in the thirties was planned under some 
universal ideas that are still current or can be salient in the present urban paradigm. The ideas of landscape 
preservation (considering the enormous evolution that this concept has experimented since the thirties), resting 
needs (to be away from the city), social equality (the cooperative system as the most suitable way of organization) 
that influenced the project design were translated in some values, tools, rules that can be extrapolated to the 
present. The model that emerges of that experience can shed light to the debate of the urban proximity leisure 
areas or interior tourism. The model is dimensionless. It is, like a road map, a collection of progressive parameters 
that can guide a non aggressive establishment of new touristic resorts. All things considered, it defends satellite 
settlements, placed in linear protected areas, respectful with the ecosystem flows of the surroundings and allowing 
for the connection between urban and rural life.
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Abstract

n The upstream cities of Yangtze River have been witnessing significant transforming since the beginning of the 
construction of the Three Gorges hydroelectric planet project. Chongqing Port Authority had its opportunity to 
alternate the river tourism strategy from being the upstream terminal of the golden route into creating a particular 
cruise course towards perceiving the panorama of continuous elevation of  mountainous city, at the same time, 
promoting the renovation of the urban design so as to revival the typical mountain-river vista. This paper bases 
on the panoramic research of Chongqing peninsula; discusses the characteristic aspects of the three-dimension 
sightseeing of the mountainous city on the cruise route, which widely exists in the Three Gorges region as well. 
And this method is different from the two dimensional approach of skyline analysis which is more suitable for the 
topographic area. The achieved work can offer the tourism-related sectors a sustainable assistance to deal with 
“tourbanism” topics in the urban regeneration process in the Three Gorges regions. 

Key words: 

Post-Three Gorges Era, Three Gorges Reservoir Area, Tourism Planning, Chongqing, Urban Panorama

Introduction 

n The Three Gorges cruise route has been absorbing highly attentions in the tourism industry of China since the 
beginning of last century with its name honoured as the Three Gorges Golden Tourism Belt, which offers the 
direct and indirect influences on the optimization of the city characteristic and the regional development. The 
construction of Three Gorges Hydropower Planet brought this upstream region of Yangtze River into the current 
hotspot all over the world in many scientific areas which cover the regional science, the environmental science, the 
historical heritage, the urban planning and the tourism planning. On the 50 thousand square meters in total which 
include river and riverbank areas, close to 1 million habitants have been experienced the migration due to the 
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risen up water level of the reservoir which caused that the cities and settlements locating under the reserved water 
line were flooded completely. 13 middle-size cities with a population over 30 thousands were relocated and re-
planed and it formed today’s new Three Gorges Golden Tourism Belt in so-called the post-Three Gorges era. The 
preserved tourism route continues its great value of economy and culture broadcasting to help the development of 
the Three Gorges region. 

The post-three Gorges era

n The Three Gorges reservoir area in China stepped into the so called post-Three Gorges era after 2009 in which 
year the construction of the dam was completed and the water reserving capacity reached its design amount in 
the Three Gorges Project. The Three Gorges Hydropower Planet (Figure 01) also named the Three Gorges Dam, 
spans the Yangtze River in Yiling District of city Yichang, Hubei Province. The body of the dam architecture was 
finished in 2006 and it adopted a kind of gorge-type reservoir by using the water resource of Yangtze River and its 
tributaries, which means the river was cut-off at the position of the dam and a piece of around 436 km long section 
of the river before the dam became the water reservoir area of the hydropower planet. Until July 4th 2008, the 
water level of the upstream side of the dam had risen from 98 m up to 172.8 m, with the reservoir area reaching 
its size of 632 km2 up to Chongqing. The riverbanks of this area cross 20 cities which locate in Chongqing 
Municipality and Hubei Province. 

 

Fig.01 the geometric condition of the Yangtze River

The transformation in the three Gorges reservoir area due to the built of the three 
Gorges project

n The re-planning of the cruise route 
The Three Gorges basin of Yangtze River is an area which received its name from the three well-known nature 
gorges on both sides of the river. The section of Yangtze River inside of the region is the only water connection 
between the Ba Shu Basin and the eastern part of China. The built of the Three Gorges Dam which locates at 
the eastern top of the basin rose up the water level of the rivers inside of the whole Three Gorges basin. So the 
sailing capacities (Figure 02) of Yangtze River and its tributaries Jialing River, Wu River were levelled up from 3000 
tones to 10000 tones and 300 tones to 1000 tones respectively. Other tributaries of Yangtze River can offer the 
accessibility of the river cruise after the heighten water line of the reservoir, which were not even existed before 
the construction of the dam. In other words, the amount of the river cruise route is grammatically increased from 
the past-Three Gorges era to the post-Three Gorges era because of the bigger sailing capacity mainly created by 
the up-risen water line of the river.
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Fig.02 sailing capacity of the Yangtze River and its tributaries (Adapted and modified from The Research of 
Sustainable Human Settlements Construction in the Three Gorges Project of China, 1999)

In the mean while, the period when the sailing experience of struggling with turbulent rivers and treacherous 
shoals due to the narrow and shallow Yangtze water course of Three Gorges basin suffered from the disadvantages 
in the aspects of navigation safety affected by the submerged reef, traffic control because of the narrow width of 
the water course, the extra fuel consumption caused by the flow rate in the gorges, etc has gone into the past. All 
those adverse conditions got largely improved and even completely avoided after the built of the Three Gorges 
Project because of the larger width (Figure 03) and depth of the river. Basically speaking, the cruise industry could 
receive great amount of the economic and travel benefit directly from the re-planning of the river sailing routes in 
the post-Three Gorges era. 

 Fig.03 the rising water level in Jiandao Valley with numbers which are water heights above sea (Adapted from 
The Research of Sustainable Human Settlements Construction in the Three Gorges Project of China, 1999)

The re-planned river paths of cruise in the Three Gorges basin in the post-Three Gorges era received its enormous 
transformation on the quantity and quality. The new developed routes in the tributaries of Yangtze River together 
with the Yangtze River classical cruise line itself formed the richness of the new cruise network in the Three 
Gorges basin with the aim to produce more opportunities and longer trip to experience the scene of the rivers and 
its both sides from the sailing cruises.

The re-planning of the riverbank city 
The riverbank cities in the Three Gorges reservoir area acquired its benefits from the up-risen water level which 
leads to decrease the distance between the urban area and the river front in the post-Three Gorges era. One of 
the advantages is that a larger part of the urban area together with the background mountain in most of the cases 
could enter into the view range (Figure 04) of the observer in the cruise shipping on the river with the new water 
level. And the lifted water line becoming closer or even entering to the urban boundary increased the limitation of 
the area of the buffering zone which locates between the urban area and the river.

 

Fig 04 the distance between the urban area and the river front (Adapted and modified from The Research of 
Sustainable Human Settlements Construction in the Three Gorges Project of China, 1999)

Urban Panorama Tourism Planning A View From River Tour Course In Post-Three Gorges Era
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Cities in the Three Gorges region mostly are built on the intersection point of the Yangtze River and its tributary 
with the advantages of river transporting hub. The main tributary going to the Yangtze River ends with a large 
city, the little river and the stream respectively ends with a small scale city and a town. The city easily grows 
linear and keeps a strip shape because the settlements and expansions normally are attached to the river due to the 
convenience of transporting. The construction of the Three Gorges Project upgrades the series of river front cities 
which locate in the Three Gorges basin with the help of the levelled up navigation capacity. The classification of 
the city is promoted from having the initial function of the strategically logistic and transferring base in the war 
period to nowadays obtaining multiple functional development models hybridising modern logistics, agriculture, 
mineral development, hydropower resource and tourism together.

 

Fig. 05 the expansion trend of the urban area (Adapted from The Research of Sustainable Human Settlements 
Construction in the Three Gorges Project of China, 1999)

In the post-Three Gorges era, the relatively large city shares the due-centre or multi-centre model which has the 
vertical and horizontal expansion (Figure 05) under the assistance of the express infrastructures connecting the 
sub-centres efficiently. And the small cities and villages maintain their advantage of linear shape or L shape parallel 
to the water line which can receive maximum benefits from the river. The extended urban area attached the 
riverside lengthened the view of the waterfront city structure (Figure 06).

The re-planning of the riverbank city follows the classic strategies of the urban expansion for the development of 
the riverfront city which fortunately in the mean while promote the vision accessibility and continuity of the scene 
of the urban area from the observation point on the river.

 

Fig.06 the expansion of the relocated city (Adapted and modified from The Research of Sustainable Human 
Settlements Construction in the Three Gorges Project of China, 1999)
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Urban panorama, the new approach to improve the impression of the city 

n In the post-Three Gorges era, cities locating in the Three Gorges reservoir area are facing a new chance and 
challenge to rebuild or regeneration the urban structure which can fit the new geometric condition and the 
economic environment. The Three Gorges tourism on one hand inherits its former cruise line as its traditional 
river travelling route to maintain the classical Three Gorges Sailing; on the other hand it creates a series of new 
sub-routes which promote the cruise tourism in this region onto a higher level. The cities in the Three Gorges 
reservoir area start to pay highly attention to the benefits received from the cruise tourism, in which the most 
adapted movement is to rebuild the city impression that can be obtained by the tourists from the cruises. Cities 
in the Three Gorges region share many of commons in their urban forms mainly because of the similarity of the 
topographic environment, the artificial reform of the nature condition between the river and the mountain. And 
Chongqing as the biggest and most important city in the region which contains most of the topographic situations 
and the largest building density would be the valuable analysis case to discuss and demonstrate its complexity of 
the urban structure with an aim to discover an inventive approach which can optimize the city impression and the 
tourism attraction on the Three Gorges river course.

 
Fig. 07 photo of Centre Chongqing Peninsular, taken from the top of the South Mountain, 2010 (Adapted from 
wikipedia Chongqing)

So take Chongqing as an example, the old city centre (Figure 07) is located in the intersection of Jialing River and 
Yangtze River, the rest new part of the city forms as stripes, going parallel and attached to the river. And the body 
of the town generally is located on an embarrassing step land which is few meters above the river water surface 
level (5 meters in the case of the old city centre of Chongqing); the rest part of the city should get risk of the up to 
25% inclination to build the new sectors. The extremely limited flat land is the main reason of the high building 
density of Chongqing and rest of the cities in the Three Gorges region. 

The physical form of the built area of Chongqing is like a new skin growing on the mountains, which follows 
the topography condition of the nature. The various building levels, the interactive open spaces, the dynamic 
transportation facilities increase the interests of space experience. Although the complexity of the geography 
decrease the progress and flexibility of the construction which causes the uneven development and fragmentation 
of urban planning, the unique character which reveals the harmony of artificial and nature is more obvious and 
special. The same happens to all the cities in the Three Gorges region, and the slope inclination ranges from 
15% to 80% in different area, which proves one Chinese saying: mountains look like cities and cities look like 
mountains (the mountain and city are staying as one unique body). The method to assist the urban regeneration 
with the aim to optimize the city impression from the river sailing route can be build as a model (take Chongqing 
as the object again) basing on the analysis of the sight and view, which is used in the urban design process. The 
following is an account of our attempts to analyze and evaluate the virtual impression in order to create our 
assistant model.

Procedure 1:  analysis of the cruise route from the plan

The geographic location of Chongqing offers its territory a typical intersection of city-river-city-river-city 
distribution. The peninsular surrounded by two rivers is where the city centre locating, and it is famous for its 
skyline which can be observed from the cruise tour on the river. Apart from the traditional cruise route of the 
Three Gorges region, the sub-route called “Liangjiang Sailing” (two rivers sailing) (Figure 08) is a popular cruise 
course in Chongqing as well. The route starts from the north terminal which is sited under the Jialing River Bridge, 
goes along the Jialing River passing the intersection point with Yangtze River where locates the Port Chaotianmen, 
and then turns south into the Yangtze River until reaching the Yangtze River Bridge, with a total length of 10 
kilometers. 

Urban Panorama Tourism Planning A View From River Tour Course In Post-Three Gorges Era
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Fig. 08 satellite photo of centre Chongqing peninsular and part of the cruise route

The images and memories of the city are usually received by the visitors in a way of fragmentation which includes 
passing through its open spaces or staying on a point of a certain place (a terrace, a square, a building roof, etc.). 
However, the city viewing from the river cruise, on one hand can keep a close distant from the scenery object in 
order to receive the image with great amount of details, on the other hand, the picturesque view can get a moving 
feature which is like the unfolding of a long scroll painting of the city from a view point on the river surface with 
its low sea level height. In other words, if the pictures shoot during experiencing inside of the context of the city 
seem like the collages, the continuous view from the traveling on the river can be seen as a piece of continuous 
image which expresses the mountain city character from the outside. 

This moment of experiencing can not be found only in Chongqing, it exists in the group of urban areas locating in 
the 600 kilometers river course all along the Three Gorges region of Yangtze River. And the very first impression of 
these cities in which way can be received most directly and completely is the way entering by river.

Procedure 2: analysis of the vision which receive on the cruise route

 

Fig. 09 image of centre Chongqing Jialing River elevation, taken from the platform of river cruise

The photograph above is the image of centre Chongqing Jialing River elevation (Figure 09), taken from the 
platform of river cruise. And the picture taken by the camera can be recognized relevantly equal to the scene 
which can be received by people’s eyes at a specific moment in the latitude of the middle of the river. 

Left part of the image, X1 section, demonstrates a clear bi-relationship which is built only between the high-
density buildings and the river surface, with the linear overhanging express way as the dividing line. The columns 
of the express way go straight into the river water. The image reading of the characteristic of part of the city as X1 
section like is simply shaped by the building elevation and the city skyline. The short distant between the high-rise 
building group and the river front and the high built density cut off the possibility to get the view of the city in a 
tri-dimensional and solid awareness. When we go to the middle part of the image, the section X2, thanks to the 
low-density and un-occupied river front, the topographic condition like the slopes and the step lands can be clearly 
seen at the height of the observing point on the river surface. Compare to the two dimension impression in section 
X1, here in section X2, the image with the depth of field displays the city with various stages of buildings and 
greens from close to far: the water front single residential building, the mountain top low-rise houses and the high-
rise commercial building in the background. The impression of the urban elevation breaks the limitation of two 
dimension flat picture view, having the quality of layers in different distance to the observer. In the left part of the 
image, the X3 section, the river front building keep a low height (seven floors) in common which do not block the 
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view accessibility to the building behind like what happens in section X1. In the central part of this section, same 
height low-rise buildings locating in the middle and peak area of the mountain actually represent the geometric 
shape of the mountain; buildings on the lower contour line would not keep out the elevation of buildings on the 
higher one. The view corridor following the rising trend of the roofs which is shaped out by the high-rise building 
on each side creates a even sharp perspective in depth from the lower river front to the top of the mountain.

Procedure 3: the method to form the basic research model

The analysis of the case of Chongqing above can be introduced to the cities in the Three Gorges region
because of the similarity of the geometric conditions. The urban structures, no mater the city in large or small 
scale, can be clearly identified from the observation position on the river course: the old districts, the commercial 
centres, the residential areas, the industrial zones, the urban parks, the large infrastructures, as well the built 
density, the construction rate, the levels of the building. The experience of the reading of the city’s vertical face, 
the city elevation, become one of the strongest impression of the cruise trip in the Three Gorges river course. 
 

Fig. 10 view of elevation and view path for the composition of urban panorama

Based on the analysis of the scenery research of the cities in the Three Gorges region, we build up a basic model 
(Figure 10): under both preconditions of fixing the distance between the observer and the object (at the middle 
point of the width of the river in our case) and scene vertical range (the vertical sight range of the eyes) in order 
to get the image with a regulate size in Y direction (the height); in the Three Gorges region, the appearance of the 
river extends the X direction of the city image (the length of the cruise route); the topographical condition of the 
mountain give the Z direction to the city image which offers the depth of the view. Composing three directions 
factors together can finally constructs the three-dimension city image with a completely revision of the urban 
structure, with its name Urban Panorama.

Procedure 4: the method to form the complete urban panorama model

After the setting up of the urban panorama model, we combined the plan and section in one drawing which 
is used to demonstrated the definition more clearly and practically. The following is the manual order. 1, take 
the peninsular of centre Chongqing as the research object again, make a collage of the continuous image of the 
city elevation with the photos shot from the cruise shipping on a certain sailing route; 2, use the arc tool in the 
software Photoshop in order to make the collage into a circle and load the plan of the referring cruise route inside 
of the circle; 3, select around 20 architecture elevations and 20 green surfaces which attract more attention of 
the observer; 4, use the geometric information system to get the exact position of the chosen surfaces, mark 
the relative place on the plan, measure the distance between the position of the surface and the point which is 
projected on the centre axis of the river by the surface; 5, represent number of the distance measured before on 
the diameter line which connects the centre of the surface with the centre of the image circle, link the points into 
two folded lines standing for the architecture and nature separately; 6, link the position points on the plan to 
archive two folded lines as well. And in the end, the following diagram is the result which we can achieve after the 
procedures.

There are two systems inside of this model: one represents the visual analysis of the collage image which simulates 
the view obtained on the river with reference of the position and the elevation of the selected surface; the other 
one is the comparing of the distance which actually equal to the measurement of the axis Z. According to this 
diagram, we can clearly receive the information which shows the accessibility and the depth of the sight, the 
function of the highest point in the image to balance the proportion of the whole drawing, the front and back 
relationship among the architectures and the greens and at last, the situation of the invisible area. Honestly we can 
not avoid of the limitation of our analysis caused by the amount of the selected surfaces which can not represent 
every surface existing on the image circle. However, we arrive on a relatively precise level which expresses our 
idea of using urban panorama method to analyze the urban contracture viewed from the river. 

Urban Panorama Tourism Planning A View From River Tour Course In Post-Three Gorges Era
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Conclusion

n In the contemporary society, the tourism represents one of the most dynamic economic sectors, which registers 
permanent exchanges and an ascendant evolution (Minciu, 2005). Chongqing is about to become one of the most 
important touring destinations in the Three Gorges reservoir area, it could adapt the strategy of  promoting its city 
impression in order to receive the lasting and secure effects from cruise tourism. Economically, the tourism can 
be seen as a main source of the recovery of regional economies of those districts that have rich touring resources. 
Chongqing and Three Gorges’ Scenic Spot have a remarkable potential of touring development, joining the 
elements of natural frame with cultural and historic values, especially their characteristics in mountainous cities. 

This paper has demonstrated that Urban Panorama can operate recommendations subscribed by the Urban Design 
Guidelines. For example, the government of Chongqing has identified some viewpoints for the presentation of 
view corridors to important peaks and green areas given a strong appeal from the public to heighten protection of 
views to the ridgelines and urban open space. Our study has shown that the urban panorama which includes the 
city’s image, the most important is how to decode these series images by a scientific analysis which can receive a 
refinement using terrestrial data collection. The evaluation of the terrestrial data can be simplified considerably by 
integrating these existing buildings and geographic element. Adopting this Urban Panorama model in the urban 
research of Three Gorges reservoir, we expect build a urban panorama database for those waterside-mountainous 
cities to find a readability structural model when we face the extremely complex urban images, meanwhile, the 
city builder also have a new approach to evaluate the strength of the development of urban design and tourism 
planning strategies.
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Abstract: 

n This paper explores the new tourism region Macau-Zhuhai which is emerging in the south-western part of the Pearl 
River Delta (PRD). Since Macau’s handover to the People’s Republic of China in 1999, the former Portuguese enclave 
is becoming increasingly integrated into the PRD. Together with its mainland neighbor Zhuhai it is creating a bi-city 
region; although without coordinated planning. Currently, both cities embark on a first joint project encouraged by 
the Chinese Central Government on the island Hengqin. The paper is investigating the attempts of both cities to re-
invent themselves as places to play and how they find themselves on the playing field of global and national forces. The 
paper ends with the suggestion of an alternative understanding of tourism and destinations which learns from spatial 
practices of a new generation of tourists in Asia. 

Key words: 
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Producing a region to play

n The paper investigates the transformation of the emerging cross-boundary tourism region Macau-Zhuhai in the 
Pearl River Delta (PRD). The investigation departs from Sheller and Urry’s observation of Places to Play/Places in 
Play (Sheller & Urry, 2004) which allows capturing the way how cities re-invent themselves to attract investments, 
tourists, and residents, and how, at the same time, they can become exposed to forces which undermine the qualities 
which originally made them attractive. In addition Sheller and Urry’s approach is useful as it investigates tourism in 
context of other forms of mobility, especially migration. This seems particularly relevant for the study of the PRD 
which was and is shaped by strong population movements and where political boundaries triggered and restrict 
mobility. Here often different kinds of mobility blend, for instance with various kinds of resort and cross boundary 
living.        
Although Macau has a 458 years long history of European and Asian cultural exchange, it became a destination 
for mass tourism only in the last decade. On the other boundary side, Zhuhai has been a small town until it 
became a Special Economic Zones (SEZ) in 1980. Today it is a mayor city with 1,415,700 permanent residents. 
In contrast to Macau and other cities on the mainland which could capitalize on their cultural heritage, Zhuhai 
produced its attractions from scratch. Now with increasing integration, the emerging cross-boundary region offers a 
complementary set of attractions: a UNESCO World Heritage site and casino gaming centre in Macau, and an eco-city 
model, various leisure destinations and theme parks in Zhuhai.
  
Macau’s history as a gaming city goes back to the 19th century, when after the establishment of the British free port 
of the City of Victoria (Hong Kong) in 1843, its urban landscape was reorganized as a place for leisure and play. 
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Public parks and promenades were built, and, around the Happiness Street (Rua da Felicidade) a predominately 
Chinese entertainment district boomed. The two World Wars and China’s seclusion, after the foundation of the 
People’s Republic, constrained Macau’s development as trading port and as tourism and leisure destination. In 1962, 
after the change of the local gaming license to the Sociedade de Turismo e Diversões de Macau (STDM), Macau’s 
tourism industry became modernized; however, despite faster ferries, modern casinos and hotels, the market remained 
limited mainly to visitors of the casinos from Hong Kong on daytrips. Nevertheless description of this time, show 
an appreciation for the quite and comfortable atmosphere which functioned as a get away for people from Hong 
Kong’s hustle and bustle. Until the end of the 20th century, there still existed various industries; however, most of 
them moved on the other border side after the creation of the Special Economic Zones (SEZ). China’s membership 
in the WTO (2001) and the termination of the Multi-Fiber Agreement (2005) eliminated the last niches for industrial 
manufacturing using special export quotas to Europe. In 2010, only 4.3% of the work force was still employed in 
manufacturing. (cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/mc.html, retrieved 19.9.2011).

After the opening of Macau International Airport (1995), and more importantly the opening of the gaming license to 
foreign competitors (2002) and the introduction of the individual visit scheme for mainland visitors (2003), Macau’s 
situation fundamentally changed and brought it on the front pages of the international media (e.g. Wall Street Journal 
in 2007). Suddenly exposed to the frenzy of the global stock markets in the last years before the 2008 credit crunch, 
projects became larger and larger, with the biggest casino, The Venetian Macau (980,000sqm), opening shortly before 
the crash of the international finance markets (Tieben 2009).   
In the preparation years for the handover (1987-99), heritage buildings reminding on the Portuguese and Macanese 
culture were restored together and with them, also, the connecting public spaces. These initiatives set the foundation 
for the UNESCO World Heritage application just after the handover, and the listing of the historic centre as World 
Heritage site in 2005. An important goal of the departing Portuguese administration was to preserve Macau’s mixed 
cultural heritage and pass Macau to China as a “City of Culture”. The investment in cultural projects in the late 1990s 
was also a reaction to the financial hiccups in the private property sector during the Asian financial crisis and created a 
more civilized city image in the years when competing gangs used the power vacuum of the transition time for armed 
street battles.

 

    
Fig. 1-3: Transformation of Macau and south-eastern part of Zhuhai with Hengqin Island (School of Architecture, 
CUHK)

The attempt of the 1980-90s, to create in Macau a modern service industry had only limited success. The new MSAR 
Government decided in 2002 not to renew the local gaming monopoly and created more competition in the tourism 
and gaming sector. It followed the now renowned casino boom which was additionally boosted by the introduction 
of the individual visit scheme for mainland visitors (after SARS), and the spreading news of the financial success of the 
first American casino, The Sands, opened in 2004. Between 2004 and 2009 the number of casinos increased from 14 to 
33. The gross revenue grew from US$ 2.9 billion in 2002 to US$ 15.0 billion in 2009 (To [et al.] 2011). The new casinos 
were constructed on the few vacant sites of the NAPE district and on the just reclaimed land between the islands Taipa 
and Coloane (COTAI). With the world financial crisis, a sudden downturn followed; however in 2010, the visitor 
numbers and gaming revenues bounced back and even surpassed the previous numbers. 

Across the border, Zhuhai started with the advantage of having large resources of space (1,653sq km compared to 
29.5 sq km in Macau (DSEC, 2010). Still today after its fast growth the density is only 943.9people/sq km compared 
to Macau with 18,568persons/sq km. Zhuhai began to develop as one of the first Chinese SEZs simultaneously with 
Shenzhen in 1980. Aware of its strategic disadvantage of being further away from the power house Hong Kong, it 
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decided to attract foreign investments, visitors, and residents by combining industrialization with the creation of a 
green image. Without making reference to its own heritage, Zhuhai created instant attractions often as re-inventions of 
other places. One of the most ambitious projects was the New Yuan Ming Yuan Palace, a theme park which recreated 
of the famous Old Summer Palace in Beijing (Campanella 2008). The original palace was destroyed by French and 
British troops during the Second Opium War in 1860. Since then, its ruins remembered on European aggression. Due 
to Zhuhai and Macau’s frontier position, they were and remained the playing field for national identity constructions, 
as will be further explored below.
   
With its creation of an image as a “garden” and later “eco-city”, Zhuhai followed Lee Kuan Yew’s development model 
of Singapore. From there also planning consultants were invited (Orff 2001). For the construction of a green image 
Zhuhai took advantage of its wet-hot climate, lush vegetation, green hills, long coastlines and over 140 islands, all 
attributes welcomed for the creation of a leisure destination. 
As there existed only smaller towns and villages before the foundation of the SEZ, there was plenty of rural areas and 
clean water (for centuries, this water had been exported to Macau). The rural landscape was strongly transformed, as 
for the factories and general urban expansion, hills were flattened and land reclaimed. New broad roads divided the 
territory and were aligned with trees. The tree planting campaigns and the ambitious infrastructure projects (ports, 
roads, bridges, and the airport with at that time the longest runway in China) overstressed the city’s budget. In 
addition, the completion of essential train and highway connections to the wider region, as well as the ambitious plan 
for a bridge to Hong Kong, were long delayed (Orff, 2001). Thus expected returns for investments did not arrive, 
leaving for instance luxurious property developments in prime locations vacant for a more than a decade. In 1996, 
Zhuhai’s debts became so high that the city had to be bailed out by its neighbor Zhongshan (Orff 2001).

The slower development pace and the investments in a green image; however, helped to keep land reserves and a better 
environment. After more and more paddy fields in other parts of the PRD were lost to industrial plants, dormitories, 
urban villages and dumping grounds; the value of Zhuhai’s green currency increased. 
In the west, the case of Zhuhai received much less attention than the, now stopped, eco-city projects of Dongtan 
and Huangbaiyu designed by Arup and William McDonough respectively. However in China, Zhuhai became 
known, based on its intensive self promotion as “Garden” and “Romantic City” and its awards for environmental 
achievements. In 1998, Zhuhai was awarded the Dubai Award for Best Practices in Improving Living Environment 
(DIABP) by the United Nations. It followed the titles as National Green Garden City, The National Model City for 
Environment Protection and National Hygiene City in China. In 2000, it was named the National Demonstration 
Zone of Eco-System and it currently leads the “Happiness Index” of 21 cities in the Guangdong Province according to 
a study of South China’s University of Technology. 
Until 2005 Zhuhai had developed a public green space system of 1014 ha with 6 urban parks at the municipal level 
(about 650 ha), 7 urban parks at the district level (about 158 ha), 26 neighborhood gardens (157 ha), community 
gardens (47 ha), and a theme park (2.2 ha) (Zhuhai Construction Bureau, 2005). In 2005, a new urban greening 
plan was developed formulating new goals until 2020. It specified the goal to provide at least one neighborhood or 
community garden within 200 m of every home, and an urban park within 1000 m. The plan also included biodiversity 
enhancement by plant species selection and heritage tree protection (Chen and Jim, 2008).
In October 2010, Zhuhai could inaugurate electric transit lines with 20 electric buses produced locally at Yintong 
Energy as an attempt to reduce CO2 emission and push the development of green technologies. Now, Zhuhai 
promotes its Fushan Industrial Park with the reference to the city’s environmental achievements and policies. 

Although a coordinated planning is missing, both Macau and Zhuhai can function in general complementary, with 
Macau specializing on gaming and luxurious hotels, as well as shops specialized in brand products, jewelry and 
watches; and Zhuhai covers the market of lower priced hotels as well as extensive golf resorts. In addition, Zhuhai 
becomes a place for second homes of people from Macau and Hong Kong, due to its lower prices and comfortable 
environment and it partly compensates Macau’s poorest residents with cheaper goods and services (Breitung, 2007).

  
 

Fig. 4: Rendering of the future 
Shizimen CBD (right) on Hengqin 
and Macau in the background. Design 
of the CBD by HOK Asia.  
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Region in play

n Today, with the completion of the long awaited train and highway connections to the wider region, Zhuhai 
has the chance to benefit from its earlier investments. At the same moment, it returns back into the main focus of 
the Central Government and powerful developers, with their own visions for the region. With the 12th Five Year 
Plan, the National People’s Congress in 2011 supported the plan, to make Zhuhai’s 96sq km island Hengqin a new 
development zone with same status to Shanghai’s Pudong and Tianjin’s Binhai. The new developments are envisioned 
as a showcase of the Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement (CEPA) and a first collaboration project of Hong 
Kong, Macau and Guangzhou. The plans for a new CDB on the island are in line with the Central Government’s aim 
to transform the PRD from the “Factory of the world” to a modern centre for research & development and services. 
With the completion of the new infrastructure projects the eastern and western part of the delta should become an 
internationally competitive mega region with more than 50 million inhabitants, five airports and modern transport 
infrastructure allowing a travel time of one hour between the different cities. In this context the Hong Kong, Macau, 
Zhuhai (HMZ) Bridge has the role for The Central Government to boost the less developed western parts of the PRD. 
Hengqin also plays a central role in Beijing’s geopolitical ambitions, as it should become the platform for the 
development of closer relationships of China with the Portuguese speaking world. To this world belong the Latin-
American power house Brazil, as well as Angola and East-Timor, from which China imports most of its oil recourses.  

Tourism is an important part of the plan for this western part of the PRD. Already now the region is mayor recipient 
of visitors. In 2010, Macau counted more than 27 million visitors; and Zhuhai followed closely with 23 million. The 
long established American gaming centre Las Vegas has approximately 40 million annual visitors; however, only 
“2.2 billion people live within five hours’ flying time of Macau, compared with 410 million in the same radius of Las 
Vegas” (Loi and Kim 2010, p.270). This keeps the two city governments, casino corporations, theme park operators 
and their shareholders optimistic about the future prosperity of this region despite the global financial problems (at 
least as long as Macau can keep its status as the only casino city in China).
More complicated fits in the plan of the Central Government, to make Hengqin another eco-city model, following 
Zhuhai’s earlier achievements in this area and a general Chinese trend. Already a well visible wind farm was installed 
on the hills of the island. This eco-city will be combined with education (the campus of the University of Macau), 
research and development, mostly focusing on energy and environment. This aim seems to contradict the plans of the 
new CBD. 
An important actor in Hengqin’s planning, and generally in Zhuhai, is the Huafa Group which owns large parts of the 
land between the island and Zhuhai’s centre. It organized the competition for the CBD and Convention Centre. The 
proposal of the competition winner (HOK Asia) is responding to the ambitions of the Central Government to create 
here another Pudong. The perspectives of the competition included two towers, similar to IFC and ICC in Hong 
Kong, with one tower measuring 600m (however its height was later reduced). 
The Huafa Group constructed various (mostly gated) residential areas in Zhuhai (e.g. Huafa Century City, Huafa 
New Town, and Huafa Eco Garden Villas) and neighboring Zhongshan (Huafa Ecological Manor). The built projects 
are upper market residential areas with resort character; in fact, many are bought as second homes. The designs were 
made by globally operating firms specialized on tourism destinations and resort living; such as AP (Fiji), Belt Collins 
International (Singapore), PKSP (New York), and Wimberly Allison Tong & Goo (Honolulu). The combination 
of tourism and real-estate industry is not new, but it flourishes in the Pearl River Delta (similarly to the Golf region 
before 2008). 
The Shenzhen Overseas Chinese Town Holding Company developed in the 1990s a successful Chinese model 
combining theme parks (“Window of the World”, “Splendid China”, “China Folk Culture Villages” and “Happy 
Valley”) with residential and commercial developments creating synergies between the different parts (Zhang & Wen 
2009). 

On Hengqin also a new theme park project is under construction: Ocean Kingdom, which aims to become Asia’s 
biggest amusement park. The developer Chime-Long International expects the park to attract 30 million visitors, 
which would be significantly more than Hong Kong’s most visited theme park Ocean Park with “only” five million 
visitors (2008, before the completion of a mayor extension). Chime-Long International gave the commission for 
the design of the main attractions “Ocean World” and “Ocean Hotel”, to the US design firms PGAV and WATG. 
Already now Chime-Long operates an amusement park in the Punyu district of Guangzhou and was selected, due to 
its success with the earlier park.
While the Central Government pushes for a coordinated planning; its own initiatives send ambivalent messages. If the 
main aim would be to showcase a new eco-city, one would not combine it with a new Pudong and a theme park for 30 
million visitors. 
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The plan of combining an eco-city with a new development zone shows similar contradictions, to the recent 
development of Macau, where the UNESCO listing came at a time of Macau’s transformation to the world’s most 
profitable gaming destination. Thus the titles “eco-city” and “World Heritage” are here either mere side stories or 
actively exploited to fuel the growth machine. This opens the questions how other Chinese World Heritage sites are 
developed. Xu Gang produced a detailed study of Guilin, Suzhou and Beidaihe and wrote: “Tourism development 
has pursued a quantitative maximization of tourist arrivals and gross receipts. Pursuit of sales maximization has led to 
a focal interest on quantitative expansions of tourism infrastructure, which rely on heavy capital investment. People-
centered, community-responsive and socially responsible approached in tourism planning and policy formulations are 
absent” (Xu 1999, 209). Although this text was written in 1999, it reminds strongly on the current situation.
Under the influence of international and national forces working with local land developers, Zhuhai thus might soon 
experience a similar pressure to other Chinese cities. In the last years, before the Central Government’s interest in 
the Hengqin project, Zhuhai used prudent approaches, for instance the improvements of community gardens and 
neighborhood parks which directly benefitted the residents. However, in view of the HMZ Bridge, speculators from 
Hong Kong and other parts of China are starting to push up property prices.  

In the case of Macau, the boom after the opening of the gaming monopoly and the individual visit scheme 
overwhelmed the inexperienced new government. Soon after, a high profile corruption case occurred which was 
related to land sales. After the former Secretary of Transport and Public Works had been convicted, building 
regulations which he had repealed were not re-enacted. Thus parts of the urban landscape and environment are now 
less protected than in the years before the UNESCO listing and the creation of the heritage buffer zone. 
In 2002-2009, through the growth oriented development, Macau’s per capita GDP was more than doubled from 
US$14,400 to 38,950 (To [et al.] 2011). But local businesses have to fight for survival, as they face increased rents and 
problems to find qualified personnel, which was absorbed by the casino industry. The spiraling housing costs created 
concerns as well. The government eventually reacted, and promised to complete 19,000 public housing units until 
2012. But also here the result will be ambivalent as the new projects were placed exactly on such sites where private 
developers would not be able to build, as they intruding important landscape sites. 
Despite the talk about the need for economic diversification, local architects and planners (as parts of the local creative 
industry) had little chance to participate in Macau’s boom. All new casinos were designed by outside consultants 
mostly from Hong Kong or the USA. The MICE business is concentrated within the Venetian Casino Resort by the 
Las Vegas’ Sands Corporation. According to the new plans for Zhuhai, a large conference centre will be build vis-a-vis 
of Macau by mainland and international investors.
 
Another competitive market for Macau is higher education. Universities in Hong Kong, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, 
Zhuhai and Macau are competing for students from the mainland. As a political decision, Beijing granted Macau the 
space for the construction of a new campus on Hengqin Island. This gift was related to Beijing’s intervention blocking 
attempts of casino corporations to build casino also on Hengqin Island. However, it is not clear what will be the 
effect of Macau’s new campus on the other campuses in Zhuhai by other mainland Universities. Due to the political 
motivated of the site choice, students, teachers and researchers of the new campus will be surrounded by a boundary 
and river, large streets and a gated theme park. If they want to go back to Macau, they can use a planned pedestrian 
tunnel, but on the other side they arrive in a fragmented landscape, where is nothing except the backsides of inward 
looking casino resorts. 
Projects on Hengqin will have to survive in the first years, without efficient public mass transport. The casino resorts 
on COTAI are in a similar situation and use a large fleet of shuttle buses to bring people from the boundary gates to 
their properties, which has increased the traffic congestion and exhaust emission in Macau. For the new university 
campus, the same solution might be too expensive.  
 
A recent study summarizes the most important effects of the rapid growth of Macau’s gaming and tourism industry on 
the consumption of resources. For instance in 2008, the hotel industry consumed 1.2 billion kWh electricity, which is 
an increase of over 500 percent. Also water consumption strongly increased (To [et al.] 2011). All these resources have 
to be imported to Macau and eventually are transformed in emission or waste.
While the profits of the spectacular GDP growth are concentrated in the hands of the casino corporations, real estate 
speculators and Macau’s government, many residents are experiencing negative effects. 
This is also related to the population development: 2000-2011 the population increased from 441,000 (data.un.org) to 
556,800 (www.dsec.gov.mo). Through land reclamations in the 1990s the size of Macau had increased from 15.5sq km 
(1980) to 29.5sq km (2011), nevertheless the density was not reduced but instead almost doubled in the same period 
from 9694 to 21061people/sq km; and this density is not evenly distributed but concentrates in a few districts where 
most residents live while the other areas are reserved for the expansion of the gaming industry (Tieben 2009). 
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Identities in play

n Macau Government Tourist Office introduced after the handover the motto: “A World of Difference - The 
Difference is Macau!” However, despite well intended efforts, the particular cultural mix of everyday life with 
Portuguese, Macanese and Chinese traditions is quickly fading. With more than 27 million visitors per year the city’s 
famous public spaces are avoided by residents. The move of less affluent residents over the boundary to Zhuhai is 
seen by the government as a natural consequence of the integration process. But slowly also in Zhuhai the prices will 
increase in view of the HMZ bridge. If Macau’s specific culture, which brought it the recognition as World Heritage 
Status is related to the attachment of local residents and businesses to their living environment, then an exodus of 
residents due to financial pressure has an important impact on the city’s culture.  
Currently, Macau SAR government is planning six new land reclamations which will reshape the eastern and southern 
waterfront of the Macau peninsula and the northern waterfront of Taipa Island. Most parts of the current waterfronts 
are not attractive and wait for a redesign. This could link these spaces with city behind and could fill them with 
new activities. The proposed plans were prepared by the Chinese Academy of Urban Planning and include positive 
parts like public spaces along the waterfronts. They also include a protection of important view axes to the hills and 
heritage sites. However, the plans were prepared with only little input from local designers, although there is a public 
engagement process. The project of the reclamations is promoted as an opportunity for economic diversification and 
should bring more living space. But, the government already is assuming a strong population increase. This increase, 
presumably by new mainland residents, together with the increasing visitor number will further dilute the little what’s 
left of the cultural diversity in the daily life of Macau. 
As before with observation of profit oriented development in World Heritage Sites, it is interesting, to find 
comparison to other Chinese UNESCO cities, know for their diverse cultural heritage. After Mao, the new form 
of nationalism propagated by the Central Government underlines the harmony between different cultures within 
China. Su and Teo observed in their study of the Chinese World Heritage City Lijiang: “The flourishing of Naxi 
culture in the town reflects the tolerance of the minority groups by the Han majority and represents ethnic harmony 
between Naxi, Han, and others” (Su and Teo 2009). In contrast to the harmonic image presented in the state media, 
local residents are left out in the decision process about their living space. Under the pressure coursed by the official 
development strategy, conflicts between Naxi and new migrants from other parts of China appeared (Su and Teo 
2009).    

 
Fig. 5: Renderings of the future campus of University of Macau on Hengqin displayed on the current campus in 
Macau (H. Tieben, 2011)

Macau and Zhuhai are important frontier places which present China towards the outside. Thus they are drawn into 
the play with identities. In Macau’s main tourism areas diversity is artificially staged with the Western architecture 
style of the casinos (Fisherman’s Wharf, The Venetian and Ponte 16), while, the new University of Macau campus, 
just outside of the Macau SAR territory on Hengqin, is used by Beijing to showcase Macau’s new Chinese character. 
For the design, the Guangzhou architect He Jingtang was selected, who has a long experience with campus design 
and became internationally famous with his design of the Chinese Pavilion at the 2011 Shanghai World Exhibition; 
which proudly celebrated Chinese building forms. Many other campuses in mainland China are designed with much 
more progressive architectural forms or innovative reinterpretations of local building traditions. But, the architecture 
of the University of Macau campus is returning to the Beaux Arts influenced national style, of the years after the 
“Liberation”, which used Chinese roofs and symmetrical facades.
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 On the Zhuhai side Macau’s facade of the church ruin St. Paul and a Macau food street had been built in the district 
Wanzai to capitalize on the tourism boom of the neighbor city. From Wanzai tours boats go on trips around 
the Macau peninsula offering mainland visitors different views of the city. Today these activities are losing their 
attraction as with the new visa regulation the travel to Macau became easier; and parts of the Macau food street 
already disappear. The English-Chinese map printed by the cartographic publishing house of Guangdong Province 
in 2010 includes a small plan and description of Macau SAR. As the most important attractions it mentions gaming 
and shopping while it only briefly names Macau’s World Heritage status, not without placing Macau on the 31st 
rank of all China’s UNESCO sites. The particular mix of Portuguese, Macanese and Chinese cultural heritage is not 
mentioned.

 

 

Fig. 6: Contemporary restaurant guide for Macau and Hong Kong including blog and map (openrice.com/restaurant/
sr2.htm?shopid=49584, retrieved 19.9.2011)

Beyond the growth machine 

n So far, most of the plans for Macau and Zhuhai are based on the view of tourism as tool for economic development, 
despite the inclusion of a series of green features for the new development of Hengqin. The plans are initiated in 
response to the directions of the Central Government, its local representatives and large corporations or state owned 
enterprises. All these actors are organized top down leaving only marginal possibilities for different kinds of inputs. 
The high revenues of the gaming industry help filling the Macau’s government budget and in principal could be used 
for the public benefit. At the same time, the extensive development creates high pressure on the local community, 
the cultural heritage, and the environment. Most projects in Macau and Zhuhai depend on high capital investments, 
consuming high amount of resources and can only be re-financed by the further growth of visitor number and high 
losses on the gambling tables (with its own negative impact on the society). 
Recent literature alludes to an alternative understanding of tourism and destinations: “[…] tourism is not so much 
about going places as it is about particular modes of relating to the world, encountering, looking at it and making 
sense. It incorporates modes of relating to the world in contemporary cultures.” (Bærenholdt [et al.] 2004) There is 
the chance to understand the existing strength of Macau and Zhuhai based on such an approach, bringing into the 
foreground the qualities which already exist and are otherwise rarely found in the PRD: A certain slowness and time 
for culture in Macau and an attractive environment and living space in Zhuhai.
  
The commonly used strategy of high investments in large scale projects has no success guarantee. In fact, there are 
many places in China where they failed. An example from Macau is the disappointing performance of Fisherman’s 
Wharf. The project had been launched directly by the first Chief Executive, and included an amusement and 
shopping areas with copied streetscapes from different places of the world. The project failed despite high amount 
of investments, a prime location at the waterfront opposite of the Hong Kong-Macau Ferry Terminal and highest 
political support. If such projects are failing, they waste many resources and continue to occupy sites which could 
have been used better.
 
In addition, this model should be questioned as new tourism behaviours emerge. Young visitors from Hong Kong, 
Taiwan and the mainland to the region do often no more follow the prearranged path to staged mega attractions. 
Instead, they organize their itinerary based on multiple suggestions of blogs and website (e.g. Open Rice) which 
feature places such as small scale eateries and tea houses with individual food specialties. They move flexible through 
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a parallel universe beyond of the fixed mega destinations. In addition, Zhuhai with its increasing number of second 
home owners from Hong Kong and Macau might consider: “[…] the deliberate attempt to slow down time found in 
much second-home based tourism may be as a significant element of contemporary tourism cultures as the spectacular 
emergence of the seaside resort in the late 19th century” (Bærenholdt [et al.] 2004). As a recent study found, 
Zhuhai’s residents appreciate the investments in neighbourhood gardens and urban parks and are willing to pay own 
contributions for benefiting from these amenities (Chen & Jim 2008). Residents in Singapore (as well as many visitors) 
pass on a visit in the ambitiously developed amusement park Sentosa. Now two casinos were added to attract enough 
visitors to the park. Instead, residents and visitors might simply prefer to spend time under the shadows of trees 
watching people on the streets.      
Since the World Heritage listing of Macau’s Historic Centre, the GDP has been more than doubled and the urban 
landscape radically transformed; however, very little has improved in the traditional area of the Inner Harbor which 
still continues to dilapidate. Its revitalization, embracing the shared water space to Zhuhai could become an alternative 
approach to the model of tourism as growth machine. It could become a testing field, for a new understanding of 
destinations, learning from the self organized practices and playful navigation of a new generation of Asian tourists. 
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Abstract

n Despite the inexistence of a formal plan, a series of underlying factors generated a project that hoped to 
hybridize tourism and landscape by safeguarding and protecting Lanzarote´s environment as well as adapting the 
region to this economic activity.
So as to remain faithful to the Island´s nature, solutions were not adopted as isolated fragments but as part of a 
comprehensive system. This resulted in an outstanding model of human interaction with the environment while 
creating a different and competitive image within the tourism market.

Key words: 
Territory, landscape, tourism, art. 

Introduction

n The Canary Islands have been greatly affected by tourism; however, Lanzarote is possibly the region that dealt 
most differently with the industry. At the end of the 19th century the Islands became a tourist destination for 
those seeking to relax and rest. However, it was only in the mid-20th century, after the Spanish Civil War and 
the Second World War, that suitable conditions enabled tourism, as we know it today, to establish itself. During 
that phase, social achievements, better revenues, along with policies adopted by a number of European countries 
made travelling accessible to a wider social spectrum. Like in many other regions of Spain, the islands chose to 
develop the coastline. While tourists were attracted to Gran Canaria and Tenerife from the beginning, the visitors 
that Lanzarote received were those that came for scientific purposes. Back then, this most eastern Canary Island 
was an inhospitable region lacking natural resources such as water, which made life there difficult. However, 
as inhabitants and visitors were showing a growing interest towards the island´s aesthetic qualities, there was a 
general feeling that tourism could generate wealth and overcome poverty. This was an incentive to develop this 
industry on the island. At this point in time, with Lanzarote´s lack of infrastructure and urban development, a 
group of people lead by César Manrique, a local and  internationally recognised artist, and José Ramírez, president 
of “el Cabildo”  had a vision to create an unusual setting for tourism based on the island´s landscape . 

In Lanzarote, tourism was established in 1970, the year in which its airport opened its doors to international 
charter flights. By then the island was also equipped with all the necessary infrastructures. It can be said that 
Lanzarote anticipated “the tourist rush” that occured in other  destinations by creating an unusual setting for 
tourism through the regional plan that is presented below. 
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The origins and design of the tourism plan.

n From the fifties onwards, there was a growing interest for Lanzarote´s tourism industry. At that time the island 
presented suitable conditions to establish the activity. Tourism promoters were attracted by its natural beauty, 
the land´s low cost and the poor agricultural value . However, the lack of natural resources such as water and poor 
infrastructures warded off any potential private investors. It was only a decade later that el Cabildo rightly decided 
to fully invest in tourism and became its main promoter. The basis for tourism development was generated during 
the sixties. This new model which didn´t appear in any formal document, hoped to create a form of development 
that would be compatible with the island´s scale and landscape.  As a result, it wished to avoid repeating the 
experiences of other Islands such as Gran Canaria where urban tourism was eradicating local identity. 

Even though much time has passed, the Island´s good reputation still stems from that period. The tourism project 
managed by César Manrique and José Ramírez, evolved around three major interrelated components. There 
was a desire to create a well-balanced model to work in harmony with the environment that would generate 
a unique “tourist brand” within the Canary Islands. Apart from providing “sea and sun” the tourism industry 
would also offer a different outlook to some particular scenic areas based on their history and aesthetic qualities. 
Lanzarote would carry out its tourism project around those landmarks and areas safeguarding the island´s heritage 
and preserving its identity. This  new perspective based on nature and art was brought to life by el Cabildo and 
the island´s community. Subsequently, tourism development could not exist on its own but became a part of a 
comprehensive plan which was made up of a number of interrelated elements.

The landscape

Tourists were attracted to all the Canary Islands for their landscape and climate but from a scenic point of view, 
Lanzarote is the most unusual case within the archipelago.  The landscape represented the basis of the regional 
project and therefore, understanding its configuration will provide a better insight of the tourism development on 
the island. 

Lanzarote is located furthest east of the islands, in the Atlantic Ocean near the African coastline. Both Lanzarote 
and its neighbor Fuerteventura differ from the rest of the islands because of their many beaches and very dry and 
smooth landscape. However, from the sky Lanzarote looks like a rocky surface lined with more than two hundred 
volcanoes. There are enormous extensions of fossilized lava, hundreds of holes and stone walls and its terrain 
is covered with the same coat of ashes and volcanic dross that was expelled only a few centuries earlier. The 
pronounced horizontality of its orography is contrasted in the north and the south respectively by the mountain 
ranges of Famara and Ajaches. Both are the result of the most ancient volcanic episodes. Their peaks offer the 
island´s most dazzling views such as a perspective of the “River” (“el Rio”) and the archipelago Chinijo  that can be 
seen from the top of Famara in the north.  

Today, these first volcanic formations tower over and offer a view of a region that was affected by the most recent 
bouts of eruptive activity between 1730 and 1736 and later in 1824 and as a result saw its landscape evolve into 
a succession of volcanoes. The most representative is the Timanfaya national Park, otherwise referred to as the 
mountains of fire. The so called “days of fire” , marked the beginning of a new stage in which not only the island´s 
surface changed significantly but which also worsened the harsh living conditions in Lanzarote. The lava occupied 
one quarter of the island (174 km2) and today 54 Km2 are protected in the Timanfaya National Park. As well as 
volcanoes such as in Timanfaya, there are other interesting natural formations such as the “Hervideros”, a part of 
the coastline where solidified magma meets the sea and one of the few existing hydrovolcanism cases, known as 
“el charco de los Clicos”.

The natural park Malpaís de La Corona, in the far north of the Island, is another outstanding formation in the 
volcanic landscape.  Although it shares the same origin as the Mountains of Fire, the huge temporal  difference and 
the route that the lava followed from the volcano gave this area an extremely different characteristic. Located in 
the Famara mountain range, the Corona Volcano expelled its load towards the east displacing the former coastline 
by 3 km into the sea. The first phase of the eruptions created  the unique rough surface while during the last stages 
the volcano produced a stream of lava that was long enough to form an “incandescent river” reaching the sea. 
During the process, the upper layers which were  in direct contact with the athmosphere, solidified while below 
the lava continued to flow. When the activity stopped, the magma´s temperature  fell and petrified producing a 
very long and uneven  volcanic tunnel which started from the volcano and finished on the island´s east coast. Due 
to a structural weakness or a gas accumulation, a part of the tube was made visible by a partial surface landslide 
which produced the cavities that are referred to as “jameos”. The most famous of all, the “Jameo del Agua” is part 
of this grotto that leads to the sea. A little further inland from the latter is a cave called “La Cueva de los Verdes” It 
is part of the same volcanic tunnel and is the most valuable from a scientific and touristic point of view.
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Environmental factors also added to the telluric nature of the landscape. Apart from the brackish water extracted 
from the Famara tunnels, the Island lacks superficial and subterranean water. One immediately notices its arid, 
semi-desert climate due to its scarce rain and bright sunshine. It is rendered milder partly by the sea and the wind´s 
influence. The strength and the persistence of the trade winds help to mitigate high temperatures. They are also 
responsible for the scarce vegetation on the island as they impair the growth of tall species. Aside from the Canary 
Palm tree, the island´s main vegetation includes gorses, euphorbias, and various succulents and shrubs. 

The different activities that the inhabitants undertook in order to survive the harsh environmental factors 
unconsciously shaped the unusual landscape that is seen today. Working with nature, farmers devised a system by 
which they dug holes in those areas covered with volcanic ashes  until reaching the fertile and arable substratum. 
Once the crops, mainly vines and fig trees, had been planted they were covered with “picón” and are protected 
from the wind by stone walls. The “picón” or “lapilli” absorbs the humidity and also provides a thermal cushion 
that protects the crops from the sun. The Geria area located very close to Timanfaya is the most representative 
indicator of this agricultural architecture which has covered the entire surface with hundreds of holes. The system 
was reproduced in the rest of the islands by using the “enarenado” technique. That way, the farmers were able 
to convert apparently exhausted land into cultivable soil. They geometrized the surfaces with stone walls which 
protected the crops from the wind and added volcanic ashes where needed. This created a kind of “black mosaic”, 
offering an unprecedented agricultural setting.

The “Jable” is a variant of this technique. The sand is blown from coast to coast by trade winds which draws an 
invisible line dividing the island into two. So, from the Famara cove to the Tias coastline, the particularly arid 
landscape was able to be cultivated like the rest of the Island by adapting the arenado technique with the use of 
sand (Jable) instead of lapilli. 

The uniformity of the Island´s landscape differs between these two areas. On the one hand, there is “Los Valles”, 
a region located in the Famara mountain range which is characterized by green palm trees and plantations. On the 
other hand, there is the Guatiza center, a testimonial of the economic boom that occurred until the 19th century 
due to the cultivation of “chumberas” (a specific variety of pear trees) which attracted the cochineal insect from 
which farmers were able to extract colorful dyes.

The landscape was not only influenced by the island´s distinctive geophysics but also by its architectural heritage. 
Traditional housing proved how architecture could respect and blend with its environment. The island´s surface 
is dotted with villages and buildings such as in Yaiza, Haría or Nazaret. These humble “white parallelepipeds”, 
standing alone or together, all share the same austere and autonomous origins mostly related to some form of 
agricultural activity. The predominance of lime in the area and the harsh climatic conditions shaped the vernacular 
model of buildings. These white structures contrast with the island´s black scenery and break up the marked 
horizontality of its geometry. The shape of housing is also characterized by the need to seek protection from the 
wind. Most houses form a U or L shape and their smooth walls and roofs facilitate the movememt of water. This 
arrangement makes it easier to collect and to retrieve water from the rainwater tanks. Nowadays, this is still an 
essential facility due to the absence of rain and the shortage of water on the island. The housing arrangement 
follows a basic but comprehensive program which can deal with the possible additions of new rooms. This 
explains the voluminous appearance of this visible architecture. The only details that seem to differentiate these 
humble houses from one another are the decorations of the doors, windows  and chimneys  (in reds, greens 
blues or  varnished wood)  as well as the various existing roof, wall and chimney typologies. The architectural 
humbleness is also seen in its military and religious buildings . The Island has six modest fortified towers and its 
chapels like the houses are voluminous with pure forms and white walls. 

The need to give the population basic resources also contributed to creating traditional technologies  which 
worked with the island´s natural surroundings. The mills used to grind cereals or presses to produce wine are 
examples of agricultural architecture . The fishing industry also generated various salt ponds along the coastline. 
Mills, ovens, irrigation systems etc which have been rendered obsolete by time and new techniques all produced 
highly-valued pieces of architecture.

Drawing up the territorial plan

After having been Mayor of Arrecife, José Ramírez Cerdá became president of el Cabildo in 1960. He was a friend 
of César Manrique who shared his ideas on tourism and with whom he had often worked with during his office at 
the City Council. Both believed firmly that the tourism industry would be capable of eliminating the island from 
poverty. There was no proper plan that would provide a structure to receive the subsequent arrival of tourism. Yet, 
they had a clear picture of an island based on its natural resources and of the image that they wanted to project. 

An Implicit Plan Landscape, Art and Lanzarote’s Tourism Development (1960-1974)
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The tourism development would not have successfully occurred on such a large scale without el Cabildo which 
provided all the necessary infrastructures. 

Regional priorities

The model that was adopted aspired above all to avoid what had occurred in other parts of the Canary Islands 
where urbanism had spoiled the territory by losing its local identity. Lanzarote offered a series of natural and 
traditional landmarks and a landscape whose natural and anthropic beauty could easily be admired by visitors 
and needed to be preserved due to its extreme fragility. Like in the case of an ecosystem whose parts are closely 
related, the idea was to take the whole terrain into account for its regional development. 

The second step aimed to structure, highlight and protect this heritage which was seen as the real key towards 
development. A series of measures were adopted in order to correctly deal with the landscape while preserving 
it. This would help to minimize the possible side effects that tourism could generate. Among these measures, it 
was essential to minimally adapt those natural areas which were distinctively attractive and to erect, in the more 
paradigmatic places, comfortable and elaborate facilities which would become architectural references on the 
island. As a principle all measures seek to respect the environment and enable the public to appreciate the natural 
landscape upon which they have been built. The landmarks or tourist centers, designed as landscape management 
units, acted as “regional milestones” and outlined a symbolic itinerary. With that objective in mind a road network 
was created. Today, it still crosses the entire landscape offering different routes from which one can obtain an 
overview of the Island and its people. 

Another way of safeguarding the heritage is to restore and preserve traditional architecture. Unlike other 
destinations which suffered the introduction of a type of architecture that did not respect the environment and the 
local traditions, Lanzarote chose to promote and preserve its vernacular architecture which was perfectly adapted 
to the climate and the landscape. 

The proposal designed in Lanzarote, with the local authorities, approval and support would put an end to the 
existing economic system in favor of a new plan that would hybridize tourism and heritage into one process. This 
would generate great revenues that would be reinvested into society.  Attracting high quality tourism, investing 
in good infrastructures and promoting the island´s unusual landscape would generate a competitive and unique 
image within the tourism market. The proposal´s success had an impact on society, not only on an economic level 
but also as an example of human behavior and its interactions with the environment. It generated a new model of 
environmental development which permeated the community. 

Projecting  easthetic qualities

Tourism expanded mainly due to the special attention given to the Island´s image. César Manrique’s artistic work 
was a great contribution to that effect. Lanzarote represented the foundation of his work and he was able to 
incorporate his art into the landscape while following his individual idea of tourism. The Island´s special image is 
partly owed to his artistic style. His concern for the environment played a major role in his work and his interest 
for tourism development generated a type of friendly art or relaxed style  that would connect visitors with nature.
Among the ideas he had regarding Lanzarote, his comprehensive vision of nature was to be the main driving 
force behind his life and his art. On the subject of safeguarding the landscape and the relationship between local 
tradition and modern culture, he would defend vernacular architecture as being the standard for future tourist 
buildings. His extrovert and lively personality is reflected in his work and his great ecological commitment also 
prevails over the political commitment of other artist of his time. His regional plan, both on an individual and on 
a global level, is a clear and constant example of environmental respect which could inspire society. Lastly his 
“absolute” vocation for art is evident on the Island where even the last detail holds his touch.

Regional development

The local government played an important role in the conceptualization of the Project. It did so firstly by taking on 
entire “responsibility” for a territory loaded with signs and contents and secondly, by recognizing, incorporating 
and protecting those areas that generated identity on the island. However, its role would not be limited to this task 
only. Faced with the emerging belief that tourism had much to offer and the lack of private investment, el Cabildo 
played a financial role in tourism development. It provided the main infrastructures, focusing on building tourist 
facilities, roads or developing air transport and attracting private investment to other structures such as water 
supply. On a legislative level it also proposed different regulations regarding the landscape and its use for tourism. 
As well as protecting the natural environment it realized the need of charging a fee to visitors. Meanwhile, it 
classified a lot of land for tourism purposes despite the lack of adequate facilities for the activity to take place. 
The scale and the aesthetics of the buildings would also be regulated. This revealed that attracting high quality 
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tourism was a priority given the carrying capacity of the island. With the public authorities’ approval, all the above 
measures would enable a new economic model to develop; a sustainable model with both landscape and tourism 
generating income.

In Lanzarote, the landscape was the project´s main field of action. On a general level, certain areas became fields 
of interest with limited access. The so called parks soon met the criteria for preservation. The first one to be 
considered was Malpaís de la Corona Park with the “cueva de los verdes” and the “Jameos del agua” as its main 
attractions. The second one encompassed theTimanfaya area and the mountains of fire. The Geria area on the 
other hand was not recognized as a park but as a terrain that should be preserved and included in the project. A 
series of buildings today referred to as centers for art, culture and territory (CACT), were erected in some of the 
areas that generated interest and soon became territorial landmarks. These structures interfered in the landscape 
as elements that could be seen and could offer a distinct viewpoint. They became a physical part of the terrain 
and played a major role through their functions and the routes that they established. In short, they brought an 
“artificial” touch to the landscape for tourism purposes and added historical value to it. These different groups 
of landmarks and areas form part of a system that is interlinked by the fundamentally important road network. 
El Cabildo carried out extensive work in this field by using the existent lanes to create a network of roads and 
scenic paths throughout the island. These networks would give priority to certain routes which would include 
other attractions such as the Teguise Villa; an agricultural landscape like the Valleys in Haria; the interesting 
“enarenados” or the coastline where tourism would establish itself. 

The work that took place on the remaining infrastructures was vital. Due to the lack of water, the government 
encouraged private investment through a number of tax benefits which lead to the installation of the first dual 
water purification system in Europe. As a response to the distribution scheme that el Cabildo had followed in an 
attempt to restore balance on the island, the private sector sought to maximize its benefits by offering to bring 
water to the areas were tourism was most likely to expand. This was of course a necessary step towards reaching 
the quality and standards required by tourism. In addition, regional authorities invested in wells and rainwater 
tanks in all of the Island´s different urban centers. They also established a distribution network for the low volume 
of water that came out of the Famara tunnels. The air transport system was another major task that the authorities 
took upon themselves to fulfill.  Sensing the importance of this mode of transport and faced with the private 
investor´s lack of interest, el Cabildo initially repaired the runway and urged the relevant State authorities to allow 
them to build an airport which would welcome international charter flights. 

Tourism development

n In order to defend the idea of the island as a comprehensive base for tourism, one needs to stress that private 
urban development and tourism highly depend on each other. While the territory was being shaped for tourism, 
housing expansion took place in the Capital, Arrecife and then transferred to other areas such as Puerto del 
Carmen or Famara. The determination to create a different image based on the Island´s natural and cultural 
heritage would generate an urban development in accordance with the plan´s aesthetic and artistic specifications. 
In many instances supervised by Manrique himself, the main housing projects undertaken by the private sector for 
tourism would be seen as benchmarks. They took into consideration the environment and aesthetics to build high 
quality infrastructures that could receive the exclusive class of tourism that the plan was hoping to attract.  

In the fifties, Franco´s regime was leaning towards a more open foreign policy, a process that would culminate 
in 1959 with a series of economic measures destined to stabilize and liberalize the Spanish economy (Plan de 
Estabilización National). From the tourism point of view, these measures helped noticeably to increase foreign 
investments in Spain. However, as other Spanish coastal destinations would begin to feel the benefits of tourism, 
Lanzarote, which lacked infrastructures, wasn´t able to offer the same guarantees to investors. In this initial 
stage, tourism was limited to Arrecife since the rest of the island was cut off by poor terrestrial and air transport 
infrastructures. It was only in the sixties that measures were taken to alleviate the infrastructural problems and 
attract investors. El Cabildo´s work acquired notoriety not only for its infrastructural and landscape development 
achievements but also through the regulations that it established. It started off by setting a limit to the buildings´ 
dimensions as well as handing out a series of guidelines concerning aesthetics. Along these lines, a considerable 
amount of land was classified for future tourist establishments which was not a very feasible plan but converted 
the island into a desirable product for the foreign tourism industry. At this point, a process of colonization 
began, opening the way to remoter areas that stood further away from the capital such as “Puerto del Carmen”. 
As it is mentioned by Alejandro Gonzaléz and Jose Hernández , the Island´s new characteristics were to have a 
conveniently placed airport, a mild climate, attractive beaches and competitive land prices amongst others. In 1965 
with the “Playa Blanca” partial plan´s implementation and the opening of Los Fariones Hotel in Puerto del Carmen, 
the tourism development process had officially begun. 
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In addition to the above mentioned Plan de Estabilidad, other reforms contributed to tourism expansion. It was the 
case of the 1968 Strauss Law, introduced by the German government, which would boost its economy and reach 
a high rate return by investing in places like the Canary Islands where profit was guaranteed. As a result, apart 
from the hotels, which were the preferred source of accommodation, many apartment and bungalow complexes 
started to appear. They were much more cost-effective despite the fact that they could easily become obsolete. 
The favorable conditions that private capital encountered, initiated from 1970 onwards the construction of a 
large number of medium sized tourism complexes. Legislation was the only way to adapt these establishments 
to the tourism Project. First of all by controlling the plot ratio and the size of the buildings – according to the 
lowest parameters existing in the province of Las Palmas – and by adopting aesthetic measures to blend the new 
complexes with the existing traditional architecture. Until 1973 a large amount of partial plans were presented in 
the municipalities of Tias and Teguise. In Tias most of these plans would be carried out. By contrast, In Teguise, 
aside from a few cases like the Island Homes plan or the Costa Teguise Partial plan, most planning permissions 
would never materialize, resulting only to be mere speculation ventures. As far as this study goes, the most 
important projects were executed en Arrecife, Famara, Puerta del Carmen and Costa Teguise. 

A few final observations

n Lanzarote is an example of how sometimes one cannot rely on written or graphic documents to prove a point. 
On the contrary one must investigate the issue as a real phenomenon. The absence of a “physical” project allows 
us to make an objective interpretation on how the island´s geography reveals the existence of an implicit regional 
plan. Throughout time, one is able to appreciate the underlying elements that materialized it. In the same way, the 
landscape development, the importance given to regional elements or the unusual image that was created, gives 
us a rough idea of the nature of the plan and opens up a new debate based on the criticism and theories that it 
generates. Not only does it highlights the intellectual sharpness and the avant-gardism of a plan that knew how to 
develop tourism from a regional and cultural perspective but it also offers the keys to its re-formulation.
In short, by including tourism in their plan, Manrique and his team passed on a new vision that was appropriate 
at the time and now represents one of the many possibilities that the landscape can offer. A re-shaping of the 
environment according to the new challenges brought by tourism could add on a “new” perspective. Indeed, a last 
glance would enable us to deepen our knowledge of touristic terrains relying on the implicit opportunities that the 
landscape´s underlying elements offer us.
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Abstract

n Foresight is a relatively new field of study which initially arose to make provisions for the future in science and 
technology, but nowadays it is increasingly being used in territorial issues. Although the use of foresight tools in 
the tourism realm has been limited, there is a growing need to manage the increasing uncertainty that surrounds 
tourism development. Based on these premises, this paper tries to prove the capability of foresight tools to 
anticipate the impacts of complex global challenges on the tourism field. This assumption is tested through a future 
vision exercise which explores the evolution of tourism demand segments and its implications in planning tourism 
destinations. Two major demand segments are visualised for the year 2020 horizon: “Niche and Innovative 
Demand” and “Massive and Predictable Demand”. For both segments, the tourism consumption chain value is 
displayed and spatial design guidelines are recommended for sun and beach destinations.

Key words: 
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Scarce presence of future studies in tourism physical planning

n Although predicting the future has been a long-standing quest for Humanity, future studies, as a recognized field 
of scientific knowledge, have a mere half-century of existence. Since ancient times, man has been uneasy when 
facing uncertainty and has tried by different means to anticipate its future, by either prophesies enacted by priests 
or by rational thinking exercised by scientists. It was not until the 50’s and 60’s of the Twentieth Century that a 
formal body of knowledge began to be assembled under the tag of future studies, providing a new set of tools to 
researchers.

In general terms, the field of future studies encompasses two broad families of methods and techniques (Fernández 
Güell, 2006). On the one hand, quantitative tools make intense use of mathematical and statistical methods to 
predict the future. This sort of methods may use simple tools, such as trend extrapolation, or very sophisticated 
ones, such as computer simulation models. Quantitative methods are particularly effective when the continuity of 
past-present-future phenomena is assumed.

On the other hand, qualitative tools are mainly based upon opinions, intuitions and conjectures of experts, who 
have reliable and privileged information about the analysed topic. The most frequently employed methods within 
this category are the Delphi method, scenario design and trend analysis. Qualitative methods are particularly 
recommended when long-range structural changes are to be predicted and these changes are hard to capture by 
simple statistics.
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Reaching this point, a distinction should be made between forecasting and foresight. 

1) Forecasting visualizes the future as a unique and lineal evolutionary process based upon past experiences. 
The predicted future is clearly deterministic. Forecasts are mainly nurtured by quantitative tools.

2) Foresight contemplates the future made by complex, uncertain and multiple visions. The future is open 
and not predetermined. Foresight mostly employs qualitative tools.

Obviously, tourism planning has not been alien to the need of foreseeing the future and of limiting uncertainty. 
Since its inception in the middle of the Twentieth Century, tourism planning has made projections and anticipated 
trends in order to improve the design of destinations for the benefit of visitors, investors and local residents. 
Nevertheless, tourism planners have historically favoured the use of quantitative tools (forecasting) in detriment of 
qualitative tools (foresight) (Song & Li, 2008).

A recent review of diverse sources has revealed the scarcity of foresight exercises in the tourism realm, exhibiting 
the following findings. Firstly, international institutions, such as the World Tourism Organization (WTO) and the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), are more centred in producing forecasts than 
in exploring qualitative scenarios. Nevertheless, both institutions have made partial incursions in the qualitative 
field by identifying megatrends with the purpose of producing quantitative forecasts, assessing developmental and 
marketing factors, and providing policy guidance (OECD, 2010; WTO, 2001).

Secondly, national tourism institutions, as the Spanish Ministry of Tourism, are beginning to make timid 
approaches into the foresight field. In the Tourism Plan Horizon 2020 (Consejo Español de Turismo, 2007), 
an evaluation was made of major trends that might affect the tourism sector in the future. A far more explicit 
foresight exercise was undertaken by Fundación OPTI in 2005, when future scenarios were designed for 
anticipating the evolution of tourism global demand and its implications in the Spanish business sector in the 
horizon of year 2015.

Thirdly, not much consulting or academic work has been performed regarding tourism foresight. A recent search 
in the European Foresight Platform, a European Commission funded body which has compiled nearly 500 foresight 
cases from all over the world, displayed that there was only one case in which future scenarios were designed for a 
tourist activity (Mittringer, 2005).

In brief, foresight tools are less used in the tourism realm than in other areas related to technological and 
socioeconomic studies. Tourism planners make abundant use of forecasting tools to project the number of 
visitors, the amount of revenues and the size of economic impacts (Goodwin, 2008), while they seem more 
reluctant to apply foresight methods, especially when it comes to planning and designing destinations. Under 
these circumstances, it is timely to ask whether it is convenient and feasible to bring over foresight methods and 
techniques to tourism planning for the sake of improving the design of destinations.

Foresight an innovative tool for tourism planning

n Foresight is a relatively new field of study which initially arose to make provisions for the future in science 
and technology, but nowadays it is increasingly being used in territorial issues such as climate change, urban 
development and transport systems. According to several authors (Fernández Güell, 2011, FOREN, 2001; 
Gavigan and Scapolo, 2001), foresight, when applied to tackle territorial issues, may be defined as a systematic, 
participatory, future intelligence gathering and vision-building process aimed at taking present-day decisions and 
mobilizing joint actions in the territorial realm. In other words, foresight brings together key agents of change and 
sources of knowledge in order to develop strategic visions and anticipatory intelligence in a given territory.

Therefore, foresight involves the implementation of five essential elements:

1) Anticipation. Foresight is a structured way to anticipate and project long-term social, economic and 
technological developments and needs.

2) Vision. Foresight elaborates a guiding strategic vision, which shares a sense of social commitment about a 
certain issue.

3) Action. Foresight develops and implements strategic visions through detailed action plans, which enable 

present actions to face the future successfully.

4) Participation. Foresight intensively incorporates interactive and participatory methods that support debate 
and analysis with a wide variety of stakeholders.

5) Networking. Foresight forges new social networks for the exchange of ideas, experiences and specific 
knowledge.

As previously defined, foresight may offer noteworthy tangible benefits for tourism planning. First, it systematizes 
the debate about future prospects for tourism development amongst a wide variety of agents through building 
up plausible and coherent future visions. Second, it helps to formulate viable, innovative tourism strategies that 
can reconcile the viewpoints of a wide range of stakeholders.  Third, it forms expert networks to exchange and 
disseminate knowledge deriving from the foresight exercises amongst stakeholders and political decision-makers.

In spite of the above-mentioned advantages, foresight may also have clear disadvantages for tourism planning. In 
the first place, foresight cannot tackle or resolve all the social, economic, environmental and political problems 
within a tourism destination.  Second, foresight cannot impose consensus where there are deep disagreements 
between tourism stakeholders. Third, foresight is not a quick remedy for urgent problems because it requires 
long analyses and the establishment of expert networks that do not produce immediate results. Finally, foresight 
demands certain policies that may be difficult to implement in emerging public institutions with little real power.

In contrast to traditional planning processes, which tend to have a limited sectoral scope, foresight gradually builds 
up an integrated vision of the possible future through participation methods. Foresight is thus complementary to 
the established planning processes, feeding into them new elements and values, empowering local agents and 
providing legitimacy to territorial strategies.

Foresight methods are spreading progressively and are becoming a decisive element in many planning exercises. 
This trend is determined by fast and unpredictable changes experienced by society, markets, technology and 
science. A dynamic and sometimes turbulent environment puts enormous pressure on rational planning systems, 
which have been frequently designed to simulate highly stable and predictable functional systems. Therefore, 
foresight methods represent an emerging approach that works with few technical constraints and shows an 
increased adaptability to environmental changes.

Applying foresight for planning and designing tourist destinations

n Despite its apparent benefits, foresight is either simply ignored or just perceived as a trivial set of tools that do 
not provide much added value to the tourism planning process. On the one hand, most foresight exercises made 
by social scientists are usually based in general narratives that are intellectually stimulant, but are rarely of much 
help to tourism planners for taking physical design decisions. On the other hand, when looking at the future, 
tourism planners tend to focus on forecasting tools, disregarding most foresight methods as frivolous exercises. 

In order to bring over foresight techniques to tourism planners, new contributions are needed to reinforce 
qualitative instruments so that the quality and detail of their outputs (visions or scenarios) will enable them to 
be used as inputs for quantitative and spatial tools. Consequently, an approach is presented hereby to test the 
applicability of foresight tools to planning and designing tourist destinations. The proposed approach displays how 
to translate a future vision into practical strategies to guide tourism development in the long-term. This approach 
is made up of three sequential steps:

Step 1: Formulation of future visions. Traditional foresight tools, such as visioning or scenario design, are used to 
create future visions of the global tourist demand.

Step 2: Implications on the destination’s general strategy. Once the visions are formulated, functional implications are 
determined which display the overall strategy that must be followed by the tourism destination to become 
successful in a competitive market.

Step 3: Implications on the destination’s physical design. The inception of a general strategy provides plenty 
of clues for establishing a set of physical design guidelines, in the form of parameters and qualitative 
recommendations, for developing a destination.
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Though this approach is not new in a strict sense, since most of the proposed steps have been used in tourism 
planning, its uniqueness comes out because all the elements are used in an articulated and coherent way, having a 
foresight exercise as a starting point. This approach rests on an ongoing and systematic participation process with 
tourism experts and local stakeholders. The three methodological steps are developed in the following sections 
through a fictitious exercise in which future demand requirements are determined for the design of generic sun and 
beach destinations.

Step 1: formulation of future visions

n Recent foresight exercises undertaken for the Spanish sector (OPTI, 2005; OPTI, 2008) revealed that there 
will two major demand segments that will clearly dominate the tourism market in the 2020 horizon: “Niche and 
Innovative Demand” and “Massive and Predictable Demand”. Those visions were expressed in narrative form.

Segment A: “Niche and Innovative Demand” (2020)

Segment A will correspond to travellers who will have satisfied their economic and social needs, and who will 
be searching for self-esteem and self-fulfilment during their trip. Travel motivations will be influenced by their 
sophisticated life style, their high educational level and their open attitude toward different cultures. In this 
segment, numerous demand micro segments will coexist, characterised by their great diversity and complexity. 
Each micro segment will be small in number and oriented to very specific products. Differences among micro 
segments values and needs will be significant.

Members of Segment A will be very demanding about the quality of tourism services and facilities, but also about 
the sophistication and innovation of the tourist experience. Therefore, the innovative traveller will be ready to 
assume risks during his trips as far as the final experience is satisfactory. This tourist profile will be very exigent, 
but at the same time will be ready to spend more in products and services. In brief, Segment A will correspond to a 
very experimented, sophisticated and versatile traveller, who will act as a strong prescriber to other travellers.

As stated in Figure 1, the consumption pattern of Segment A will show strong motivation for travelling to 
alternative destinations that satisfy his high expectations toward the quality of tourism experience. Travel 
motivations will be marked by a strong emotional load and they will be generated through innovative marketing 
tools. Social values will influence tourist motivations and they will be driven by concepts like spirituality, 
authenticity, identity, solidarity, sustainability, etc. Whatever his background, Segment A will demand destinations 
more sustainable and with lesser social differences.

Segment B: “Massive and Predictable Demand” (2020)

This profile will be made up of large tourist segments, well differentiated among them in terms of geographical 
origin and socio-demographic structure. Under this group much experienced tourist segments from Western 
countries coexist with less travelled segments from emerging countries. Segment B is less sophisticated and 
capricious than A, however, it demands high quality and reliability in the services provided. He demands tourism 
products well tested as well as destinations that are massively consumed. In other words, he does not like 
surprises or risky experiments.

Massive and Predictable Demand will not disappear at all from the tourist market; on the contrary, despite 
experiencing a lesser growth than Segment A, it will still be the most voluminous segment. As it has been in the 
past, most families with children and tourist groups will nurture the rank and file of Segment B. One of the most 
dynamic groups of Segment B will be the “seniors”, people older than 60, who will travel more than before and 
will have more diverse and demanding travelling needs.

As shown in Figure 2, this type of demand will keep his traditional motivations for travelling -- relax, beach, 
recreation and escape from routine--; however, price will increasingly act as the motivator factor for travelling. 
Seasonal trips to beach destinations will still be a priority for this segment; however, tourists will increasingly 
try emerging destinations in order to get better price/quality offers. Segment B will experience a growing 
environmental consciousness, though not as intense and explicit as Segment A. Many tour operators will carry out 
campaigns to make aware tourists of environmental costs generated by their travels. Just as well, sustainability will 
become a major tag in most destinations marketing strategies.

Despite its differences, both segments may coincide in the same destination and in the same person. On the one 
hand, the same destination may offer tourism products oriented to highly specialised demand segments, while 
at the same time it may attend the needs of mass demand segments. On the other hand, the same person may 
behave as Segment A when it travels by himself or with his couple, while he may behave as Segment B when 
travelling with his family group. Obviously, these two segments do not reflect the large complexity and variety of 
global tourism demand; however, both segments can be easily broken into multiple sub segments that respond to 
geographic, socio-demographic and income differences.

Step 2: implications on destination’s general strategy

n After having anticipated the two major demand segments that will prevail in the global tourist market in the 
year 2020 horizon, implications were determined for the general development strategy that should be followed by 
sun and beach destinations.
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Segment A requirements should be met by the following destination’s strategies:

• Products specialization. A “Niche and Innovative Demand” will require a wide portfolio of specialised products 
in which sun and beach attractions will be combined with complementary offers such as golf, horse riding, 
nautical sports, spas, cultural activities, etc.

• Wider choice of destinations. Segment A will demand different types of destinations. Some tourists will be 
looking for “authentic places”, which preserve the original ambience of a village or the pristine conditions of 
a beach or marine ecosystem. On the contrary, some other tourists will enjoy more “artificial and hedonist 
destinations”, where highly specialised and luxurious services will be provided.

• Generation of synergies among destinations. High level demands from Segment A will force to provide additional 
attractions to the standard ones that can be found in traditional beach destinations. In this respect, it will 
be advisable to forge alliances among other seaside municipalities and to promote synergies with in-land 
attractions located in the vicinity.

• Promotion based on differentiation. For attracting Segment A to a destination it will be of no use to undertake 
generic and massive promotion campaigns; on the contrary, potential visitors will be hooked by specific 
promotional messages attuned with their preferences. In consequence, promotional strategies will be much 
focussed on specific market segments, differential tourist brands will be created, advertising campaigns will be 
adapted to each product and market niche, and qualitative aspects will prevail over the price factor.

• Continuous market reposition. Segment A’s strong dynamism and extreme volatility will force mature 
destinations to adapt to changing market demands in order to extend their life-cycle. To do so, destinations 
will need tourism observatories capable of making reliable predictions about future trends and anticipating 
competitors’ movements. In this context, local business will have to be very flexible to adapt on a continuous 
base to a changing environment.

• Wide-spread use of new technologies. Segment A preferred commercialization channel will be Internet. Web 
portals will segment tourist according to their life styles in order to determine their specific motivations and 
to match their demands with destinations offerings. Most destinations will have their own Internet portal 
where tourists will be able to find all kind of information about attractions, services, transport, etc. Tourists’ 
evaluations will be captured and disseminated on specialised webs that will be attuned to specific life styles.

• Intense public-private cooperation. For promoting and selling small sun destinations in the global markets, it will 
be necessary an intense cooperation among private business and public bodies. The role of public agents will 
be to guarantee the destination’s brand image, to act as protectors of consumers’ rights and to impulse new 
enterprises. On the other hand, private agents will have to provide high quality services while preserving the 
natural environment.

Segment B requirements should be met by the following destination’s strategies:

• Reinvention of the sun and beach model. Strong competition from low-cost exotic destinations will force 
traditional sun and beach destinations to reinvent their model by emphasizing the quality of their offerings. 
The new strategy should be based on: improving destination’s sustainability; diminishing congestion rates; 
differentiating tourist products and services; extending complementary services; developing exclusive 
attractions.

• Development of new products. In line with the new strategy, sun and beach destinations will have to develop 
new products that satisfy emerging massive demands with quality services. Thematic destinations that 
provide more entertainment and emotion will be welcomed by Segment B. Added value to sun and beach 
products will be provided by offering sport activities, cultural events, shopping facilities and night recreation.

• Focus on family and elderly sub segments. Sun and beach destinations will pay priority attention to family and 
elderly sub segments by specializing and differentiating their facilities. This type of demand may prefer the 
“all-included-service-model”.

• Provision of safety conditions. One of the most important requirements of a massive holiday destination will be 
to provide visitors with good safety conditions regarding health, crime and legal protection. This will be a key 
condition for those destinations specialized in servicing retired and elderly persons.

• Highly integrated quality systems. The big size and complexity of destinations together with the large volume of 
visitors generated by Segment B will require the implementation of highly integrated quality systems to run 
efficiently the whole tourism chain of value.

• Multi-channel promotion. Increasing international competence will force destinations to use aggressive 
promotional strategies. Multiple communication channels and new multimedia technologies will be employed 
to promote tourist products. Advertising campaigns will be massive, but centred in macro segments and 
tour operators. Powerful and well-differentiated brands that encompass several tourism destinations will be 
developed with the support of public institutions.

• Massive use of information and communications technologies. Segment B destinations will employ powerful 
technological platforms to provide visitors with on-line and continuously updated information about 
attractions, accommodations, services, transport schedules, etc. Visitors will be able to access to this wide 
array of information through their personal electronic devices or through public electronic terminals.

• Intense coordination among businesses and public administrations. Although Segment B will be usually attended 
by big service providers capable of serving by themselves large volumes of visitors, business will need to 
coordinate their actions with local authorities. Effective coordination among private agents and public bodies 
will ensure the right planning and management of large and complex tourist destinations.

Step 3: implications on destination’s physical design

n After having formulated general strategies that sun and beach destinations should implement to satisfy Segments 
A and B requirements, spatial patterns for designing destinations were described and visualized. Each of the 
following spatial patterns represents a physical design model taken to an extreme; therefore, these patterns should 
be considered as mere working hypotheses.

The physical design guidelines for Segment A are as follows (see Figure 3):

 
• Development of small and medium size destinations in the coast. Segment A will show clear preferences toward 
destinations of medium and small scale, located in the sea line or inland zones close to the coast. Chosen 
locations will be distant from massive tourism centres. Destinations will limit their growth capacity, will be 
oriented to specific niche markets and will try to promote the highest added value activities during visitors stay.
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• Integral planning and management of destinations. Sun and beach destinations will be planned in a comprehensive 
way, achieving an adequate balance among spatial, social and economic objectives. Tourist destinations will 
have to be respectful with the local landscape. Real estate and business projects will not look for short-term 
profitability, but for medium and long-term profits. To achieve these goals, it will be necessary to pursue the 
greatest consensus level with local stakeholders and residents when planning a tourism destination.

• Respectful accessibility and sustainable mobility at destinations. Average tourists of Segment A will reject mega 
airport and railway infrastructures to access final destinations, while they will feel more comfortable with 
medium or small size transport facilities. Within destinations, tourists’ mobility will be mostly provided by 
public transport and non-motorised vehicles. Electric vehicles will a popular transportation mean to move 
around destinations.

• Development of light basic infrastructures. Segment A will favour basic infrastructures that are light and 
sustainable in order to minimize environmental impacts along the coast. Special emphasis will be put in 
developing renewable energy systems that guarantee energy autonomy, integrated water cycle infrastructures 
and small scale waste recycling systems.

• Integration of urban structures in the landscape. Demand will expect all urban structures to be respectfully 
integrated in the seaside landscape and adapted to the original urban settlements. Therefore, rehabilitation 
of old buildings will prevail over the construction of new structures, bioclimatic architecture will be strongly 
recommended, big and massive structures that generate adverse visual impacts will be forbidden.

Regarding Segment B, the physical design guidelines are the following (see Figure 4):

 

• Integrated planning of the coast line. The high complexity of services and infrastructures required by massive 
sun and beach destinations will give place to a strong public intervention to minimize environmental and 
social impacts. It will be necessary to undertake an integrated planning effort for the entire coast line in order 
to ensure the right location and dimension of large tourist destinations. Strict limits to destinations carrying 
capacities will be imposed to minimize adverse environmental impacts. Integral planning will be based in 
intense public-private coordination and in effective citizen participation procedures.

• Strait transport connection with tourists’ home markets. Massive tourism demand will require fast transport 
connections between home countries and final destinations. Strait connection with distant markets will be 
provided by regional airports that can take in regular and low-cost airlines. Connection with domestic markets 
will be facilitated by high-speed railways.

• Provision of intense and sustainable mobility at destinations. Segment B will demand adequate transport 
infrastructures and services so as to visit attractions in the vicinity of the beach destination. In order to 
avoid traffic congestion within destinations, public transport system will be provided by light railways and 
electric mini-buses, and the use of non-motorized vehicles will be promoted. Ample pedestrian zones will be 
developed around commercial areas and along the sea side.

• Optimization of basic infrastructures. Massive sun and beach tourism will require a wide offer of basic 
infrastructures (water, energy, waste, telecom, etc.) capable of handling the needs of large volumes of 
visitors without threatening the destination’s sustainability. With the purpose of optimizing its operational 
costs, infrastructures will have to be designed to attend average demands and not peak demands. Tourism 
seasonality will have to be smoothed.

• Preservation of the natural and urban landscape. Although visitors from Segment B may not be as environmentally 
conscious as Segment A, under no circumstances they will accept polluted beaches, deteriorated landscapes 
or rundown destinations. Quality of public spaces (sea promenades, pedestrian zones, parks, community 
facilities, etc.) will be a key element to articulate diverse hotel, commercial and residential complexes.

• Toward new residential models. Real estate products based on the mix of apartments + hotels + golf will evolve 
toward more sophisticated models in which residential and recreational uses will be designed to comply with 
strict sustainability criteria so as to minimize consumption of energy and water resources. Fiscal incentives 
will stimulate residential time-sharing formulas in order to smooth destinations’ seasonality and stop the 
urbanizing process.

Findings

Despite the limited content of this paper, some tentative conclusions can be extracted from experiences gathered 
during recent research activities related to the tourism sector. These findings mainly refer to the opportunity of 
employing foresight methods and techniques in tourism planning.

Firstly, the proposed foresight method appears to be user-friendly for local decision makers and quite manageable 
for technicians. Although the approach is process-oriented, it generates a tangible product –future visions, general 
strategies and physical design guidelines-- to which people can easily refer to and understand.

Secondly, this foresight approach may be welcomed by both strategic and physical planners. On the one hand, it 
offers a comprehensive future vision of tourism demand and its business implications, and on the other hand, it 
displays spatial solutions.

Thirdly, quantitative analysis can lend coherence and credibility to foresight exercises, but modelling tools should 
support the process and not drive it. Despite its shortcomings, a foresight method like the one proposed here 
should not lose its eminent qualitative nature.

Fourthly, this exercise transmits the power of foresight tools for knowledge dissemination and for the 
establishment of expert networks, which all together can help improve a destination’s governance.

In summary, this exercise shows the potential of foresight to deal with tourism development issues plagued with 
complexity and uncertainty, as well as its capability to bring down analysis from global challenges to local and 
spatial implications. Obviously, the proposed approach needs additional development and refinement; but when 
this is achieved, chances are that foresight will elicit less technical scepticism among tourism planners.
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